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j January 12, 1933
On Board StS. Lurline. Sailed from New York at noon. Dr. Chapin,Anthony,
Myr, Hatt, Tate and Mr. Morden came down to the boat to see us off also Armar
and Mr.’Daverin and /Llley and Gug came to the pier but were not permit ed to come
aboard as they arrived to late? The weather was fine, partly cloudy cool with the
wind from the North or North-east. I took aRXHKKdaKrx loti of ^ovie pictures of
the Skyline and of gulls as we went down the halbour. In the afternoon I took
a role of stills of gulls as they followed the boat, they ■•ere comming quite
close The last we saw were about f if ten to six at which time the coast of N. J.
was clearly visible from the "A" deck.
I recieved a pocket book from Mother and
a pipe and pouch with tobaco from Dan, also a lettwer from Mother and another
from Miss. Gilbert. Archie and Beg also sent one as did the Above crowd after
the boat sailed (Raidio). Barometer reading in Cabin at £3:37 - 76.8 mm.
Temp. 24.5 C.
Jan. 13, 1933
On board S.S. Lurline Noon Lat. 33 33* N. Long. 75 41' W.
Distance run
431 m. for the twenty two hours from New York speed 19.59 m.p.h. distance
to Havana 731, the wind and moderate sea was from the North ijt£±$
(aft quarter)
which caused an occasional crash of dishes and necesitated racks at lunch
later in the afternoon the sea went down s me what . Dxxx
In the afternoon
and a particularly large patch of sea weed was seen floating being colored
brown. *^ome eighteen or twenty gulls have been folowing us off and on all day.
I have been reading Willoughby Lowe's book all day and find it very interestig
though it is a little slow reading though that might be attributed to the
sleepy weather j he certainly j-believe that moderate h use of alcohol is benificial in the trtopics or for that matter anywhere. Barometer at 6:36
76.2 mm. Temp, cabin 27 C.
Jan. 14, 1933
On $oard S.S. Lurline, noon D, R. position L at. 27
90' N. Long.
79 56' W. Distance run 442 m, from N. Y. 873, To Havana 295 Aver, speed 18.4
m.p.h. I got up about 8:00 the weather was cloudy but the sun was out. About
11:00 we ran into a rain squall and it remained cloudy till about two when
the clouds broke up into clusters . Most of the morning I was reading but I tock
an ocasi nal walk around , there was few birds following. About ten fifteen
I was with Hand and we first n saw a Pcmarine Jarger I tried to get a Picture
but was prevented by the rain. Betwe n noon and 1:00 we saw 4 or 5 "aegers
numbers (15 or 16)
Herring gulls, 1 Laughing Gull 5 or 6 Gannets and 2 Royal
turns though there is some question of the last as we only saw them in the
distance; at this time we were passing Palm Beach. At three thirty I estimated
that there were 30 birds following the ship of which 1 was a Jaeger and that
the laughing gull equaled the Herring gulls and the last were almost entirely
jeuvenile plumaged biros there being onl
Ltwo or three adult Herring gull
At % 5:00 Rand saw, while I was below a Frigate-bird in the distance and
at 5:10 there were at least 60 Gulls about 3/4 of the were Laughing Gulls and
there were Five “aegers I went b low about five twent at which time Rand
counted 14 Jaegers and there were the -'ame number of others I brought my
camera up and made ax number of shots at th gulls but do not know if they wil
turn out as it was rather dark. At fix® 5:55 we noticed a marked depreciation
in numbers, probably 2/3 of them left and a number of thep/ were seen to
ligKt on the water (both Laughing-gulls and Ja gers). The/e was a number of
bahters as the weathers was fine aboutnthe right temperature, in the morning
the officers were intDDduced to the Passangers they easch made a very short
speech.

Jan. 15, 1933
At Havana. We arrive about

7:30 in the morning and we went ashore

and walked around about ten we were much pestered by taxi men trying t get
us to take a ride and by a pedler trying to sell us some &ane<>. We walked up
to the capitol and got bounced off a seat where we had sat down to wathc the peo- .
pie. We then walked to the fort at the entrance to the harbour. In the afternoon
starting about two thirty we took a dirve out to the Bathing beach and casino
via the shorb^ drive and the milianairs drive tfesxE from there we went inland
by a large plantation to a town called Muchado (After the president) which is quifee
new and seemed to consist of a large hospital, insaneasylam and vocational school
The country impressed us both as being x very uninteresting country being flat and
with few trees. Some of the villas were pritty but that is all though in the spite
of this fact we enjoyed our dirve tfery much returning about five thirty stopping
in town to buy some very green cigars. We did not go ashore after supper.
Jan. 16, 1933
On board SS Lurline. We sailed at 0:30 this morning and left the western
tip of Cuba behind about ten thirty, lie only saw three birds two were a long
way astern and unidentifiable andclose to the water. The third also a long way
astern but much heighfer off the water and it looke quifee larger;; it might have
been a Frigafe-bird. I tried trap shooting they shot them off the boat on the
windward side, wheih made it easy, though I was not shooting to well 18 I think
)fhis afternoo I developed a film that I took while leaving new york of the
Herring Gulls, they came out all right though unfortunatly they film got scratched
it is no XV. At noon our position was 21 19' N. 84 45' W, having run in the
11 h. 30 m. 219 mi. which leaft 781 mi. to Balboa and gave us an average speed
of 19.05 m.p.h. All day we saw small shlools of flying-fish.
Jan. 17, 1933
On Board S.S.Lurline. At noon our positiqj was Lat. 14 42' N. Long, 80 46' W.
our coarse for the day wxz was 150 true for 458mi, averaging 19.1 m.pbh.
taking us 677 mi. from Havana and leaving 323 mi. to Colon. Upon coming up
from lunch we saw a number of sma birds flying low over t the watter (Rand called
them Bobbies) and to larger birds undoubtedly Frigate-birds (2 birds) though none
we close enough to identify, the weather on the whole has been fine though one
or two rain squalls caught us thaugh but they did not last long. We took a swim
before breakfast and Rand took another long one before lunch and got qmite burned
and we both took one this afternoon Hand staying in much longer than I. The
sbhools of flying fish have been slightly more numberous. Ibrok 21 out of 25
this morning a little better th n yesterday. The contrast between the dining room
and the rest f the boat was very marked to-day; the dining-room being fresh and
cool, while the rest was slightly warm. The temperature in my cabin is now 28 C.
at 5:30 though I think it is ehigher outside.
Jan. 18, 1933
On board S. S. Lurline. We arrived at the outer harbor of Colon about 7:30
and was delayed two hors in order to measure the boat to ascertain the toll charge.
There were numberous Laughing Gulls and I think ten Frigate-birds the last came
quite near the ship and I got a number of pictures of them. We started up th canal
abotit 9:30. As soon as we started I went up on the top Bridge where I stayed
practically all the time until we docked at Balboa about 4:15 and consequently got
a fine burn on my neck. Just after we had passed Baro Colorado I saw 15 large birds
flying over the island (probably pelicans). We saw a Buteo being chased by a bparrww
hawk just before we came to the Gaillard cut. This with some swallows at the first
locks and some Pelicans at various intervals, sums up the birds seen on the trip across. I thingk the country if quite pritty and would be more so if they would remove
some of the dead trees from the lake. Upon arriving I went fr a swim which was very
ref reshing., and then took a short walk around but did not get far eno gh to see
anything of interest. The weather was quite warm,

Jan. 19, 1935
On board S. S. Lurline Noon L at. 7 22' N. Long 82 14* W. Distance run
239 for the 11 hr. 14 min. from Balboa leaving to San Franeiso 2991 mi.
We averaged 21.2 knots. The weather was fine slightly warm when out of the breeze
but cool in it. We were in site of land most all day; Panama in the A.M. and Costa
Rica in the P.M. About 10:30 A.M, we saw a shcool of Dolphins or porposies we could
not tell which but they were clearing the water and Rand thinks he saw the bottle
nose. At this time also we saw a lot of Brown Boobies there were both ad. and jeuv.
plumaged birds. Athis time we were quite close to land. About twelve we passed
on our port and large colony of a bout a hundred seals or sealions; they would
remain with therd heads out of water then dive the come up and jump claar of the
water. Again at about 4:15 another Siehoold of soem vertabrate Some one clamed they
were Tuna. . About eight in the morning we passed a number of birds which were
too far to identify probably Gulls of some sort. The summary of tim ing for the
voyage is a follows;
New York-Havana 1168 m. 2 d. 16 hr. 54 min, 18 knots
Havana-Cristobal 1000 "
2 "
5 "
35 "
18.65 "
Cristobal-Balboa
44 "
7 ■
30 "
5.9
The officail timing for the Canal is as follows and will corect the times as I recorded them yesterday:8:30 left Cristobal
2:48 Arrived Miraflores Locks
9:38 arriv d Gatun Locks
3:54 Departed Miraf lores
10:45 Departed Gatun Locks; entered Lake 4:13 arrived Balboa
12:28 Passed 8amboa;Entered Gaillard Cut
1:68 Arrived Pedro Miguel Lock 1:52
2:29 Entered Miraf lores Lake
I had a fine s»d.m in the morning and another in the afternoon much longer. I developed two rolls of film but unfortunatly the one of Panama canal was spoiled and had
to be thrown away . The other of Jaegers Havana and Frigate birds was some what
affected by the heat, and is Neg. No. XVI (16).
Jan. 20, 1933.
On ^oard 3. S. Lurline, Noon "at. 11 21' N. 90 03* W with a run of 535 mi.
for the 24hr 30 min. the closks being sdt back 30 min at midnight leaving 2456 mi.
to San Francisco and*setting us 774 mi. from Balboa our speed was^l.84 knots.
There was very little of interest we saw only a few Boobies (Brown) and several
small whitish birds which meither of us could identify. Rand saw a Blue-faced Booby®
he also reported seeing a seal , and a school of porposes. There was a b obie perched
ontop of our forward mast but when i saw it,it was too dark to identify. We had in
the evening what was probably the best movie we have had so far it is the only on
so far that is even passible. The weather was fine a little cooler than yesterday.
Jan. 21, 1933
On board 3.“'.Lurline. At 11:50 I saw a Magnificent Bird Frigate-bird
At two fifty five I saw two large flocks of terns of some sort but they were too
far off to identify about three we saw a shool of porposises or tuna they seemed to
me to be too slender to be porpos&ax . about 5i00 we s what Rand said it was
a Tropic -Bird but I could not see the long tail, but I did not get a good look at
it as we were in swimming when it flew over the boat.At noon our position was
Lat. 15 38' N. Long. 98 00' W, on a course of 296 15' True for 24hr. 00 min.
averaging 21.2 knots leaving 1937 mi. to Ban Francisco and 1293 from Balboa.

Jan. 22, 1933
On Board S.S.Lurline Noon Lat. 19 53' N. Long. 106 00' W. 522 mi in 24 hr.
30 min. average speed 21.3 knots, taking us 1841 mi. from Balboa and leaving to
San Francisco 1415 mi. When we came on dec just before breakfast (about 8:00)
we saw a number of boobies and at Nine thirty when I came on deck again Boobies were
abundant, they were the Mexican race of the Brown Booby their whits forehead being
quite noticable. at % 9:38 I saw a turtly or tortoise and at 9:46 I saw a shark
both were very close to the side of the ship. About nine twenty 1 saw one or two
porposies which were black all over, one of which I got a good look at and it makes
me think all the more tfyat the animals we saw yesterday weren't porposies but fish
od some sort. At 11:15 I saw two sharks or rather their dorsal fin which was
sharp and long; five minutes later I saw another shark but this one seem to have
shorter and blunter dorsal fins but perhaps it was the angle at which they were seen
for the last named was seen at a much nearer distance. About E 11:30 it was aparent
that Boobies were less numberous than before and we saw more of a plover like bird
which seem to prefer to travel in flocks though individuals were seen all we e traveling North into the wind; at 3:06 we saw xxxjx large flock of these birds as will
as a bunch of (19) Brown Boobies and another (12) five minutes later. Few flying fish
were seen though individuals were seen at odd intervals throughout the day. The
weather was noticably cooler the yesterday, this was especially noticable this afternoon. the weather was also overcast with a fresh breeze and slight sea.
Jan. 23, 1933.
On Board S3. Lurline Noon. Lat. 25 27' N. Long. 113 17' W. Disdance 525 mi.
day 24 hr. 30 min. Aver, speed 21.42 knots Distance to SanFrancisoo 890 mi, from
Balboa 2340 mi. The day was overcast and quite cool too cool to site without an
overcoat. There was practically nothing seen durMg the day only on or two
of the ploverlike birds. In the evening they had a fancy dress ball which was a grand
sucess, I did not dress.
Jan. 24, L933
On Board S3. Lurline. We saw some gulls for the first time . About ]_Q:30
we S<a-W on
Starboard a great school of fish of some sort coming towards the boat
In the afternoon I saw four Harbour Porpoise At. noon our position was Lat.
32 13' N. Long. 116 34' W. course 321 26' True Distance 518 mi. for 24 Hr. 30 min.
21.2 knots average speed; Distance to San Francisco 372 ia from Balboa.
Jan. 25, 1933.
We arrived off the harbour about & 7; 30 and docked about 10:00 as we were
held up on acount of inspection. There were lot s of gulls about and I took a number
of pictures he took a short walk along the docks before lunch. In the afternoon
I wrote letters and took another walk along the docks.
Jan. 26, 1933
,
morning I went up town and ogt the key changed on the typewriter and
dia a litule shopping. I read most of the af ternoon as the weather did not look good
but towards five I did woalk up town to be caught in the rain B so I returned without
dooing anything.
Jan. 27, 1933,
About five minutes to nine, just before I went in to breakfast I recieved a
a telegram from Uncle Elxis asking me to come down. I had only time to get s®
some cearial and rush up to the uair office as iobody could tell me which field
the plane when from. One of the men from the office took me out to the field and
we only just got there as it came in being ten minutes late. The rain was still
falling heavily and we flew low form long ways flying in the valleys untiil
the weather became better shortly before Taft where the sun was out. We got into
Los Angeles about twenty minutes late, and I went into the town which is quite a
distance and went to Zeidd and got some'filters for the Contax. I then got a malls
milk and went to the Central airport and got the three o'clock plant to Sqn Diego
were I arrived at 4:00. Uncle Ellis metme with John . We then motered to their
home wh
/

Jan 28, 1935
About nine thirty we went oveE to Coronado and Saw Lydia and her baby.
Mr. Saunderson was there when I arrived and the two boys caire in also with
Mrs. Saunderson but as no one introduced her I took her for Lydias nurse. We then
went to the Museum to See Dr. Abbot but he was not in. and so we left for Los
Angeles where we arrived about three fifteen. Uncle Ellis and John came on
board and we spent about and hor going over the boat, he id not stay untill
the boat sailed as he wanted to get iattxk back the same day. fie were an hour late
in leaving making it six in the evening.
Jan. 29, 1953
x
There was practically not see all day ran though he saw an Albatross and he
saw several gulls and we daw in the afternoon some large fish or porpoise Jumping
the cleared the water. At noon we were in Lat. 32 46* N. Long. 125 05' W. on
a course of 257 25' True distance run for the 17 hr. 13 min. since Los Angeles
347 mi. leaving 1876 mi. to Honolul averaging 20;65 knots.
Jan. 30, 1933
N oon. position Lat. 30 SO* N. Long. 134 02' W. course 252 True
Distance 484 mi Day 24 hr. 30 min. Speed 19.8 Knots Distance from L.A. 831
to Honolulu 1092. I s pent most of the day splicing ropes onto the flies there
was no birds seen.
Jan 31, 1933- Feb. 1, 1933
(Bn board S.S. Lurline. I lost paper on which I copied the runs etc. for .
these days . There was ii no birds seen during these days though I picked one
up on the Starboard "A" deck at eleven P.M. on the night of the 31st which I
skinned the next morning, he was aparently uningered though he made no effort to
fly. He had practically nothing in his stomach and hes testes where slightly inlaged
though not in breeding condition.
Feb. 2, 1933
At Honolulu. I got up about six in the morning when it was just getting light
and we had just rounded the Satsern Point and were sailing along the southern coast
the cloud effects were marvelous, and the sunrise on the mountains
also very
fine . fie docked at 8*00 and went ashore at 8:30 and las I had decided to take the
regular excursion I got in to my car and we went first to Pali which is a devide
where the rode crosses to the northern part of the island the view from here was
exquisit the day was perfect fe w clouds and exceptionally clear and the much talked
of wind was not blowing which helped immensily the taking of pictures, the drive ud.
and down was bordered by beautiful residences, we the went through the twon to Red
Hill which is a pineaple farm and had some fresh pineapple which was very good.
; wwe then went aroundxM® Diamond Hed and went to The Royal Hawaiian HoteXy where I
Had lunch whit Mr & Mrs. Bernside; Mr. &. Mrs. Austin, Major Wagerman and another
lady whose I od not remember. It consisted of first crab salad the some fried local
fish and poie then squab, taro, bread-frmit-and Chinese beans and finsihed with
Watermelon; we had ales some native whiskey I dont know what *t is but it tasted
fine, we then watch a native climb a cocoanut tree ana some natives danc e the d
dancing was interesting though it draged a little to long. I then went in swimming
which was about three, I was trying to surf ride and in joyed it and did not realise
how long we had been swimming untill it got cool at Six . I the went home , the boat
and had supper. I was surf riding with Miss Parsons,Lucille she had ben at it all
day. fie are both suffering some sore spot from o£r slips, but it was great fun.
Af ter dinner I went back to the Hotel and vatched the dancing untill elven and
the boat sailed at mianightnand it was also marvelous with the moon shining on
the water as we left.
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CUNARDER ARRIVING FRIDAY
Special Train to Rotorua
During the voyage from Suva publicity
work for the New Zealand Government
has been carried out by Mr. J. "V .
Clarke, Auckland district manager of the
Tourist Bureau. Mr. Clarke previously
represented the Government on the
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Oceanic liners Malolo and Mariposa.
An excursion to Rotorua has been arranged and a special express tram

for passengers on the vessel will leave
this morning at 9 a.m., arriving at AW
inburg, p.m. The return trip will commence at
- corps 8 45 a.m. to-morrow and the train is ue
iports,” at Auckland at 2.23 p.m. The express w.U
fly re- consist of three carriages and it is exLace the pected that there will he about 60 pasi ry ser- sengers. With the exception of a halt
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for refreshments at Erankton Junction,
the run will he non-stop. There will be
numerous short-distance excursions to

places of interest near Auckland.
In addition to 29 passengers who are
at Auckland, the Lurline has
f that it landing
through passengers. Amnorg them are
•
aedy for Richard Archbold and Air. A. D- Hand,
loreover, who are travelling to New Guinea on an
.1 include expedition arranged by the American
Museum of Natural History. Mr. Arch
y’s aims
bold is a son of a former president of
force.
Ale Standard Oil Company
Others on
3. Seven- board are Mr. and Mrs G. W. ^ aillant
vill hold who are prominent in Boston, and M
Barbara Hutton, of New York, daughter
len being
of Mr. E. F. Hutton. She is reputed to
ind other be the wealthiest single girl m America.
\ese will
Oaiinthia’s World Voyage
rs of the
The second tourist ship to visit Auck•y organi- land ibis week will be the Gunard liner
Carinthia, which has reported that she
Will arrive on Friday morning. She spent
vill train
some weeks in the South Sea Jsl<3nfe;
organisa- including in her itinerary Honolulu, Tahiti
: a future and Suva. From Auckland she will prois hoped ceed to Wellington, so that those of, her
„accpTi0-ers who wish to do so will no
lswehr.
able to travel, through the North Mand
visiting the thermal regions and other
resorts and enjoying angling at Taupo.
The vessel has about 290 pateengenc
1HI0N
After leaving Wellington the Oirmthia
will continue, her cruise to Sydney »
then proceed to the East Indies. She will
KGA1N
cruise down the East Coast of Afuc
Capetown and across the
Atlantic to
South America before returning to New
GNS
York. In all, the vessel will steam 36,30)
tON. Feb. 4 miles in 139 days and will visit 38 ports.
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NEW PACIFIC LINER

1

LURLINE DUE TO-DAY

T]

TOURISTS TO

SEE

CUNARDER ARRIVING

ROTORUA
FRIDAY

The Oceanic Company’s liner Lurline,
the first of tw6 liners which are to visit
Auckland on tourist cruises this week,
■will arrive on her maiden voyage this
morning. The vessel will berth at Queen’s
Wharf and will remain in port until early
on Thursday morning.
The Latiine is a sister ship to the Mari-

A

and the Monterey. She left New
York on January 12 for the Pacific
Coast, visiting Havana and Cristobal en
route. She left San Francisco on January 27, the first portion of her cruise
being spent at Honolulu and Pago Pago.
She cleared Suva on Saturday. Auckland
will be her only port of call in New
Zealand.
Two of the Oceanic Company’s new
mine j ct
liners will be in port to-day, the Lurline
deviled
and the Monterey, which will arrive
case, it j
from Sydney this morning.
pany to
From Sydney the Lurline will go to
Mr.
Port Moresby, Batavia, Singapore and
the dej
Manila before visiting China and Japan,
Hiknrai!
calling at Hongkong, Shanghai, Kobe
miners’
and Yokohama. From Japan the vessel
the con
will return direct to San Francisco. She
plained .
will cover 30,363 miles in 102 days.
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Special Train to Rotorua
During the voyage from Suva P»bllc1^
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the New
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ivew Zealand Government
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Mr Clarke previously
Tourist Bureau. Mr.
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Oceanic liners Malolo and Maripo^
An excursion to Rotorua h^e6D «
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at 2.40

The return trip will commence at
8^5 am to-morrow and the tram is due
at Auckland at 2.23 p.m. The express will
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1

Feb. 3, 1933 - Feb.316, 1933,
The weather during these days has been warm with occasional showers. I got
a fine sun-burn playing deck tennis in my bathing suit, we saw only an occasional
bird; some Tropic-birds, a frihate-bird, and some terns and shearwaters, but birds
have been scarsee. Flying -fish have been seen from time to time but the schools
have been small 4 or 5, . There have been a number of cocktail parties of which
I have enjoyed better than the rest was one given by Mrs, Parsons. Our position
at noon is Lat. 2 31' S. Long. 166 34* W. Course 200 07' True distance run
427 mi. speed 17.7 knots, Distlance from Honolulu 1515 mi. to Pago Pago 755 mi.
The ceremony of crossing the line was unfortunatly posponed untill xftxr the boat
recrosses the line g ing North, so I will miss all the fun.
Feb. 7, 1933,
Geogge Vanderbuilt gave a cocktail party which was the start of a gay evening
there was a pirates ball on and we a 1 came dressed Rand showed up without a costume •
and was promptly taken in towe by Major Waggerman and dressed, after a rather lengthy
dinner WE there was a treasure hunt, which Emily Parsons and myself shared theprize
of $20.50 with two other bowys the came in at the same time with the compleet clues.
George and Lucilles'Parsons were a very close third and probably should have sharedd
in the prize if they had run.
Feb. 8, 1933
»<e arrived at Pago Pago about seven and I went ashore about nine thirty and took
a long walk out arohnd the point it was very interesting and pritty I saw. a number
of birds none very close except one in a cocoanut tree a greBn bird with a bright
yellow spot back of the eye, they were all pritty n&isy and were aparently chasing
eachotiher. I got caught in a couple of showers before I returned to the pxiKfcx pier
I took a short excursion to the parade grounds in the center of town where the natives were selling junk. I Bought two minatuer outriger canoes and a small cava bowl
. In the afternoon there was a dance which was very interesting especially the
siva dance, afterwards I bought a large bow4 and Rand bought a yough Tropic-bird
still in the down.
F eb. 9, 1933
At sea between Suva and Pago Pago,
Feb. 10, 1933
Did not apear, 180th meridian
Feb. 11, 1933
Arrived at Suva about seven and disembarked at nine and at the lu.st mil
minute I decided hto take the regular excursion so as there was an extra place in
the^irsons' car I went in that. We went tmough the town which was just anoti
tropical town well keept ±H» We stopped at a nativ tillage and took some picture!
but the natives were well acquainted with the pdice of a picture and demanded money
in return for a picture. We then motored on through hill country with an occasional
second growth forest. We saw some dry rice and taro and other products being grown
mostly sugar cane; practically all the work being done by Indians. On the way
back we stoped at the bank and one or two stores and at the Hotel for a glass of beer
After We saw a native Aas. dance which was very interesting. I tough the forst dance
with the war clubs the best though the spear dance was almost equally good. I tried
some of the native drinl^whic-IV^I found rather bad. We sailed at five to the strains of
the native military band.
Feb. 12-13, 1933
\
At sea between Suva and Auckland. On the 13th George Vanderbilt showed his fishin
pictures which were most excelent and entertaining as well as enlightening.
Feb. 14, 1933
We arriv d at quarentenexxtaansi about six thirty but I had got up and took a swi
with Lucille Parsons at Six. We docked and and took a car for the station about eight
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DOLLARS IN GOLD.
With 600 dollars in gold for the Archbishop
of Sydney among his possessions, Mr. Gordon
A. Sinclair, a Canadian journalist, who is
visiting Australia, New Guinea, and Borneo
for the purpose of writing a book, left the
ship to remain in Sydney. The money is for
the mission at Bathurst Island, off the coast
of the Northern Territory, and was subscribed in Canada.
Mr. Sinclair was engaged by the Hearst
group of newspapers following his publication
of his book, “Footloose in India.” He travelled
up the Ganges, and then went through the
Kyber Pass.

BRITISH MOTORS.
Mr. Victor Broom, an automobile engineer,
of London, in company with his wife, is making
a tour of the world, and he will remain
sometime in Australia,
Mr. Broom, whose
business was the manufacture of bodies for
the higher class makes of car, said the advent
of high-quality bodies for standard cars had
seriously affected his trade. He expressed surprise that the price for British motors in Australia was about double the British price,
and said he could not understand that the
exchange and the tariff would account for the
whole difference.
In Britain, he said, cars
tyere now being designed to suit Australian
conditions.

INTERIOR DECORATION.
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Mr. G. Duane Taylor, a retired interior
decorator of New York, expressed the belief
that though the trend nowadays in interior
decoration was on modern lines—angles and
plainness—persons of discrimination still
sought eagerly for old English and early
American furniture.
Modern furniture, in
America, was not in great demand, except for
public buildings.
“English furniture will always remain the
loveliest of all,” he added.

REMINISCENCES OF FILM STARS.
Tile distinction of having refused an
engagement to Mary Pickford at 65 dollars a
week belongs to Mr. Edwin Thanhouser
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Among the passengers was Mr. R. Archbold,
leader of an expedition to Papua, sent out
by the American Museum of Natural History,
to make a general survey of the birds, mammals, and plants of the Territory.
He is
accompanied by Mr. A. L. Rand, and thej'
will be joined at Brisbane by Mr. L. G. Brass,
who has been doing scientific work in the
Solomon Islands.

SIR HUBERT WILKINS.
Lieut.-Colonel Blair, a friend of Sir Hubert
Wilkins, met Sir Hubert on the day
before the steamer left San Francisco. The
latter said he would sail for Europe early
in March to join the Ellsworth expedition
for Antarctica, in which he would take charge
of an aeroplane.

MEDICAL SCIENCE.
"Australia can hold its own in the medical
world,” was the opinion expressed by Dr. T.
Douglas, of Tamworth, who returned with
his wife and family from a trip which lasted
twelve months. The doctor visited the continent and England, and came home through
America. He was greatly impressed by the
hospitals in Vienna.
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YOUNG AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR.
Mr. A. J. Villiers, the young Australian
journalist, author, and traveller, whose film
"Windjammer,” was shown in Australia some
time ago, was
among
the
passengers.
Mr. Villiers is on his way from New
York to South Australia to join the Finnish
sailing ship Parma, on which he hopes to
travel round Cape Horn to Europe. This will
make his seventh—and, he says, his last—
voyage round the Horn to a windjammer.
This week his publishers to New York and
London are bringing his latest book, “Grain
Race," another story of the windjammers
which carry cargoes of wheat from Australia
to the Old World,
Mr. Villiers said that travelling in a luxury
liner did not appeal to him after his sailing
ship experiences.
“It is too monotonous,” he said. “You have
the feeling that you are a piece of cargo,
consigned from one port to another.”
There was no difficulty, he said, to obtaining crews for the sailing ships—so numerous
to fact, were the applications that a printed
reply was sent to applicants. It began, “Dear
Sir,—Have more sense, and stay at home.”
Many applications, too, came from girls. To
these, no answers were sent.
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Mr. Thutdiouser was the f’TKt rnovlr.tr picture producer in America, where he started
in 1905, making the first release from his
studio in New York, His initial order from
Australia was from the late Mr. C. C. Spencer,
who contracted for the Thanhouser films and
handled them exclusively from that time onward.
“One day a young man called at my
studios,” M. Thanhouser said, “and introduced
himself as Owen Moore. He said he wanted
to work for me. Asked what salary he wanted,
Moore replied, 45 dollars. He was given an
engagement, and then wished to introduce a
friend. This was Mary Pickford, but as she
wanted 65 dollars a week, he was told it wa£
rather much, and nothing was done. I paid
Charlie Chaplin his first really big salary. This
was 10.000 dollars a week, and 160,000 dollars
when he signed the contract for a year’s
work, in which time he was to finish 12 pictures. These included “The Floorwalker," “A
Dog’s Life,” and others of Chaplin’s earlier
favourites.
From that time on—it was in
1910—salaries increased very rapidly.”
M. Thanhouser also produced the famous
serial, “The Million Dollar Mystery,” which,
he said, made more than a million dollars for
the company.

EXPEDITION TO PAPUA.
:ACHED.

FRIENDLY

A sister ship to the Matson liners Mariposa
NEI
and Monterey, tire Lurline reached Sydney
The dispute be
yesterday on her maiden voyage, which is
taking the form of a cruise of the South Seas, the M.C.C. team
Australia, and the Orient. On board, besides trict Cricket Assi
passengers to Australia from America and New sion in the tean
Zealand, were many Americans making the and J. B. Hobbs
cruise in this latest luxury liner.
to-day, and the
The main features of the ship are similar those two includ
to those of her sisters, but the scheme of
FRIENDL'
decoration is different.
The colour scheme
Not until a con),
of the lounge is gold and rose, and the wails
and ceilings are decorated with a preparation morning between : A
made from sea-shell obtained in the Philip- the Newcastle Dist )
pines. The shells are boiled down in Pennsyl- the joint manage.
vania, specially treated, and glued on wooden (Messrs. P. F. Warn,
panels. The whole is later covered in trans- was it known definii’
be played. The Nev
parent shellac.
Captain Berndtson said the record for the to the Board of Co
journey from New York to San Francisco by against the fact that
the Lurline—5500 miles, was broken, the voy- J. B. Hobbs and beer
eleven to play. ,
age having been made in Hi days.
Soon after the En;
One of the first questions asked by the
English and New Zealand passengers was, Brisbane this morning
"Who won the fourth test?” Americans are viewed by Newcastle c
not interested in cricket, and no news of F. M. Cush, a member
the test was published in the ship's daily New South Wales Crii
member of the Board o.
paper.
Reputed to be the wealthiest heiress in the presentatives of the Stat
world—she will Inherit the Woolworth mil- committee had come tc
Later, a
lions—Miss Barbara Hutton, of New York, left the match.
the Lurline yesterday for a brief stay in Syd- between the local assoc
ney. She is accompanied by friends, Mr. and and the English manaj
Mrs. Morley Hennerley, of New York. Miss nounced that, after a
had been decided that
Hutton will go from Sydney to the East.
Miss Hutton admitted that she owned five played, as arranged,
xotor cars and a speed boat, but that she Hobbs as members of
d not possess a yacht, and she said her was learned that the Na
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Feb. 14 1933, Cont’d.
Where we boarded a special train for ^otofcua Where we arrived at 2:15 after having
an excelent lunch at Franklin junction. We went immediatly to The hot springs wher4 we
first saw a model native village and some dancing and singing. The carving on the
houses and all had to do with MB Maori history. *he springs them selfe were nothing to
brag about consisting of a couple of dozen mud pot and some springs and two or three
geysers, ihe hot springs by the native quarter were interesting ,AS they are used to
cook with,
i'rom the hot springs we went to XK* another spring called Fairy Spring
it was not Far from Rotorua Lake. It was set int the basfe of a hill and surounded with
ree ferns the spring which was of tfje bubbling type was extroadinarily clear and teaming with trout which were exceedingly tame, eating out of your hand. It was a spawning place and also they were fed. After supper we went to the theater and s\aw some^-—
native dancing and singing, if they had stuck to their native song the program would
have been better as it was a little long though the singing was excelent after which
we went to the thermal baths and had a swim which was like swimming in a hot bath.
though the air was rather cool so that you had to get into the water to get warm .
the
<
Feb. 15, 1933,
’ Au
, Ae r®turned to A'ckland arriving at 2:15 and spent the rest of the afternoon sightseeing. We went to ^the Museum first, which was very interesting and an exceeding well
aranged and fine museum though not very large.
Also seen was the race course and then
we went to the tops of One Tree Mt. and Mt. Eden from where we could 1 ok over Auckland
i did nothing in the evening.
Feb. 16, 1933,
;
Ae got und r wis weigT about seven I got up at seven thirty and took swim We saw
all day number of petrels, seveial species, they were exceedingly abundant. I sw in the
af er
t
ieaving a whale blow and during the day I raw saw two shools of
In tne evening they had xk&i a Valentines darjce at which I had nd^succes.

MOUNTAIN

SEARCH

AUSTRALASIAN SPECIMENS
FOR SCIENCE
Distinct from the many purely-forpleasure tourists of the Matson liner
Lurline are
two
quiet-mannered
young men. whose Australasian objective is 18 months' hard work In
the most inaccessible spots in Australasia.
They are Richard Archbold and Austin L. Rand, research
scientists.
Their first stop will be the snowbound upper levels of Mount Owen
Stanley, in equatorial Papua, where
they will spend 18 months gathering
new specimens of flora and fauna,
principally for the American Museum
of Natural History.
Messrs. Archbold and Rand, the
latter holding the Ph.D. degree from
Cornell University, have previously
spent two years on similar work in
Madagascar for the British and Berlin Museums, as well as for the
American institution.
LIKES
OUTDOORS
(above)?.Mias
Lucille Parsons, of West Orange, New
Jersey, who arrived by the LurliWe yesterday, says tennis, golf, and surfing will
be her programme while in Sydney

The Perfect Remedy for itching
skin, dandruff, abrasions, and cuts
is Doctor Soap. All Chemists or
Fisher & Co., 554 George Street.—*

Feb. 17-18, 1933
En route to Sydney. We did very little, sat around and wrote letters
the last day was some what faB±x±Hxkkxxj£KE± cooler
Feb. 19, 1933
I got up at six twenty thinking it was seven as I had forgottern to set my
watch back, w’s sighted land about seven thirtyandqshortly we picked up the pilot
and went through auarentine, which consisted of an inspection of the left fee
forearm, we docked about ten but as the dock seemed ot be some distance from the
town I did not go ashore untill after lunch, When I went with ikx Emily Barsons
on the regular drive to Wentworth house the grounds of which were extreemly pritty
ne then motored along the beaches to Botany bay where we saw a rather poorxritsmamstaafc
poor demonstration of Bomerang throwing by some measely looking natives that were w
all white-washed. In the Evening I took Lucille Parsons to the Australia Hotel
for iner and we had a good diner but there was little dooing as i it was Sunday
and there were no theaters open so we came back afterwards and saw the movie on
board, Called What Price Holywood". it was net bad.
ShXXKKXt

Feb. 20, 1933
fie motored out to Koala Park and saw the bears and some small knagaros. It was
very interesting and I got several fair pictures. We came back through Karingi
Park which was interesting as it showed the untouch brush and the facked the
Australia is quite hilly an d not plains country ±h as I thought. In the Afternoon
tried without success to buy a Top&e and i»a£fc and went through the museum, which
I would cill fairly good, though old fashioned .
Eeb. 21, 1933
Motored 75 miles out To Panorama Hous where we got a fine view overlooking the
ocian, I saw a number of Magpie-crows and two kinds of swifts the larges was quite
a fast flier, We came back through Lady Cunningham(?) Park a very pritty drive alonga
river and lake, I saw several birds but could not recognize any except a blue King- ’
fisher which had th; characeristic call. I dined with the Parsons (Mrs. & Emily)
Mr. & Mrs. Bernside and Major Wagermann at the Australia H0tel, and afterward ' we
went to see a fery well acted play called "Lilac Time", itxwaxxxxx T he large number
me
bhe show was
”
quite conspicious. (It was the Feb. 20th that we went‘to
the show) To-day we got back to the boat about three and I went an bought some makings
for a cocktail part I was giving on the 22nd. The boat sailed at six. I dined at fa
Parsons table.
Feb. 22, 1933
1 s e
P ut most of the day swimming and playing deck tenis. I had a cocktail party
J
in the evening that was a great success .
Feb. 23, 1933.
The day was spent similarly to yes erday. I had ±b»xxw±inLucille Parsons
at my table Band was invited to a diner party. We had a rathe a hot dance as we
were getting near N. G.
Feb. 24, 1933
In the
rooruing they had a trap shooting contest which I wone with a score cf
JJ out of 25. In the afternoon it rained so I did pxx practically nothing. In
The evening we had both a cocktail party and diner given in our Honor, which was
attendid by the captain.
Feb. 25, 1933
a six to
J .. 1 got,
Pack and found that New guinea was giving us itsx a taste
ol its weather It was poaring, at seven thirty I went and had a swim with Lucille
the last on board, We could see on the Starboard heigh mountains and latter we
S e

!

the m

°untainous coast showing us what we might expect. We anchored in
e}e™n ^ty and
met by a flock of native canoes, and nativs
ln
r coins at
i
£ J°
which they were exceedingly adept. About two thirty after everyone
else had gone ashore we went with all our duffle, we had to leave all except our '
persona! stuff in customs until Monday. We went to the Hotel Papua, or Top Hotel as
about

§uip§a^MMMe <J£c4ftn:Pokes

a place but it is clea and well run

Feb. 25, 1933 Cont'd.
and qu te comfortable except for my bed which has a sag in the middle. Everyone
we met was most obliging and helpful. After we go settled I
went out to the
Lurline and said good bye returning on the last tender.
Feb. 36, 1933
We had breakfast at eight thirty and afterwards we sat around the lobby
and talked with several of the local men Mr. Nickerson offered to take us over
to the native tillage which was certainly different from any I have ever seen
It is built on stilts over the water and most of the houses are of thatch but
a few are of tin or wood and most of the have numerous modern inovations such as
beds, the village is lit wit electricity I took a goodc many pictures. We then
drove back the^j*^«4ihe Port and out to Three Mile Hill from which we got a i&fcry
fine view of theaiarbour. On the way we passed a small forest but most of the
country was scrub and grass,. In the afternoon we went to a cricket game. I forg3
forgot to say Last nigh that we went to a movie The Qevils Holiday. There was
a White Cockatoo flying around the field this afternoon evidently some-ones escaped
pet. also numbers of Honey- eaters, that are qpite noisy, we saw some Swallow?
Several men expeesed surpris that all the ±x women on the boat use rouge on their
lips.
Feb. £7, 1933
about nine thirty we went and saw

Mr. Champion government secretary

forxpe

1

permission to colect. He requested us to list the xpKEimEHxx species with the number
of specimens desired which we did in most cases asking 10 pairs. Ahe afternoon
was spent in aranging for our baggage to be taken through coustoms which is being don
dpne by B, P. It came on to rain afout eight in the evening and this morning it was
pooring hard. We took a walk along the beach just before supper; the waters edges
was teem ing with hermele crabs and snales of all kinds
Feb. 28, 1933
Did very little all day. Took a long walk out East of town.in the gxakx
aftern on about four thirty,
ibsinc March 1, 1933
Spent similarly to yesterday, we finished getting our stuff clear and had to
payx
pay 144 pounds duty, we got into a poaka game after supper at which I lost slowly
all evening about eight or ten bob..
M arch 2, 1933.
Mr. Brass arived on the mail boat from Sydney and after missing each other
on the warf we spent the rest fo the day getting his things off eta. and in talking
over plans which shaped up very fine. He is a quiet man and one that will probably
make a good man to be in the field with, we have now gotter permission to collect
four of each species of paradisiae whic is an improvement over two. We have mett a n
number of local men. Scotty^is probably got the most character having acoraing to him
been here 26 years besides having froze both feet with Schackleton in the Antartic
a sailed before the mast. We/net Sinclair £P' UWIJ who had been a pasanger on the
Lurline and has come on the mial bota to get local color for a book. A rain squall
came on at seven thirty but did not last long and another is in progresst now although
the sky iB only pfc partly cloudy.

Uc

March 6, 1933.
Vv» left Port Moresby about 1:00 P.M. in the hotel lorry.
As far'as Sap'hire Creek, 16 miles or 1 i hours out, the country
was broken and hilly with several swamps. We saw several kinds
of birds: Roller,
finches, road doves, cracticus, warblers
(Malurus). After crossing the creek we ascended^ with a little
difficulty in one place, a long hill with several switch backs
and it was when we were practically up about 3/4 mile from
Roana we saw a wallaby. We arrived here about 3:30 and spent
the afternoon getting settled and shooting some swifts that seem
fairly common.
The cottage is rather small but we have another
which is spacious enough. The King family that run a hotel where
we eat seem very nice.
March 7, 1933.
le were awakened about 5:30 by some birds calling in some
trees near our cabin (the birds were Kingfishers).
We got up
about 6:10 and had breakfast about 6:45 after which 1 went out
to set some traps.
1 went back up into the forest above camp.
There are not a great number of large* trees.
The going is not
too hard, not a great number of vines, and lots of rocks- conglomerate, volcanic.
I made two sets on the edge:
one under a large
rock, the other by some trees.
And one in the forest a little
way.
3 in 1st, 3 in fnd (forest) 4 in 3rd.
I returned to camp
about nine thirty or ten o'clock.
While setting number 2 I saw
and shot a bird of Paradise (Ragena).
He flew out of a clump
of' vines by a fruit tree.
He was 30 to 40 feet from the ground
but not in the tree top. I left my traps and got my camera and
went in the direction of the falls where I shot a warbler by the
house on the point and also a swift, but as I was going after it
a wallaby? scooted off through the grass. I snot at the moving
grass with No. If. shot but missed.
I then shot while standing
on a conglomerate boulder a Decaeum ein a eucalyptus
and an Art am us flying over catching insects.
There Y/ere also
a number of the swifts flying about and several other birds y /
starting homewards.
I was again startled and missed^ 0
I got back to the camp nice and hot about 11:00 and spent
the time before lunch resting and writing notes.
After lunch
I boiled the
thermometer.
While writing up the notes a
bunch of birds came over so I went out to get some.
It was
raining slightly when 1 left, but I had only gotten nicely
into the woods when it came on to really pour so hard that I
could scarcely see and the water ran down my neck so fast that
I quickly got as soaked as though I hadn't any slicker.
I at last got a Musciparus.
Woen I came in I decided that
it was no use sitting around wet so I went down to the river.
Every path and wash was a roaring torrent.
I shot a Centropus
on the way down, and saw a flock of Birds of Paradise. Across
the valley there were three white parrots and another large black
bird with a white bar on his tail.
I aaw a number of fair sized
runways in the deep grass at the bottom.
I did not go into the rain forest. I came straight up the
valley to the place where I saw the wallabies in the morning, but
saw nothing of them.
Tuere were quite a number of the same swift
that we shot yesterday.
I had a wild goose chase after some red-

headed parrots, and just below camp in some grass I snot two
green warblers ^black and white> .
After supper 1 went shooting
and got two night jars.
Their eyes sained the brightest I have
ever seen—yellowish white.
I19 first was sitting on a fence
post and the second was on the top of a high rock.
Another tnat
1 missed was sitting on the limb of a tree. About a mile down
the road I saw an owl.
He looked ver" large and distinctly
barred.
March 8, 1953.
in the morning I visited my traps on the hill, none of
which were sprung, and set three more bunches in the grass hill
slope.
The rest of the morning was spent in climbing the hill
which was steep and slippery, from the top I could look over
some twenty miles or more of rough (virgin) timbered country.
Tne forest apparently got thicker towards the mountains, of which
I could only see the bottoms as the tops were in the clouds.
Vi/hile setting the highest and last set of traps, I saw and
snot at a white parrot (virgheigh) and a bunch of three red
parrots. Just before I gained the summit ridge I saw a pair of
Centropus, one of which was calling but I did not shoot either
as it would have made me go too far out of my way and I was
somewhat winded and quite hot.
1 got back to camp a few minutes
before 12:00.
After lunch I developed film no. XXI of which 8-19 were
taken on the drive from Sydney to Panorama House and backnos. 20, £1 and 23 are of Hanuabada, native village three miles
along coast from Port Moresby: no. 22, Port Moresby from Hanuabada:
nos. 24 and 25, view of harbor from Three Mile Hill: nos. 28 and
27, Papua Hotel; no. 28, East Beach, Port Moresby: nos. 29, 30 and
31, native canoes; nos. 32 and 33, native girl; 34 and 35, cricket;
37-40, canoe race and Carinthia in port.
After developing the film I shot another Museiparus in the
woods out of a flock consisting of Birds of Paradise, Honey eaters
and Museiparus.
There were many of each and quite noisy.
I then
went down the road to see if 1 could see any wallabies or find
the owl I shot at last night but found neither.
Shortly below
the king's I saw a large, long-winged hawk, and by a brook in
some grass 1 shot a grass warbler and shortly after I shot another
bird but could not find him. While looking, a giant kingfisher
came squawking past and 1 winged him.
On my way back I shot
two more grass warblers but could not find them in the thick grass
and rain. It. has been raining off and on all evening.
March 9, 1933.
Vvs were a little late in getting up so we did not get down
to breakfast until about seven.
I caught under the rock at the
edge of the forest and the grassland two mammals:
one very badly
mutilated by ants (called white-footed mouse- undoubtedly one of
the Melomys group) ■ the other I called Brown harsh furred Rat and
was still alive when T got tuere.
He had pretty well eaten up the
trap.
I got another rat (Brown Soft Haired Rat) high up on the
grass slope at XI6 on the following map.
The first two were at 3.

I got back to camp after setting out two more sets, 7 and 8,
about 10 o'clock and went out shooting down the road.
I left the
road on top of the steep hill
or rather just before, and went to
the top of the hill where I shot at and missed a fairly large
hawk and from there I went straight down the hill, meeting.the
road where it makes the hairpin turn.
I did not see anything untix
I had gotten back to the place where I left it and there I. shot a
grass warbler and a Scracticus.
1 got back to camp some time after
slevsn and it shortly came on to rain Quite hard off and on lor the
rast of the day and night.
It took me the rest of the day to skin
two of the rats and partly finish scraping the Megani (Dorcopsis) as
he is called by the Motuans and local whites.
March 10, 1933.
The weather today so far has been dull with the. sky practically
all overcast.
It started to sprinkle when I was visiting my traps
but it did not amount to anything.
One trap each in sets. Nos. 4,
5 and 7 were sprung and pulled out.
At 7 there were some Centropus
feathers.
At 7 and 8 I got a rat of the same species.
The afternoon was spent in skinning.
After supper I went down the road shooting.
I shot a Progmouth out of a tree just below camp.
I did not see .anything further
until just past the hairpin bend where 1 shot out of an umbrella tre
a fetaurus.
his eyes shone rather well but not of course as well as
the night-hawk's.
I then turned back and was about half way up the
hill when I shot at and missed a night hawk.
March- 11, 1933.
I took the aneroid
The weather was the same as yesterday,
set's
as follows:
along and found the altitude of the various

1
3.

Camp bet at 460
4. 490
5. 510
3. 550

6b. 580
7. 590
8. 595

At set no. 7 1 got a Light Brown Rat.
It was in the same
trap as the one before.
Rand shot a Megany ? with a small young
in the pouch and like the previous one
its stomach was full of
grass and tape worms somewhat larger- about 3 cm. long.
The
stomach of the Petaurus was almost empty and what was in it was
green so my assumption that it was eating the red berries of the
umbrella tree is incorrect.
I went out shooting last night on the path to Ononge but my
shooting was horribly off.
1 missed a night hawk by the rise
and just the other side of Ononge.
I also missed a mammal of some
sort judging from the size of the eyes of fairly good size.
He
was peering over the top of a rock above the trail.
I went on about a mile and then turned back.
I missed a
bat but it was rather dark just before entering the last rain
forest and just around the bend from the place where I shot at
the animal I missed a Frog-mouth.
Shortly afterwards 1 shot and
probably hit a bird sailing overhead for I heard him crash into
the hill.
Just before rounding the bend onto the rise. I missed
twice, at what J am sure was a Petaurus for his eyes shone in the
same way as the first, and when I first shot he' ran down the trunk
of the tree.
1 did not see him after the second shot.
Again I
missed a Frog-mouth that was sitting in the crotch of a tree.
I
shot a night-jar just before getting to camp that was sitting on
a branch of a fallen tree, but missed another that was in a similar
tree just a little way off.
March If . 1933.
I had very little luck with my traps,
i got only a Light
Brown Rat in set no. 4.
I got into camp about 9:45 and spent the
morning writing and Adamson came in about eleven so we
spent the
noon hours until two or tnree in the afternoon talking over the
trip to Mt. Albert-Edward.
In the evening 4 went shooting, but did not get anything.
I
missed what I believe was another or possibly the same as last
night, a Petaurus, in a tree by the rise across the path from
last night.
He was in an umbrella tree.
I did not go far—only
to the other side of the woods.
Coming back I chased a night-hawk
around but did not get a shot.
March 13, 1933.
I had pretty fine luck with my traps.
I got five rats:
one
each at sets 4, 7 and 8 and two at the set at the far side of the
woods to Ononge.
The set was in the scrubby trees that border the
forest.
One was the Brown Harsh-Furred pat, the other was very
similar to the Black_Brown Rat but as he seemed different 4 cal Led
him Black Wooclrat.
4 continued up the hill to the top and shot on
top two species of Cuckooshrikes that were new to the collection.
On top pig routings were very abundant.

March 14, 1933.
I picked up ray traps in the wood and shaved and got B.N.G.’s
truck for Port Moresby at ten.
One of the trap - were sprung but
nothing in it.
On the way down I saw a bee-eater and several
other birds (small, that seemed different from those of Hona).
I
also saw above the large marsh a dark hawk, possibly a marsh hawk.
I saw Mr. Clay and then went to B. P. and arranged to bank with
them.
I went to the pyfnt in A?) office and found that Roosevelt
had declared a general bank noliday.
And talking at the bar, I
found out about the arrest of the Japanese Ambassador and of the
Hollywood earthquake.
March 15, 1933.
I went to the bank at 1£:0G and got the money for the deposit
on Burns Philp (B.P.) 500 pounds.
(*1400.00 = 507/14/0).
In the
afternoon I walked out to Hanjabada and took one or two pictures;
one of the golf course, one of some Bernerier-like birds in a tree
and one of some native women carrying.

I spent the rest of the morning doing odd jobs about camp.
After lunch 1 went down to the hill above the road.
1 woke up
three Dor cops i'S but they all made good their escape.
And also
I paw along' way off another which just vanished into) thin air.
I
shot two green parrots, a starling and a honey-eater as wellas a
damn Centropus.
He was just visible behind a fallen branch on a
rock and he looked like a partridge or grouse so I shot him "one
time".
The weather so far (B:30) has been fine though rather warm.
After supper the weather was a little unsettled.
Nevertheless
I -ent out shooting.
I started out towards Gn«ngo.
I soot a
giant kingfisher out of a tree on the flat.
I had seen him there
practically every time I had gone in that direction (4 or 5) sitti
on the same branch and facing the same direction; that is, towards
the setting sun.
He is probably one of' the giant kingfishers that
has been serenading us every morning about 5:45 and in tne evening
at 7:00 which is just before sunrise and sunset.
Just after shooting I saw a night-jar fly off.
It was quite
a sight to see the reddish light go sailing along and across toe
flat.
As I saw nothing further, I cams back and we jit towards
Port Moresby.
Just around the bend I saw what was probably a
Petaurus, but when I moved closer to get a shot I lost sight, of
him .
Almost at the start of the long hill A saw another night-ja
fly across the road.
Just a little way around the bend of tne
start of the hill, I saw what I thought was the dull reddish gleam
of an owl.
He flew before I got within range but I followed him

rRE PAPUAN COURIER

AMERICAN EXPEDITION
To Collect Flora
And Fauna In Papua
A party of scientists, known as tlie
Archbold Expedition, arrived in Port
Moresby by the “Lurline” recently for
the purpose of collecting mammals, birds
and botanical specimens in Papua on
behalf of the American Museum of Natural History of New York.
The personnel of the expedition is
Mr. R. Archbold, leader of the party,
who is an American citizen and is a
mammalogist; Mr. A. L. Rand, a
Canadian, who is an ornithologist; and
Mr. L. J. Brass, who comes from
Queensland, a botanist. Mr. Brass has
been loaned to the expedition by the
Brisbane Museum authorities.
The
party is being joined here by Mr. C. J.
Adamson who will take charge of the
transport work of the expedition.
The principal object of the expedition
is to make a general collection of the
animals, birds and plants of this Territory. The skins only of animals and
birds will be collected. In connection
with the collection of birds, the primary
object is to collect further information
of the life and habits of those found in
Papua.
As an example of the interest of this
country to an ornithologist Mr. Archbold tells us that there is a bird resembling a grouse of which so far only
one specimen has been found in the
world.
The specimen was sent to England many years ago, probably by Sir
William McGregor, and is now in the
British
Museum in London.
That
specimen was said to have been found
in the main range in Papua and since
then no other specimen of the kind has
ever been found anywhere in the world.
Naturally the members of this expedition
are very anxious to try and secure another specimen of this rare bird.
Speaking of mammals, Mr. Archbold
said there was considerable scope in
Papua for his particular science, as in
this country there was probably a greater number of varieties of mammals than
in any other island in the world.

Friday, March

17, 1933.

Since their arrival in Port Moresby
the members of the party have spent a
week or so in the Rona district and
commenced their collecting there. In a
week or two they will leave here for
Yule Island and from there walk inland
to the Albert Edward mountain. It is
hoped to spend a few weeks actually on
the summit of this mountain, and many
weeks on the ranges in that vicinity.
In all, Mr. Archbold expects that trip to
take four or five months.
After returning to the coast the expedition will travel to the west, making
stays in various parts of the Delta and
Western Divisions.
According to Mr. Arch bold he expects
his party will spend a little over a year
on the present collecting trip, all of which
time will be spent in Papua.

up the hill and succeeded in shooting him but he turned out
to be a Frog-mouth.
I came back to camp over the top of the
hill seeing nothing more.
I got to camp at 9:00 or a little
earlier, and shortly after it came on to rain.
March 17, 1933.
I first went down to the hill and shot two green parrots
and a cuckoo-shrike and also took a couple of pictures of the s avanna.
I then returned to camp about 9:15 as something slipped
in the spare magazine for it opened ruining the spare film that
I was carrying.
I then went a long ways up the trail to
. Just past
the rise,
I snot at the rear guard of a flock of 6
r 9 grey
crows or .
.
Also on the top of the hill past the second
bridge.
A little further on the trail there was a smaller native
trail leading off to the right to a deserted native village.
Most of the houses were fallen down, but there was a tangerene
tree which was full of fruit but most rather green,
be picked
up
uite a number.
The afternoon was spent in skinning a
phalanger that hand shot on top of the mountain back of camp.
I took a number of photographs of him, also several of the
poucn with the young one.
It took me a long time to finish him
as •4_he skin was tender and did not come off easily.

The rest of the morning was spent in packing and about
:00 the truck arrived and we left as soon as it was loaded.
I took a number of pictures on the way down and also shot a
roller.
The trip was otherwise without incident.
We went to
a mediocre movie after supper.
f
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March 19, 1933.
Did practically nothing all day.
warm.
Sunday is usually dead.

The weather was rather

March £0, 1933.
We unloaded the truck and I went to the bank and found
that I owed them five pounds as they gave me too much on last
week's negotiations.
In the afternoon we worked on list of
supplies needed for trip to Mt. Albert Edward.
March £1, 1933.
Most of the day was spent in getting collecting-boxes
ready and sorting equipment.
The weather was fine in the morning
About three o’clock it clouded and came on to rain which it has
done ever since. Shaw Meyer came in on the Montoro with a collection of live birds and mammals, also some skins.
He came here
in the hope of getting the Van n<?es to Singapore but it does not
call this time so he is going back to Rabaul on the Mactdhurf—
Adamson also came in but had to leave most of his gear as the
lorry could not get to Kona.
March 2:2 - 26, 1933.
las spent in sorting out boxes to take on the Mt. AlbertEdward trip.in ordering supplies and in getting boys.
The
weather up till today has been fine in the mornings, clouding
up around one and raining about three or four.
Today the
weather has been rainy all day and it has been much cooler.
Our
plans at present are for Mr. Adamson to go to Yule or rather his
w
place Tuesday and we are to follow Wednesday or Thursday.
e
are then to spend a day on Yule and go the next morning to
Adamson's station where we will stay until we are ready to start
inland.
I developed film No. 24. ^XIV) •
Pictures no. 16, 19, 20 are
of waterfall along the Sagarie road: 22, £3, £4 stream hidden
under boulders also on Sagarie Road- £5. £6, 21 are of Phalanger,
cat #1317: nos. £8, £.9, 30
31 are of government rest house Eona
with truck loading: 3£,savannah country enroute to Port; 33, 34,
35, 33,. swamp at fifteen mile post: 37, savannah behind Port:
38, 39 view from Top Hotel window" looking over harbour; 41,
43, 44, 45 views/, of the town of Port Moresby from launch enroute
the ’’Slips": 4£, island at entrance to harbor seen from inside.
March 30, 1933.
From March £1 to the £9 we spent in Port Moresby packing
the few specimens we got at Eona ordering supplies and sorting
our gear a nr doing a lot of loafing while getting boys.
B. P.
has packed and numbered all our boxes of food in kerosene tins
and cases. Me have gotten seven boys:
a cook and helper and
two others, all from Hanuabeda (Big village in Motu).
One is
deaf and dumb but seems rather nuick and is reputed to be a good
cook- better than the one we have.
So if the cook turns out to
be what ns seems, a bush lawyer, he will get the sack.

and Joe Bray who went ashore with us and we all had lunch together and at about four o'clock we took them home in Adamson's
launch and went on to the Papuan Chief, which was anchored at the
western end of the island at Mr. Baker's station.
W e found that
our 1 ays had not come which was a disappointment.
Mr. Adamson met an old partner and we took him ashore
with us to supper.
At about ten o'clock Mr. Brass and myself returned as the party seemed on the point of ending, but unfortunately it came on to rain and they decided to stay up all night.
I did not join them as I did not know what was up.
April 1,1935.
We got away about eight o' clock, and after two hours of
chugging got to the mouth of the river where we got stuck momentarily.
As the delay caused us to miss the tide we went on up the
river which was entirely bordered ny mangrove swamps until we came
to the native village which was about one o'clock.
As it was
apparent that we could not buck the tide, we transferred our beds
to the launch and leaving the canoe we went on under the guidance
of a local cripple native.
We very soon got out of the mangrove
and into the^palms,.
*->'**<We went up
the Bioto Creek which was smaller and faster
than the Ethel to the Village of 'the- Bioto where we unloaded and
had tea. Also after some haggling we got ^ porters'ant Rand and
Brass went on to Adamson's camp "Baroka". Mr. Adamson and I went
back to the canoe and started towing which was about six o'clock.
As the tide had turned we went along much faster.
This time we
did not turn off to Bioto Creek but kept up the Ethel to
which is the mission station where we tied up to the dock. After
a very light supper of bread, molasses and tea, we turned in, In
the saw mill.
April £,1933.
We slept rather late and by the time we got up the
Corporal had the barge unloaded.
As sometning had gone wrong with
the mules, and also we wanted to get permission to store our rice
in their ware-houses, we went up to the mission where we were
treated to a cup of tea by the Phillipino half-caste that was
building the place, as the old building had been burnt down. We set
out to walk to Baroka as the half-caste told us that Mr. Adamson's
boy had gone to make sago. We were met half way by Mr. Brass with
the mules he had mustered himself; so vie returned , and loaded them
up.
We got into camp at about twelve thirty and the rest of the
day was spent about camp.
April 3,1933.
Spent about camp while Mr. Adamson worked the mules. Some
rats were brought in by the natives.
April 4,1933.
Set out twenty-four rat traps and skinned
couple of rats
that were brought In by natives.
It looked to be the same species
as yesterdays.
In the evening 4 went out down the trail as far as
where it corsses the swamp. On my way out I saw nothing except a
large spider on which I wasted four shots. It was running up and
down a vine and hie eyes shone very large.

Mr. Adamson left In his launch on Monday for Yule,
where we were to have met him yesterday: hut as the H & S
did not come in we were a day late,
Today the weather is
fine.
When we l^eft^the mountains were £&&&- of clouds and they
/*rose blue silhouetting against the sky.
It was quite an impressive sight. ; Clouds speedily come and shut in the mountains
so that
noon- they are covered down to probably two
thousand feet.
The effect is pretty as the sky overhead is
free and there is the never changing Pillar.
Here and there
one sees the clouds on the otherwise monotonous horizon.
On board every/one is sleeping _(except the Helmsman) and
one or two natives whose drawling
g mingles with
the exhaust of the diesel. We are dragging four fish lines,
but so far there has been nothing but false alarms.
vve have
two other passengers. Last night we went to the Cornmisioner
Logan's house and played pok£r until midnight, after which we
packed until they turned Gjfyi the light which was about one
o'clock.
We had to get uy/again at six o'clock to finish. W.e
did, and got away per schedule at seven.
It is rather hard to write at the bottom of the page while
holding it on your lap.
From what we have seen so far today of
the coast, the bays are usually mangrove swamps backed by forest
or savannah and occasionally grassland. When one goes inland,
as on the way to Rona, one quickly climbs about seventy meters
to a hilly savannah country with some extensive swamps that are
covered with a peculiar high grass (3 meters) .
And in the
gullies one gets forest.
This extends for about twenty miles:
that is, to Sapphire ^reek.
Here one climbs quite a high hill
(POO to*300 meters) and the gullies become more numerous.
The
forest follows suit and apparently grows heavier.
There is an
extensive swamp at the fifteen mile post.
Barometric Pressure 3.15
Intermediate air
Set at 0 meters

756 mm.
19.5 C.

We arrived at Yule Island about six and were met by Mr.
son who borrowed the awnmission barge to unload our stuff.
But as the H & S was staying until the next day we could unload
directly into the government canoe that was going to take us up
the river. We went ashore and after a little trouble getting the
punt anchored in the dark, we went to the patrol officers'
quarters where we met Patrol Officers Middleton, Speedie and
another man called Pike. We spent a pleasant evening and managed
to consume a little over a bottle of O.P. rum.
Atiaa

March 31, 1933.
We v,rent the first thing after breakfast to see Mr. Thompson,
the A. R. M. , and showed him our permits and arranged for the
hire of the canoe and prisoners for tomorrow.
Vve then went out
to the H & S and unloaded our gear, succeeding in getting it all
on the canoe, which we had anchored off shore for tomorrow.
While we were unloading, we met Mr. Goodyear and

On my way back I was most of the way through a bit of lowland
forest where the trail was quite narrow and closed in over our
. I noticed a small bat: he Would fly just to the edge of the
woods and come back to me.
As I approached the edge his flight
became shorter and shorter until finally he dashed past me, about
30 meters from the edge of the forest.And sitting on the dead top
of . eucalyptus tree,I shot an owl. In the forest by the creek
below a camp. I missed a large bird that f^Lew up fromjfagparentlg)
a stump. Beside the trail and at the near^dge^dof^tnerof'e'St"T
shot a Frog Mouth.
April 5.19o3.
I caught In a trap in the swampy forst, set #10, a red
forest rat, probably "Melomys". We succeeded in getting some
twenty men and twenty-five women to help carry some of our gear,
that would not pack well on the mules. W'e had to pay them eight
sticks of tobacco and a feed of rice. 1'he woman carried the
heaviest loads. At about 5.3C -■•'Middleton's porters began to arrive
and he arrived at about six.
We had a bit of a scare when one of the porters reported
that one of them was bitten and had died; but it apparently was
entirely mental, as when he was carried in he was quickly revived
with a little shaking. ae apparently had cut his ankle on something and thinking it was a snake, keeled off.
April 6,1933.
I got up before breakfast and developed some films:-#15.
#37- Women under a tree at Fort Moresby;
#18- Loading our gear on Steamship Trading CO. Boat the H&S;
#39-40. Coast en route to Yule Island;
#41-44
Patrol Officers rest house, Yule Island;
#4£-43
Cocoanut Trees, Yule Island;
#45
View of the Harbour . Yule Island;
#46-47
One loading canoe with last of fear;
#1-7 inc.Canoe head on in Ethel River below village:
#8-13 " Above village;
#14-13
Bioto Creek with native canoes and Repa Palms:
#15
Natives of Bioto Village.
A native brought in a Pteropus. I caught two mammals
in sets # 3 and #8. The one in #8 had its head and shoulders eaten
so there is no skull. Before starting Rand and myself each shot
a white head hawk (Halaeastor)
Just before supper I took a walk
up the trail and shot a green pigeon. A police boy came in for
Middleton's cash box, which the police boy had left behinet.
He
left again so as to catch ^iiddleton by to-morrow morning.
April 7,1933.
I caught three rats in sets # 3,5 and 9, all of the same
species, and set out sixteen more traps, stringtythem out as far as
the cocoanut in the swamp.
In the evening I went out shooting and
missed a night jar that was sitting in the crotch of a tree by the
stream in the pasture, i did not see anything more until just as
I came out into the big swramp with the cocoanuts. when on looking
back I saw a bird flying, probably a night hawk, which
had missed

I missed another that I had stalked clear across the swamp;
he was sitting on a dead bush at the up-’er edge of the forest.
I saw another on the hill side at the far side of the swamp. I
missed what might be an owl; he flew from a dead bush that hung
over the trail to a tree in the swamp. I shot him but could not
find him.
1 then saw two goat-suckers, just before getting to the
junction of the trails; one was low down and nearer and the other
was higher and behind. Just as I was going to shoot the lower one.
the upper one almost flew into me causing me to pull off but I got
nim on the second; unfortunately I stepped on him and pulled cat his
tail.
1 went along the Arapakina trail a short one quarter of a
mile but saw nothing further.
Coming back I heard a lot of rustling in the grass, and I again saw the night jar on the hill at the
far side of the swamp; he was-^a/c the same place as originally.
He
then flew along to another tree, to another clump of trees, and
after a short pause he flew to a clump of bushes half way between
where I tried a shot but missed.
I think it was just as well, as
the going was not oi the best. He was still sitting there when 1
left.
1 shot at another that was at the edge of the forest near
where the fence enters, and 1 shot one that was sitting in the path
in the forest of the pasture.

up; the
All but
reddish
out six

April 0,1933.
I caught seven mammals >f which only four ’•••ere fit to make
rest were badly damaged by the trap ana eaten by the ants.
two were caught either in the savannah or grass swamp.
A
brown rat seems to be restricted to the rain forest.
I put
more traps in the swamp.

April 9,1933.
I caught four mammals.
One was badly eaten. By a cocoanut
tree in the swamp I caught (set fcl) a bandicoot.
The trap had caugh
him across the neck, but he was still trying to back out and when
I tried to pick him up he scratched so hard I had to kill him with
my foot.
April 10,1933.
I caught four mammals,
the collection.

(sets 7,11,14,and fl) two new Zer~

April 11,1933.
No notes for the morning.
Mr* Adamson same in about noon.
Having had hard luck in finding his mule and mediocre luck in geting boys.
He got three and a promise bf thirty odd from a native.
April 1£,1933.
I developed film #£6, taken at Baroka.
rf 30 to 35, inclusive.- Views of main range from Adamson's house
with Bioto-Aroi swamp.
# 36 - 37,
"
Young Pittas Bird,catalogue #
Camp, on north side.
to 40
"
Sunrise on misty morning
Cocoanut trees in swamp, trap sets 19,SO,P
43, 44 and 45
Trachea of Bird of Paradise,* Bird cat.#
47
Shaving party, (native)
£,3, and 4
Savannah, between trap sets 15 and 16.
5 and 6
Cocoanut swamp
8 and 9
Bee eater on fallen dead tree
If and 13
in cocoanut swamp

II
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After breakfast, 1 picked up trapj; I caught five manm el s.
All were in savannah o^on the edge of the woods: only two were fit
to make up. I snent only one hour at the traps, the rest of the day
was spent in \at ing for the mountain trip.
April Id,1933.
After some bustle we got along about eight* I rode to Bioto.
Unfortunately, Adamson's horse was found to be lame on starting and
as. he could not ride mine, we left Bioto about nine o'clock (9.30)
or a little after.
Had a rather warm trip down the^river.
The
promised porters showed up but would only go as far as Matsik4 and
v. anted such a hi gh price that we could not hire them,
ns also found
that the Montaro is not coming in until Sunday, so we will have to
wait for her,
April 14,1933.
Barometer in morning (about 7.15) 758 mm.
As the expected
Montoro did not come in in the morning we settled down to do nothing
Adamson was not feeling too good: no doubt caused by his carbuncle
though he laid it to the beer Thompson gave us last night.
The
Montoro showed up unexpectedly about four and I had to shave in a
great hurry as Adamson's boat was the only launch available at the
moment. We had decided that if there was no word from Clay about
our Bamu boys, I would go into port. So 1 borrowed a coat of one
of the stewards.
We got away about eleven thirty.
April lb to 19th,1933.
Spent in Port. 1 found out from Clay that Luff could not get
the boys in time and that he baa written Adamson*, but 1 dont think
that he received it. The weather has been rather warm with the wind
from the N. ..
Mr Schuler and 1 went out on a native canoe on
Sunday and had a pleasant time.
v»e only went as far as the first
island as there was not much wind. I walked around the island and
then we went out on the reef and tried diving for corrals, but did
not have much success, though wre enjoyed it.
We got back about fourthirty just in time to miss a rain storm.
Monday afternoon I watched a cricket* md in the evening 1
went up to the Public works' Club as the guest of Tom Launey and
enjoyed it very much. Yesterday, I made out a catalogue for my
negatives, T round that I had duplicated two.
Joe Bray came around
and said he had found us some boys but when I had explained what
they were to do (rather the magistrate did the explaining) they
backed off, apfhrently Joe had told them taat they were to be shootin boys or something.
April £0,1933.
I went down in the morning and got my ticket to Kirokee,
(Kairuku ?) and went to B P
The Papuan Chief came in about eleven o 'clock and there was a grand
rush to get her unloaded and reloaded. They partly unloaded her and
loaded, finishing about six.
l went aboard at about ten oclock.
April 21,1933.
I spent rather a wakeful night. The first part was terribL y
stuffy with a few mosquitoes, so I got up and went to the end of
the wharf and sat for awhile.
At about four a Cuba (blow) came up
so I got a couple of hours sleep before daylight when we started.

I had to give my cabin to a Sister who turned up unexpectedly. Vve had breakfast at about eight and afterwards, I
was sick to my stomach.
I dont know what caused it. It was
fairly rough but 1 almost immediately went and had another
breakfast.
I spent the. day sleeping and talking to the
Engineer. fte got to Ka'raku about four thirty.
I stayed aboard
for the night as there'was no chance of getting up the river.
April ££,1933.
Adamson arrived from Bioto about noon or a little before
and we went ashore to see the A.E.M. lie returned the deposit
for native labor that I had deposited with him.
We then went
down to Col. Bray’s and returned for Kai Kai about 2 o’clock.
The afternoon was spent in discussing plans for the trip inland.
Brass is already two days in and if we get one or two
more boys, we both (Rand and i) will go straight to Gnonge:
otherwise, I will stay at Diena where Brass is staying.
April <d,1933.
I spent the morning and most of the afternoon waiting
for the Vaumaurie. We went about eleven in Adamson's launch to
Si vita* • cere we bought from Tom Baker a couple of hurricane
lamps aha some kai-kai for the boys and a few odds md eno s
that we needed.
On the way to Aroi gave final instructions to Joe Bray
about our carriers.
1 made an awful ass of myself in the afternoon playing terribly at tennis.
The Vaumaurie arrived about
sundown minus, as we expected the horse.
I lost a bottle of
beer to Adamson on a two to one bet.
We went on a spree cursing
Fitch & Co., so we did not turn in until anout two o’clock.
April £4,1933.
We all awoke with terrible headaches.
I think I would
have been alright if I hadn't gone to rum from whisky on the
last round; but, there is no use crying over spilt milk. We got
away on the trip to Baroka about seven o'clock and got into
Baroka at about nine thiry.
1 got one or two pictures of the
boat, with the " 0 C. I 11 flag at Bioto.

.

April £5,1933.
Adamson left for Angabunga plantation in order to get
three more horses.
We spent the day slapping mosquitoes and
doing a few odd jobs, after supper I went shooting. Just past
the gate some animal probably a Macropus rushed off through the
grass but I was unable to see him.
A little way into the second
(lar gest) rainforest, a small animal crossed the path. I shot
at him but missed and about two thirds of the way through 1 shot
a Dactylopsila in a low If n/f- covers tree. In the grass swamp
in a palrn or y ung coacnut tree I shot a Pteropus sp. I had a
bit of luck finding him as the grass was higher than my head. I
succeeded in walking straight to him (or father?).
I shot at what I th ught was an owl but could not find
it.
i happened to shine my light into a neighboring cocoanut
tree and c lUght
he eyes of a Petaurus. I went over to pick
him up v.hen I sav another.
He sailed qff hor. hit, but I
lost him.I got the first. I walked to thf far edge of the oocoanuts oi started back when I shot another -sg. that proved larger.

April 26,1933.
The morning was spent in skinning out last night's catch
and in getting ready to leave. J-he afternoon was spent similarly
and in conjecturing whether Adamson would arrive.
He got in a
little before six.
I went shooting after supper, but saw nothing,
April 27,1933.
As it was necessary to give the two horses that Adamson
brought a rest, we spent the day loafing around and in putting
final touches to the loads.
April 28,1933.
I packed one of the two new horses with Rands' and my own
clothing and blankets, using a riding saddle as Adamson does not
the diamond hitcn.
We got started at eight.
We went along a
small track for an hour and a half through alternate savannah and
forest to the mission road.
From there we continued
through the same country for half an hour to the rainforest. We
cdntinuea up hill for another half hour, then up and. down for
another three Quarters of an hour and then down the last hour to
Kabuna, where we arrived at noon.
We had lunch about one o'clock
and at about three thirty we had a wash and swim in the h&buna
river after which we went and called on the Mis si n.
They gave us
some tea and tangerines and.
We had. supper at six and
went to bed afterwards.
April 29,1933.
We got started at eight after a bit of excitement at findinga snake in the rest house.
*<e had an uphill pull for the first
three hours, and then up and down for one half heis*- hour and then
down slightly for the last hall hour. The last hour and one-half
was a bit muddy as the brush has not been cleared back. The whole
of the day was tnrough heavy rainforest. We did nothing except
write notes in the afternoon.
There is a fine view over the forest
from Diene.
April 30,1933.
We got away from Diene at 7:lb. The trail after taking a
couple of switch-backs right away went through a tunnel tnrough the
forest for two hours to Fofo-fofo where we got into a lot of mud
for the last hour except for the two cleared pastures.
Fofo-fofo, and here MaajfiU, the country is entirely rainforest. I shot a hawk from a tree near camp in the afternoon and
at about four we climjed the clear
hill and got a fine view as
far as the coast.
The altitude by barometer is 740 meters, while
Diene was 470 meters.
May 1,1933.
We got away at about seven o'clock and went through heavy
forest all day. The trail for the first hour oft so went fairly
level, though a little bit downhill until it came to the edge of
IHTVA ? Valley.
At the bottom of which it went, an hour
dovn to the river in which i¥-e-£had a swim,
we then had another
half hour pull up to the Mission station, Dilava, and another hour
to katsika.
Shortly after leaving, the horse Angabunga walked too close
to the edge and went over. Luckily we got him back uninjured.
After unpacking him I had a swim in the river and we all stopped
at Dilava for coffee and to leave some mail.

irt/e had a Tine view both from the mission and Matsika. From the
Mission we had a particularly fine view of Mt. St. Mary's.
We had
an accident shortly before starting the descent into the
Yakaruma Valley; the nov. hop-oo Angabunga slipped ano-■/entfo the
heiloin of a _ strearn—hod-about—seventy feet-below--from Madiu .
May f,1933.
The trail for the first half of the wray (about two hours)
wound around the sifes of the valley, climbing slowly all the time,
reaching a little over eleven hundred meters (1100), according to
my barometer.
All the way we had good views of the neighboring
foot hill?and an occasional glimpse of the main range. The trail
all the Y/ay up clung to the very steep slopes across which
numerous land slips had gone.
Luckily,Angabunga slipped off the trail where there was
a log to stop him. for the second half, the trail after crossing
the divide went down along the valley, at first gradually and then
well graded switch-backs. All day there were numerous clearings
for gardens and villages, perched high up on ridge shoulders. The
lower abandoned gardens were gradually returning to f'oifst while
the higher were going to grass.
At Matsika we got a porter to take the load from one of
our men who had a swelling of the leg glands; and "also a man and
woman to help lighten all the loads by carrying their swag. The
mountain women dress similar to the men; that is with only a
narrow band of cloth between the legs.
May .3,1933.
we had a little difficulty getting fresh porter?, but
succeeded.
w5 descended on switch-backs for the first hour to
Kefil
Liver wnich was very cold and pretty * with a quite high
water fall coming in opposite.
It took me a little while to get
across as w. had to remove my high boots and when i caught uo with
the outfit Adamson was just repacking ^ngabunga, who had gone
over the side.
Two hours from ilea we came to Range View where we caught
up with the porters who continued with us for the forty minutes
to Mafulu where the three of us stopped to deliver mail. Laid
our respects and we were given a cup of coffee for our trouble.
After leaving Mafulu we caught the carriers in forty minutes, hand
stayed with tnem while ^damson and I went ahead ,nd caught the
mules in another hour, just as they are pulling in to Bella-Vista
May 4,1933.
From Bella-Vista we could see Fane, two hours alon? our
route nd the smoke from MondcL, the end of the days march, fourhours off.
This time i,f was Billy that went down the cliff, so
that we did not catch the porters.
Adamson and 1 left the mail
df Fane and had a Ion? talk.
Wo found out that Hanibal flamline
had spent two weeks there.
From Brother Jeandron we got
house of Mavis and Tapa.
he got into
uphill slug just as the mules nd the
up.
Rand had proceeded us in and was
water.•

the key to their rest
Mondo after a rather hot
last of the carriers came
calmly sipping a rum and

May 5,1933.
Spent at Mondo to rest the carriers and get more to
take the loads from Billy and Angabunga who were too foot sore
x
to go any further.
n the afternoon we played cricket, until
the rain and mist drove us in.
May 6.193-5.
We had a long uneventful climb or six and one-half hours,
the last half hour in rain which caused us to arrive in the small
forest, cold and shivering.
Middleton had come along with us as
he is going on a patrol down the Ononge Valley.
This was our
highest camp.
May 7,1933.
V,e had an easy three to four hours down hill all the way.
Rand, Middleton anc I went ahead ‘with the mountain porters to pick
a camp, but we could not^sos^ve went on to Onong 9 V'Sn3T 9 W9 wr 3T 3
invitee to stay at the Mission Stati .m, by Father Duby,
who is
most hospitable.
Forest and Future Camps.
Heavy forest begins one hour coast side of Kubuna,
extending one hour the other side was coastal forest (after
Forest from one hour to Diene side of Kubuna to just before
View foot hill forest; possible camp at Jackarona on top of
Madiu side.

and
Brass)
Range
hill

Mountain forest up to 8400 meters, now camping in this
moss forest above 8400 meters camp on Divide.
May 8,1933.
Spent in getting information about Albert Seward,

etc.

May 3,1933.
he returned two hours along the trail to a gap in spur
called Nimode, altitude (81,000—8050) called 8070
oUl
Adamson brought us up with the mules, and continued
to^srtfs
the- coa-st -gaa-Ms return to the coast for more suppers.
May 10,1933.
I developed the two films taken on the way up and did
odd jobs about camp.
Took a short walk for birds, it came on to
rain a little before three.
May 11,1933.
I went out shooting in the morning.
spent around camp as it came on to rain.

After lunch was

May 18,1933.
I went in the morning and again around five but did not
get far as a boy came with a note that had been brought by two
of Middleton's police saying tnat he had broken his boiling point
thermometer and asking for the loan
of my outfit, which -L gave
to his police.
I went a little way shooting after supper but sawnothing.

May 13,1933.
As usual, I went shooting in the morning.
In the
afternoon I helped skin some birds.
In the evening I went
shooting and shot atfpair of large bright red eyes in a low
tree top but could find nothing.
A little ways further just
as I rounded a bend I saw two eyes flying back and fowards and
then it went and lit on the end of a low overhanging limb and
I saw that it was a smallish grey brown bat with large pointed
ears.
I backed off a little way and shot, evidently blowing it
off the trail and lost forever.
May 14,1933.
I went out shooting in the morning and succeeded in
getting five new species to the collection. While I was out a
native brought in a Phalanger, the small species, for which I
gave him a small clasp knife, l spent the afternoon skinning it.
As there is no sbsorbative it took rather long and it was not
possible to get all the fat off.
May 15,1933.
I went with Rand to see three Bower Bird's dance grounds.
J-he first was rather small and did not show much signs of recent
use; the second was somewhat fresher while the third was apparently in use as some leaves that Rand had put in the race track
were removed.
The race track was an oval ol moss 800x850rwn, with a
bush or stick in the center around which small sticks had been
piled to a height of 450cm. up to the height of the bird and
one half way up the sticks were broken off evenly to form a
circle.
Above that they were rather rough. I continued on the
native trail to the saddle on the other side where I went down
to the main road or trail. At about eleven o'clock i went back
up to photograph the place and 1 saw the pair of birds feeding
x
about 15 m, away -ef1# the leaf covered hill side.
n the afternoon
I worked at replacing the broken handle to my large knife.
May 16,1933.
I went up the ridge by the native trail.
It climbs at
first quite steep and then comes up and down on top of the forest
covered knife-edged hill. Then steeply down to the saddle I saw
few birds; a couple of long tailed parrots, some fairly large
bird that made a noise faintly resembling a squirrel and a large
Broad-billed fly-catcher Which x shot; a cuckoo shrike which I
febot to pieces with the aux and some friendly fly-catchers.
1
then climbed to the next hill which was very steep.
I shot a
large pigeon on top but he dropped into a mass of vine and I
could not find it.
One could get a fine view of the main range
when there were no clouds. I could only see what I think is
Mount Victoria.
I returned shortly to the saddle as Mt. Tafa was in the
mist and came down a rather poor native trail to the main road.
At about two thirty a native brought in a Mallom#ys and it took
me all the rest of the evening to skin and saw off the tail which
had to be split.

It came on to rain about three and continued until just
before supper.
It continued to be quite misty all the rest of
the evening. We heard a strange noise back of camp and I took
the light and succeeded in catching for a moment only, two large
reddish eyes which shone fairly bright.
I spent the entire day in camp.
Brother Jeandron came
through about ten on his way to Ononge bringing Middleton's traps
and a letter from Adamson with bad news. Bluie had gone lame
and had to be left at Mal'ulu.
After lunch a boy arrived with two
letters and some flowers from Middleton who had just gotten back
to Ononge from his trip to Albert Edward' saying that he would be
up to see us tomorrow.
A native brought in a Pseudochirus which
took me all afternoon to skin and then I did not have time to make
it up.
v May 18, 1935.
In the morning l -waited around working on the tracing of the
map of the valley which I had borrowed from Middleton and tying
strings on the traps, until Brother Jeandron came along on his return to lave for more supplies for the Mission.
I learned from
him that Middleton would not be along so I went up. the ridge along
the old native trail setting, the traps. When I returned I lound
Middleton waiting.
V.e spent the rest of the day till about three o'clock discussing Albert Edward.
He spent four days on top, only two' of
?/hich he could see anything at all.
The rest of the time it was
misty and cold, minimum temperature 38 degrees Fahrenheit.
Ha
left Urunu rest house by lamp light at four-thirty and went to the
last village, Ivulu, where he stopped to kill a pig.
From there
he continued on up the ridge passing Champion's Old Camp just above'
the forest and across the Ero where he made camp as it was threatening to rain.
The height of his camp as he made it with his thermometer
was 9.343 feet.
The next morning he got started at six forty, he
recrossed the Ero and continued towards a waterfall (which he did
not pass; for twenty minutes when he left the ihain track which
went to Kuama. turning to the N. or N.E. to and through a clump of
timber.
He marked the turning by an arrow blaze on a tree fern and
by blocking the trail with sticks.
Then at 8:35 he passed the head of' the Neon on his left.
At
8:40 he left the divide on the right, crossing the head of the
Sendabe, then back on to the'divide leaving the Neon Basin on his
left.
At 9:15 he was traveling west; 9:5-0, 1. by N. • 9:30, Y.N.w.
until he came to a lot' of pot holes full of water, through which
he continued for three minutes, then skirted the Maradodoa swamp
which looked like a salt pan.
At 9:40 he was traveling N. : at
9:55, E of N. up' a very steep hill(?bed slag; at 10:10, he passed
thru a swampy depression; at 10:35 ne encountered the first rock
boulders and at 14:40 he came to a native camp consisting of bark
shelter and lean-to.
he stopped there for lunch, leaving again
at 15:05. He returned down the trail for about fifty yards and
then turned off to the left (facing up) and traveled N.M. then N. .*
at 15:35 N.E.; and at 15:40 he crossed Mamose Creek and just after
topping the rise beyond the creek, he passed between two sticks.
He then went down to the Sawio Creek**at 15:50 N.:at 15:56 S.:at
15.ocj N• E.; at 1:05 N.
At 1:08 the mist lifted
(next sneetj

a little and he saw a swamp on the left. At one seventeen traveling
north between lakes, and at one twenty he arrived at Gerenaa where
he made camp. The height of which he made boiling point 88.5 centigrade, temperature of air 55° Fahrenheit.
He said there were
patches of timber all the way.
From Gerenda to the top of the
Central leak Garamu it took him one and one-quarter hours.
The native name for the ^est Dome is Biode.
He made the
boiling point of Garamu 87.5 centigrade, air temperature 47° Fahrenheit, height 12,557 feet,
tig advised us to make the first day to
Champion’s old camp site, the second to the head of Neon. He returned all the way to Ononge in one day, thirteen and one-half hours
the last half of which was in the dark.
He gave us the following
names of ten Urunu boys we agreed to carry for us.
Ode nnu elo
Aveli Kamu
Kamu
Gusi Volo Josipa
Bata Kanilli
Benj. Sango
Odi au Genegoli
Kuila Valenoio
Kasu Masilini
Gusi Sepuleano
The 4J|mes that are underlined are the nafeies given to the natives
when they were baptized; those not underlined are their given nam:
May 19,1953.
It rained during the night, a thing that had not happened
befDre.
I went out and visited the traps and got seven mammals in
the ten traps.
The Petaurus was in a run under the overhanging moss
covered s4Aa&|?^iear a tree.
The rest of the rats were all further up
the £111. I returned i
t Ly after visiting the traps and photograped the Petaurus and started skinning.
I got six finished.
May 20,1933.
I caught a Mslampitta ^?) in my lowest trap and only one
rat. The traps are up a very steep hillside with quite a lot of
underbrush. The ground is bare leaf-covered with roots, etc., moss
covered.
I continued on over the hill just short of £200 meters. 1
found a large Bower bird dance ground, probably not in use as there
was no moss platform and a little above it I found one that apparent
ly is in the process of being made.
There was a cross platform that
showed no signs of a track and the pile of sticks was only about
ten (10) cm high.
The altitude of the top was £309 meter's. A little
way down the other side I stopped to take a photo &F) towards the
coast,
looking through an opening.
May 21,1933.
I developed the film taken by Mr. Middleton on Mt.AlbertEdward last night.
I made rather a mess of it but they were pretty
good just the same . I had colic all night so that 1 did little or
nothing all day except skin the one rat that I caught in my traps.
May 22,1933.
Caught one white-footed mouse and about three o'clock a
native brought in another Melomys which I was again unable to finish
Ike rest of theday was spent working on the handle of my knife.
May 23,1933.
Caught one white-footed mouse and Meov/e sho^a Perameles
whose stomach contained undetermined vegetable matter.
I developed
the role of film that was in my camera as it had jammed and finished
the handle of my knife.

The pictures turned out fine. At about four o'clock a native
came by with the report that Mr* Brass would arrive next day.
May £4,1933.
I caught two $ and o’ whitefooted mice and came back
down immediately ana went along to the large clearing to meet
Brass. I waited some time and as he did not show up I started
back but his porters caught me before I had gone very far, as
I had stopped to shoot a bird that I could not find.
I met him
with the Mule Bluie.
Just the other side of the clearing during the afternoon
a native brought in, first a larve brown Phalanger $ and after 1
gave him a knife for it and anotner some face paint, he went out
and returned with a young one which he indicated went with the ? .
In about a half an hour he brought in two more <? ' s and a golden
brown Phalanger that 1 donot recognize.
I got all but one skinned
out but not cleaned ana one of the mice with the help of Mr .Brass.
May £5,1933.
I went with ^r. Brass to the top of the first hill and
then returned as I wanted to finish the Phalangers.
I caught a
Marsupial in my trap which I do not know what it is.
at had
insects in its stomach very finely chewed. It took all day to finish
the animals with the help of Rand.
All day natives from Mondo abd lane were passing by all
decked out to dance, with feathers, drums etc. I took one or two
pictures of them as they passed.
There must have been a hundred
or more.
May £3,1933.
I caught a new rat (red whitefooted mouse) probably a
M el only s. I then went with Mr. Brass over to the second scrub
covered hill.^ust short of the trail I missed a large beauteo-like
Hawk.
while taking a picture of the main range 1 shot two of the
big Rood swallows, only one of which coula be found.
I dpended,
leaving Brass on top and came straight down.
I met Brother
Jeandron at ten o'clock a little way the other side of the
Clearing. Re had quite a chat, mostly in French.
I met
Mr. Middleton at the clearing and. we also had a chat.
He is going
to the goilalo country to get three murderers.
I got back to the
Camp at about eleven fifteen.
May £7,1933.
I caught only one white footed mouse and saw no birds
worth shooting though there were a number of birds around. I got
back to camp about nine forty—five and spent the morning skinning
the rats ana in cleaning some skulls from the last few days.
Tne police Corporal came up with aj(pt of Ononge men and
cut down all the pandanas that
shadin^tne trail. The men did
not seem very pleased.I went out shootir *
> thirty towards
the clearing and shot a Melanpitto just a little way from camp. I
met a native bringing a rat and so when 1 saw no birds when I got
to the garden I turned back and was soon overtaken by a bunch of
natives, one carrying a young night jar.
I skinned the rat which
I called Black—taiied«red-white-footed mouse.
Afterwards I issued the weekly rations which caused a
rumpus as the boys that had gotten the Phalangers thought they

should have some thin meat as well.
As it was Brass’s birthday
we celebrated by having three sips of rum which made us all feel
gay and for awhile 1 got rather a bad stomach ache from it.
May £8,1933.
I had no luck with the traps. 1 shot two nut-ftatches
out of a fairly large tree; there probably were six or more in the
tree, the rest got away as I had some difficulty in finding one
of the two and the other fell into a oandanus from which I had to
shoot#*,
I spent the rest of the morning writing notes and in a
start on a letter to Mother.
In the afternoon I took some pictures
around camp and developed the role.
I went out shooting after tea7
four p.mv and went a considerable distance the other side of the
garden.
I shot a pigeon and several other small birds.
May £9,1933.
I caught only one white footed mouse in the hfighest trap
by the unfinished Bower birds'dance ground, so I picked up all my
traps and moved them to the hill below the camp.
The forest there
is less mossy, less steep and the trees are larger.
A native
brought in a Pseudochirus, the same specie as before.
May 30,1933.
I caught seven White-footed mice four of which were so
damaged by the traps that x did not save them.
I spent the rest
of the day skinning them. We had our last sundowner- until
Adamson brings some more rum.
May 31,1933.
I caught three mammals, a White-tailed red white-footed
mouse, a white footed mou?se, and a new species which I called
Black-brown mouse.
It was somewhat badly damaged and 1 made it
worse by making a mess of the tail.
Brass baked some bread and I
made some pancakes for lunch which were a great success judging
from the way they were^ eaten.
A number of Ononge women brought in
some "Kaema" (potatoes).
They seemed rather shy.
June 1,1933.
I caught two ’’Wfhite-tailed red white-footed” mice and three
”White-footed ” mice.
Shortly before lunch 1 took Rand up on the
hill to show him some knobs that I thought might have been bird
nests.
1 climbed the tree and cut them down : we brought them
back to camp and Brass said they are Hydnophytum
(Botanical
specimen No.4093).
I cut into it looking for ants as Brass had
said previously
that the knobs heid^ants. I found a frog and its
eggs (wdiich were put into formal..)and some water.
I took several
photographs of the frog, the eggs anc. the plant.
After lunch we had a boy cut a tree across the road, that
had another of the plants. The knob or bulb was broken in the fall,
but 1 caught the frog that was in it. Rand later took in one or
two others but found no more frogs.
1 skinned the two white-tailed
red white-footed mice. The $ 1393 seemed from the conditions of
the uterus and mammae to be past breeding as the uterus has quite a
large blood supply.
There were two pair abdominal mammae.

June £,1933.
I caught one 9 white-tailed red white-footed mouse and
three white-footed mice.
I made up the first named only. Rand
was busy looking for frogs; he found quite a number with the help
of a couple of boys in the fallen pandanus.
After lunch we all went up the Bower bird's dance ground
and found that it had been there between my first visit and the
time we returned after lunch.
Brass and I continued over the hill
to the saddle and down to the Nimode trail. We went up and a
little way over to get a view of the Wharton and A.E.
but they
were in the clouds and rain.
We took several pictures of the
1
pandanus grove.
killed a brown snake which I brought back and
put in (formal.)
On the way I noticed what turned out to be a
giant nut-meg tree which I climbed to get the fruit.
It had been
ringed to kill it.
June 3,1933.
I climbed Mount Tafa.
1 left camp at about seven fortyfive and when I passed the large clearing I noticed that the mountains were clear of clouds though there was a little mist in the
valleys and the sky was over-cast; not an inviting day. At about
one half hour short of the clearing I stopped in an open part of
the trail to photograph A.h.
The mist was already rising and
the clouds settling.
At nine forty I arrived at the Tafa rest
house.
I made one miss at finding the start of the native track
to the summit.
The second try was successful and then I had to
call my boy three times before he would come.
The trail, at first
level and very indistinct, was through traili 5 bamboo somewhat
difficult.traveling but this was only for a few minutes.
Thai one
climbed steeply for about twenty minutes . The higher one got,, the
shorter and more mossy the trees, until, on top of the ridge the
highest trees were scarcely eight meters high and the trees and
ground very mossy and springy.
I continued fairly level for a
short five minutes then down steeply into the bamboos on the saddle
or valley bottom; one then climbs steeply for a long twenty minutes
to a saddle where 1 made a false turn, turning to the right, but
I quickly realized my mistake and returned to the saddle where I
had the boys blaze a tree. We had to cut through about 16 cm. of
moss_before reaching the bark of the tree which was alive. W9 then
continued south for about eight minutes up and down, then up steeplyfor tne summit at several flat places or the last grade, I
noticed where there apparently had been Bower bird dance grounds.
At about eleven five, I reached the summit which was now/
treeless there being only low sfhrubs and the mission cross and the
government stake; there were the the charred stumps of two or three
trees about thirty cm through ana the mission cross was made from

The barometer recorded on arrival £606 meters and at
eleven twenty-five, £615 meters.
1 left the summit at eleven
thirty-five as the mist was coming in from the west threatening
to shut me in. I returned to the Tafa rest house where I rested
awhile while the boy cooked his dinner.
1 left again at about
two oclock and at about fifteen minutes down 1 shot at a large
Beatio-like Hawk, unfortunately I only wounded it badly. About
a half hour out I came on to pour heavily, so I hit a pretty good
pace getting to camp, nice and wet, at about three thirty. Luckily
I had brought my jumper along so x kept my camera dry.
June 4,1935.
I developed the roll I finished yesterday and then went
to the clearing to get a piece of wood to make a sheath for my new
knife (appropriated from the bread plate) and the rest of the' day
was spent in making it.
It came on to rain about ten so it was
a good occupation as we were waiting for Adamson to arrive.
June 5,1933.
A note from Adamson arrived just as were finishing breakx
fast and
started immediately to meet him. Met him in about an
hour.
rie had been twelve days In' getting here being delayed by
one thing or another.
He arrived in camp at about nine-thirty' or
nine forty-five, leaving again at about eleven for Ononge; the
mules going on and the carriers staying here.
Shortly after Adamson left I was changing a film in the
Leica camera which had jammed when one of the Bamu carriers caught
a Pseudochirus across the trail.
fare who had taken four Motumota carriers to get food, returned after lunch with only a little
food.
We sent two loads to Ononge with Adamson.
June 6,1933.
I spread .out my mammals to dry and packed the developing
box.wnich was taken to ononge by the Motu-motu carriers who accomanied the Kiwias .
The rest of the. morning was spent in loafing
and^ right after lunch I packed the mammals as it come on to rain.
We had just settled down for a snooze when a note came with the
Motu-motu carrier who was with the Kiwia.s. Adamson had gotten
carriers from Urunu to take the luggage over and was awaiting us.
We packed at top speed and in about one half an hour I was under
way proceeding the rest and covering distance in
one hour ten
minutes.
Until supper we discussed plans and finished packing.
We had a most sumptuous meal.
June 7,1933.
We got away shortly after seven o'clock and with twelve
carriers we descended to the Waitopoe in a little over an hour.
The. carriers were traveling slowly and stopped half way down. The
trail was through grass-lands mostly, though there was some forest
in the gullies.
The river was crossed by two logs about fifteen
cm in diameter.
I waited for Adamson who was riding this far; he was onenalf hour behind the mission trail, from there the trail was not
finished for a way. We had to follow' the native over and had to
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After about twenty minutes we gained an undulating plateau, which
we soon left to dive again to the mission road which except for
a short gap took us to the Urunu rest house.
Ihere were several
boys there.
'when we arrived there we found all the Urunu carriers
waiting for their pay.
When Adamson called the interpreter,45
Vvaitapu nd Goilala's came ur to carry to Gerenda.
After the pay
off and getting the names of the carriers which was quite noisy
we bought some kaema from the women and the noise and confusion
was then even greater than before.
After it was over we had quite
a pile, but only enough for one feed for the porters. About four
word arrived from the barracks that eight had cleared out. After
a lot of shooting we got them back.
Later twelve cleared and when
we went to bed only thirty odd remained.
June 8,1933.
I got up at four thirty and packed; shortly after five
word came that all had bolted but we found twelve, so It was then
apparent that to go to the top with locals was out of the question
so I wrote Rand to come with the Kiwias and we started to establis
a base camp.
At six fifty-five I started in the lead following
one of the carriers who knew the road. We tore off at top speed
running down hill and tearing up; I stopped him at the first
village ( fifteen minutes) as we were already far ahead.

I arrived at lvulu at eight fifteen and at eight thirty
I left. After one or two stops we made camp at nine thirty-five
in the firo valley at what is said to be the last level place. A
number of native women came in bringing food.
Salt seems in
great demand as they clamored and tried all sorts of tricks to get
some.
A few wonted paint so we had to take their names. After
Adamson went back a couple of natives brought in some native tobacco which x bought and found fairly good.
Just at dark fourteen
carriers arrived bringing more baggage and 1 had a grand circus
paying them off.
i'hey all wanted knives ana there wasn’t enough
to go around. A good illustration of
when one put ais into a match box ( waterproof vesta).
June 9,1933.
Although I was busy most of the day the time seemed to
drag on. Native women came in all day, in ones and twos bringing
in ’’Kaimo" and 1 was kept near the bag of Ama (salt) nearly all
the time. I made a loaf of bread which was a success except that
it burnted on the bottom.

June 10,1935.
Natives came in in flocks, with food .and with word that
Rand left Urunu and I was soon out of salt so as the "bush telegraph" had informed me that Rand had gotten to Ivulu, I went down
the trail to meet him.
The rest of the day was spent in getting
ready to leave for Hydes' camp.
June 11,1933.
Our guide did not show up so we started off without him.
Rand was leading and took the most obvious trail and just as we
had gotten over the fence into a native garden our guide arrived
in great excitement informing us that we were on the wrong trail.
We somewhat suspected that he merely was objecting to our crossing
the garden as the natives say that if an enemy or stranger goes
through their garden all the potatoes will rot.
Uur guide took us
for a short distance through fallen timber which was obviously an
old garden ; then we descended quite steeply to a stream up the
middle of which the trail went for a short distance then straight
up the opposite bank.
We descended and rose sharply in crossing
two ijiore streams: the trail was now going through virgin forest
with tall trees.
Alter the last stream the way is all up hill till
one gains an altitude of twenty-five hundred meters.
At twentynine hundred and forty meters, two hours by carriers, one passes
a bark shelter used by natives in crossing the divide. At twentythree hundred and eight meters one enters a mossy stunted forest.
After the bark shelter there are two or three very steep ascents
very trying for double loads. At twenty-six hundred meters one
enters the bamboo forest and there are three descents to cross
small streams which with the bamboo moss and rocks are quite pretty.
At about eleven o'clock A left the rear guard and hurried
on arriving at Hydes' camp, situated on a tree fern, dott&d grass
spur about one hundred meters from the forest.
At twelve forty-five
to find everything half obscured by the heavy mist.
It was only
now and again that one could see the forest on the opposite bank.
Rand who had been leading went back when 1 arrived, to help the
carriers. 1 stayed and made several unsuccessful attempts to start
a fire and eventually had to call on the native guide to make it.
The Kiwias strangled in till after one thirty.
«e had just
gotten camp up when about thirty-five carriers (Urunu's) came in
with baggage gotten by lari after we had left.
The Urunu's went
down immediately taking their rice with them.
The Kiwias decided
that they wanted bo go down also so at three thirty we started down
The trail was rather a slippery one and I slipped once or twice and
the Kiwias were traveling slowly for fear of slipping.
Re arrived
at the bark sheltering place just as darkness was coming on and
found two fires burning; evidently the Urunu's had stopped here
to eat.
It became real dark just before the last stream and we
had a grand time scrambling up the last rise and on top I had to
stop to get the torch light out of my swag to find our way through
the fallen timber.
We got into camp at seven o'clock and I found that lari
had sent all the European food up so I had to content myself with a
couple of Kiamas' and some tomatoes augmented by some dry bread tha
we had left. 1here was also some tea but no sugar.

June 12,1933.
During the night some of the animals ate a gooa bit oi
the bread so that there was not much in the way of food.
lari got
the Motu-motuons to stay with us after a futile attempt with the
Kiwi a and as T could see no need to remain below 1 started up at
nine o’clock.
After a steady pull up arrived on top at one o’clock
to find the Kuamu guide had gotten us forty-five carriers to take
us on. xt was then necessary for one of us to go back down again
to tell the Kiwi as to bring their swag and as I felt too tired to
go Hand and brass drew* lota,the lot falling to hand who.left^. at
about two thirty,
The Kuanu’s had evidently seen few whites and
they mauled us over, looking inside ouf shirts, feeling my feet
when I took my boots off and watching every move we made.
To have
stopped them would have meant that they would have bolted. As
darkness came on they left*, crossing the valley to a shelter under
a rock. On the opposite bank the steep climb up ( five hundred
meters) i^eant little to them as they went up at a good rate.
June 13,1933.
we had rather a hectic start as the carriers rushed into
camp and grabbed the best looking load. One or two got too light
or too heavy a load. Y»e got away at seven o’clock and descended-.
thExSiiisy. Crossed the Ero.
In crossing the Tilley , suffered a
severe bang.
In thirty-five minutes we arrived at Middletons' camp
which has a better situation than ours, his being more sheltered.
From there the trail went up and down, crossing the Ero again where
it had diminished to a small stream.
Shortly after crossing the
Ero, we swung off to the North or left leaving the main trail which
went on across Murray Pass to Kuamu. We went up a tree-fern dotted
grass spur for about ten minutes then twisted through a stunteo
forest for a ways; then down slightly and across marshy grass and
x
then up along ridge or divide.
t was just after crossing the
marshy grassland that l saw a large bird that flew from the grass,
with a loud beating of the wings; x thought it possibly was a
grouse. Vve were already passing through banks of mist, we topped
the divide and arrived at the Bark Shelter above the Neon Basin at
eight forty.
We got a fine view to the southward although it was
occasionally obscured by clouds billowing over the divide.
Mt. Yule (Kuoma called it ’’Larimp")
for 320 £
I got some
fairly good photons of it (32,38 and 38). ^ My aneroid gave the
height as three thousand and sixty-seven (3067) meters. The^ carriei
rested there to smoke and it was warm sitting in the sun.
The
trail continued as in Middleton's discription.
The carriers
stopped at the pot-holes and built a fire at ten thirty-three. Most
of them did not rest much but wandered off amongst the clumps of
forest trying to shoot some birds with their bows and arrows.
We left at eleven ten and. soon began to climb a long spur
which got my wind somewhat (one-half hour) .
After that there was
a number of ups and downs to cross streams.
Je passed the pot
holes and rocks at about twelve o'clock and at twelve ten arrived
at the bark shelter. The natives did not want to go further as
there were several claps of thunder and there was a heavy mist. He
were therefore forced to camp.
Hg were able to use the poles used
by Father Jearrean and Cadeau, but never^the J_ess it was rather
damp as the ground was exceedingly wet.

Shortly after we arrived and got our tents up a bunch of women
arrived with food and pandemonium reigni g supreme.
The rain
did not help matters any as everyone of them wanted to get into
the tent.
/«e had an early supper and turned in directly after it
June 14,1933.
Ihe morning dawned fine and we had a fine view of the
peaks from the edge of the ridge.
There was frost on the ground
as we started.
At seven tnirty I again took the lead.
The village
policeman had pushed Brass's swag on to someone else (He had
taken it on his own desire from Uarray Pass) and was carrying only
an empty kerosene tin. We retraced our steps for about fifty meters
then climbed a riagX^ through a narrow bit'of forest just this
side of which two birds flashed, similar to yesterday,' but they
seemed smaller.
We went on a short ways till we came to a fork
in the road.
hsre the policeman wished the swag onto one of the
curriers that was with us. He and 1 took the left while the rest
continued on the right and direct route to Gerenaa.
he went"in~a
south westerly direction across the plateau looking for pigs.
Vi/e
crossed two or three swampy places.
From the southern edge we got
a good view of Tafa and Yule.
We then turned north and followed
the rolling ridge tops.
When about half way to Gerenda, 1 shot at & long range a
brown animal
and missed. x got into camp about eleven
o'clock.
The carriers drifting in about one o'clock.
The rest of
tne day was spent in making camp and in paying the carriers.
We
could only give them part as the knives did not show up. •cllso a
number left before being paid; but the policeman gave us their
names,
June 15,1933.
Pe spent until about ten discussing the arrangement of the
camp.
I then took the rifle and the policeman and as word came
that Hand was arriving I went down the trail about one hundred'm^r
and then turned west; crossed the plateau following the ridges around in a circle to the Bluff_ of the Evoline.
I saw nothing except one or two fresh signs.
1 returned to camp about noon and"
found oiQgg and -^and counting supplies. The Kiwias returned about
noon to the bark shelter.
The afternoon was spent about camp.
The day was fair and
cleai. Last night there was a heavy frost and there was ice on
seveial of toe ponds.
At three o’clock in the morning the thermometer read 2 c.
June 16,1933.
I set out twenty-six traps along the edge of the forest
above camp and in the grass-lands.
The rest of the day was spent
in fixing camp.
June 17,1933. to June 19,1933.
I caught a number of rats that seem to show a lot of
variety but as far as I can see belong to one species I set the
remaining nine traps out in the woods below camp.
The weather during this time was poor with lots of mist although it only rained
one day.

June 20,1235.
I caught four rats, all of the same species and then
went pig hunting.
I had just gotten out the dividing ridge
when I heard a lot of shouting in the directi n of Murray Pass.
I presently saw a Hack dog cross a ridge and descend to a pond;
he would stop and look hack. Presently a number of natives
Kuamas*' appeared.
The dog zig-zaged back and forth, at a fast run
or lope. Through^ the glasses I could see the white fore feet : nd
chest; he looked to have a bush tail which hung down between his
legs.
I waited where I was as 1 was not sure which way he would
go.
The closest native saw him and set out to chase him uttering
a short "Wo Wo".
While waiting I took a photo of a Pipit. Presently
he started to climb to cross the ridge* I was on, so I hurried on
but as I had to climb a steep hill that could not be turned he beat
me across.
Shortly the natives appeared and immediately demanded
some tobacco; and when I showed them that I had none they produced
some of their own and started to smoke in a sheltered spot where I
got a photo of them.
I waited a few minutes then started back to
camp.
We got as far as the saddle in the ridge above camp when
we heard some more natives shouting.
Presently I saw the dog
cross a small hill below and we started to head him off;as we did
so I saw a Marsh Hawk sitting on a rock and was sorely tempted to
try a shot at hi :.
The dog ran into
"Meowe",
Hand*,shooting
boy; who shot him so that I climbed to the trail and waited for them
to bring him along.
I got a photo of them coming along (XXXV-17)
with the Gerenda Hill in the background.
w

une £1,1933.
We tried to get an early start but things went against it.
First the porridge tin was empty and the cook crUI not tell me; also
the bread was all gone so that I had to makepancakes.
I got a
hold of the frying pan that the boy had been using for curry, so
that they stuck and would not turn.
We got- started at eight o’cloc
We made a false start or rather we forgot to bring a watch so I
returned and got one but it did not delay us more than five or ten
minutes. We followed the route shown on Middleton’s map.
Hand
shot at two Quails and v/e stooped often to look at the scenery.
About half way we were caught by three Kuamu’s who then
acted as guides.
We got to the top at ten fifteen.
The boiling
point was 87.4 and the temperature of the air in the wind and shade
of the Kaum was 5.75, while the wet bulb indicated -J- 1C which
gave an altitude of three hundred and (306) six meters above
Gerenda Camp or
three hundred and nine-eight (598) meters above
sea level,
forked on the boiling point at Rona Falls whose altitude is surveyed at four hundred and fifty (450) meters.
We found
a number of records which I copped and are as follows:May 15,19£7.
Patrol Officers
Pullen, D.L. & Hides; J.G.
reached this point
l£,900 feet
Vvent to two peaks further
to the east (signed)
D. L.
J.G.

I. Champion and S.S. Smith
visited here £4. 3 £9
Latitude by observation
8* £1’ 4"
(illegible)

.

Height by B.P.T. 1£,863 feet
Paper found in this bottle
Marks obliterated.
(signed)
Ivan Champion
Sydney E. Smith

C.

Healy
Patrol Officer
from K0K0DA
visited here
15-9-30
Thursday, £5th May
Father Garrenu & Cadeau
reached this point at
7.30 a.m.

Sunday 3
May 14,1933.
S.G. Middles ton P.O.
reached this point at 8.-30
a.m.
(signed)
S.G. Middleton.
Again on 15th May, to take
bearings B.P.T. readings etc.
Went on to S.-S. Peak, but as
Police took thermometer back
with them to camp, unable to
take B.P.T. reading.
P.T.O.
from S.E. peak this (the central) certainly looks the
neighest.
This is enough of
Mt. A.E. from met
CHERRIO l
S.G. M.

The paper on which the Father's was on, was an old bleached piece, larger tnan necessary for their note and is possibly the
paper referred to in Champion and Smith's note.
We spent some
time on top though there wasn't much of a view as the valley was
covered in clouds.
The aneroid gave the altitude as four thousand
twenty (4010) meters.
we did not take the time at leaving but we
arrived at Lake Guguba, after stopping to collect a bunch of Everlastings which were numerous on tne rocks, At twelve forty-five^
the aneroid read 384b which corrected to the boiling point of the
summit gives 3811 meters. V»e stopped there to cook some Raima in
the coals and to rest and look for marine life under the rocks. vVe
did not find any vertebrates and only one invertebrate. Brass
caught a toad under a log, and both Rand and Prass saw a lizard.
V¥e left again at two twenty and went down to the Evillne
Col. where Brass and Rand went around to the left (going down)
while I went down the trail arriving back at three forty or about
thirty five minutes ahead of them, or a little more.
I immediately made some bread ana while it was baking I made a flying visit
to my traps which held only two of the usual species. We then had
an early supper and turned in.
June £1
£4,1933.
During this time the weather was not so good, though it
rained only one day.
I shifted all but three traps into the woods
in an effort to get another species. The three traps were set by
the root of the tree at the edge of the grass-lands and the forest.
The set has only missed two nights and is holding one mammal, and
the first, couple held two.
Rand, on the £4th, set out some snares to try and find
out what was making the rooting in the forest which are so numerous
The native said they were made by a bird (the Thrush) but they
seemed too deep and narrow.

June £5,1933.
The morning was grey with high clouds, the first of its
kind.
Towards noon it cleared and T went out to photograph but
only took one or two as the mist came up.
Rand caught a Peroryctes or a similar animal which from
its builtj seems to be responsible for the rootings; so it must be
rather common.
It had one small embi^b in the pouch.
It was a
terror to skin as when I started to scrape it the hair came out so
that I did not finish it.
June £'6,1933.
The early morning was fine with patches of mist all day.
Now at five forty it is practically misting.
I went a little way
Y/ith Rand to see the method of setting the snares. I then returned
to camp and debated whether to move the traps to the fiviline Col,
but as the boy was not in camp I decided to lea,ve them.
I got five.
One inn01d Faithful" and one was alive. I photo-graphed a tree-ferr
for Brass and shot a green Colicolia.
I did not skin any rats but
finished the Peroryctes from yesterday..
June £7,1933.
The morning dawn was misty and raw. I visited my traps and'
returned to camp with five rats, all of the usual species. I was
only in camp a short while before it begain to look misty and soon
turned into rain.
I spent the morning developing a film for Brass,
XXXVI.
Towards noon It began to clear so that by two o'clock it
looked good enough to go out.
I took the rifle and went down to th
lake, then-around N.W. f
and up a spujr to the S. on to the
divide betv/een the Warrior and Chirima where I stopped for about
fifteen minutes to examine the country,
T then w/ent along the Plateau and then dowm the steep side
of the Giumu R, w/atershed a little ways to examine a big nest of
grass.
I found it fairly fresh though it had no been used lately.
I then climled back up on a long slant towards the fiviline till I
came to the Goodola hunting trail from where I took some photos
looking S.fi. over the plateau and S.W.
I continued on the trail
till I come to the saddle between the two water-sheds:that ist- one
saddle to the S.fi. of the Lount A.fi. trail. I
took a good photo
of the lake below camp.
I could see a very small Brass and Mount
Victoria
.
I returned by the great divide following
around the lake to the Lone Pine Hill which forms its junction of
the spur we are on with the divide.
From this hill one gets a veiy
fine view over the plateau.
June £8,1933.
I started out with Brass to compare photos, as Brass has
been having some difficulty. I picked up the nine traps in the
woods by the camp.
We took a picture of the edge of‘ the forest in
the glade. We then visited the remaining traps through the rock
forest. I picxed up the last three.
We then went on down the trail
a little ways, then down and out on a spur over looking the Chirima
Valley w/here 1 got a good photo.
We both took some photos of some
flowers. We returned to the trail and went down it and then around
it to where we could see the ''Lone Pine Hill".
I failed to get a
picture of a feunch of
that were on the fallen log on ac-~
count of the film %s£ng all used up.

I reset the twelve traps by the rocks on this die of the
spur and returned to camp at ten thirty.
I stopped to bake some
b ead and develop the film.
The baking caused a bit of excitement
when the shelter" (native) in which the boy had built the fire,
caught fire. We put it out but it caused the developing and baking
to coincide and caused a busy hour.
In the afternoon there was some mist but I went out pig
hunting again going along the A. 3. trail as far as where it leaves
the divide on the other (A. E. side) side of the fiviline.
From there
I continued straight on crossing the divide and descending until I
could get a good view of the bottom of the land and the Tonombotogo
Lake.
I then started back but instead of following the trail descen
ed into the valley with the intention of climbing the Goilala trail
but found that the time was getting short, so after visiting the
forest on a hill in the middle of the valley on the way back to
collect some flowers from a tree, I climbed straight up to the A.E.
trail where it leaves the divide at the Eviline, returning straight
to camp.
I noticed ,iust as 1 was starting back a flight of swifts;
they were traveling nigh and in the direction of the A.E. or N.E.
I did not see them until after they had passed over me.
There must
have been twelve or fifteen of them.
June 29,1953.
i caught the usual four rats.
Rand in one of his snares
caught another Peroryctes, and with baking bread I again occupied
the whole afternoon.
June 30,1933.
I caught only two rats by a young ? in a rat trap in the
forest.
Both this and the last were moulting slightly.
I made an
apple pie which in spite of all turned out a success thougn a little
burnt.
Aagain, I didn’t finish as I consumed a long time talking
over plans for future camps.
The policeman left with the cencus
form which I filled out yesterday.
Julv '1,1933.
As the day was fine, I went after visiting my traps which
held only two rats, pig hunting.
1 went up across "Lone Pine Hill"
and then S.E. down the divide.
Mt. Yule stood out very clear and
I took several pictures.
Un top of a hill 1 found a mound of grass
with a tunnel or hole in the side about forty or fifty cm in diameter which 1 photographed.
A short way down the other side I saw
a marsh Hawk but did not get a shot.
At the same time 1 heard a
quack like a duck so I went down to the lake Just off the Sawio
side of the divide. I went down to the lake and saw a pair of ducks
swimming nervously about in the center.
After waiting for some tine
I shot at them, killing one.
1 shot again with 7’s but missed. I
then tried four shots with the rifle before he left the lake entirely.
I then climbed slightly to the Goilala trail down which I
went a short distance when I again saw a marsh Hawk, possibly the
a
same one as before.
s did not come close enough for a shot.
I crossed one of the swamps that form the head waters of
the Sawio and climbed the hill to the main trail at a point just
before the first forest patch. In the swamp I noticed a lot of
mammals run In the grass and decided to more traps.

July <?,1933.
I picked up all my traps and set them out in the swamp,
returning by the way I had gone yesterday.
I shot at a pair
of Colicolio, brownish bellied out of a bunch.
I
got in to
camp about eleven forty-five and waited some time after one
for Brass who had ?one to the other side of the plateau. Late
in the afternoon it came on to mist and rain.
July 3,1933.
I caught four rats of the same species as before. I had
some difficulty in finding the sets anc I lost two traps all
together. I did the same circuit as previous when half way to
the lake I saw a marsh Hawk; and at the lake I shot the remaining
duck that I had missed.
I must have passed within three meters
of him and it was not till I passed the second time that he
flushed.
I had returned to investigate a tall clump of grass.
I got back to camp at eleven o'clock just as it come on
to rain and which it continued to do off and on for the rest of
day.
Some of the showers here were quite heavy.
I developed a
Leica roll of films belonging to Brass and after lunch which
turned out good, I made up one rat.
July 4,1933.
The day started out by being cloudy although the coast
from the hill beside camp was clear enough, so that I took some
photos finishing the roll. I had forgotten to issue any rice for
ourselves last night so we had to breakfast on bread and the duck
which theboy had thoughtfully cooked, i got caught In the rain
just as I arrived at the first set and it was cold work visiting
trap which held three, all pretty much damaged by the trap. 1
heard., when part v/ay up the ridge to the lake what sounded like
the call of a duck but failed to locate it in the misty rain. It
was apparently circling over the swamp.
I saw, when by the ''Lone Pine"/ a marsh Hawk fly from the
same rock as on the twentieth of June. I got into camp shortly
after ten o'clock and after changing I developed the films I had
finished this morning.
July 5,1933.
The morning wa fine and I caught four rats of the same
species. I got back about eleven and baked an apple pie for
lunch.
The afternoon was drizzly and mean.
I baked a loaf of
bread using the bicarbonate of soda from the medicine chest as
the other supply ran out. It was only a fair success.
The
weather after dark improved somewhat.
I saw and missed a pair of
qu£4^(?) they 1 ere on the hillside just above my traps.
July 6,1933.
The weather was fine till about noon, then misty and
cloudy. After lunch I went with Rand to visit the snares that
he had set up towards the Bark Shelter. We set two more.

July 7,1933.
The early morning was fair, but the mist came on soon.
I took a long walk toward the Wario but saw nothing. On the way
back I busted my knife digging uo some plants.
Rand saw in the
forest a large brown animal that resembles a bear.
So after lunch
Be and I went out in the driving rain and succeeded in setting
snares before we became too cold. All but two oi the snares
on the Bark Shelter side were sprung but there was nothing in them.
The S slope of Mount Albert-Edward may for the sake of
discription be divided into two table lands or plateaus though
actually the lower rolling plateau changes gradually into the
upper rocky hilly plateau. Both contain numerous lakes and marshes
It is evident that this plateau not so long ago was forested, except possibly for the more exposed (note l) ridges which is evidenced by the fact that one finds scattered over the whole lone
pins' numerous fire charred tree trunks. Along the edges and encroaching more into the lower country one finds tuners of forest.
At the present time the ridges and exposed parts are covered with
short stubby grass while in the gullies along streams and sheltered
slope one finds a long tussocky grass through which one finds .numerous runs made by the one rat.
In the shorter, though occasionally in trie long, one sees numerous patches and pig rootings. The
greater number are old (before our arrival) though a lew are recent
Dog droopings are fairly common.
The forest is short and stunted
with lots of trunks twisted and running at all angles. Most of
tne forest is free of underbrush and in and about the roots of tree
are the runs and holes of one rat.
Also in the iorest floor one
sees small rootings 7 and holes (10 cm deep and very narrow) apparently made by the Peroryctes.
Along the edges of tne forest
Kangaroo signs are common, there are also numerous tree ferns.
There are a number of glades in the forest which are usually "-grass
though there may often bs beathlike plants and tree-ferns which
are also common all along the edges of the forest.
The roots and
trunks of each tree are heavily moss covered while the floor it—
seDf' is sometimes covered with moss, though more often it is covered with leaves and sticks.
July 8,1933.
It blew and rained hard all night and was very miserable.
It continued until about ten o'clock so we did not get up for
breakfast till after eight o'clock.
After ten o'clock I went out
and visited the snares; only Rand and Brass stayed in. The boys
found it rather trying as they had not brushed their fly in properly •
After lunch the weather was a little but not much better,
nevertheless we went out and set five more snares. In the evening
the weather cleared though the wind continued high until very late.

July 9,1933.
I visited the snare on the bark shelter and eaught a
wood-cock in one and had two others sprung.
I picked up the
traps; there were three rats, apparently one from last night
and two from the night before.
After lunch the weather was
misty so I set out the rat trap in the forest above camp where
the new snares are. A note from Adamson arrived saying he
would be here tomorrow.
July 10,1933.
I caught three rats all the same species and returned to
bake a loaf of bread. Mr. Adamson arrived just as we were
finishing lunch.
The afternoon was spent in talking over plans.
We had our first sundown for a long time. The weather was good
with few clouds.
July 11,1933.
In the morning I visited my traps which only held two rats.
The weather was getting better so after lunch we took the small
tent and went to Lake Guguba in order to have the sunrise from
the summit. We had a fine view of the plateau from the outlet
which falls very steeply shortly after leaving the lake.
July 12,1933.
We had an excessively smoky night as we had to let the cook
(Adamson's Kuni) have a fire as he had only one blanket and
wood was half rotten. After a meagre breakfast of tea and a
1 piece of bread we left at six fifteen and got to the summit
of JmJTiiiT at six forty.
There were lots of clouds lower down so
the sunrise was not much and we could not see the coast.
I had left Gerenda Camp at one thirty and arrived at Lake
Guguba at three o'clock.
Immediately took 3.P.T. which was 88.1°C.,
air temperature in shade of tent 12.
Gerenda camp B.P. 88.4,
temperature of air 10°*6'mm,of mere 494.82;and Lake Guguba the
B.P. was 88.1, temperature of air 12,mm.of mere 489.16.
Gerenda,- 10«.6 AC,
Guguba ,- 12
4 22°.6 ~2 = 11.3 C = 16704 mm.
B-B=5.66; B+B = 983.98 G (B.-B) - 94594.64-- B^B- 96.*=
altitude above Gerenda camp (3680).
altitude of Lake Guguba =
3680 -^96 a 377.6 meters.
I had some difficulty in getting the water to boil for Ihe
B.P. T. and in the meantime I took seme bearings and photos. The
bearings are asfollows:- There were some mountains in the ditance
bearing 315° East of Magnetic Worth which looked as though they
were in the territory of New Guinea and looked auite high (4000m)
Bismark bore 352 E of Magnetic Worth,one peak seen in clouds .
Mt. Victoria, 162 E "
"
"
Mt. Yde bore*284 E "
"
Garden on Tafa, 215 E. of Magnetic Worth
Tt
!T
Rest House "
, 222 "
”
I took a partial panorama in three sections starting at
Mt. Yule and swinging to the left.
The last shows Verjus. Dome
and Mount Davidson.
At 8.00 I took the B.P. and at 8.25 we left
for the S.E. Peak where we arrived at 8.50., and I immediately
took the B.P.
I then took a snooze.
Adamson and Brass accompani^jg)
me while R__pnd went duck hunting to the two lakes in the basin
formed by the circle of peaks.
We Returned to Central Peak
Garamu about ten where I again took the boiling point, the result

as follows:
Garamu,
July 12th

8.00
10.20

87.55
87.45

6.0
12.0

4005

2 8025
23.75
Mean of
3 \ 262.40
(
4012
.5) TUT%
7.9
S7.T5
reading station B’
(3^4
0) 3994
T
6.5
S.E. Peak
B' 9.00 87.55
10.0
88.4
Gerenda June 16-B sta.
ttier-c.
477.225
B’ Garamu
1/2 (T+T")= 8.25 or 8C"
478.91
gu S.E. Peak
494.82
UCi
CUUQ
2J Gerenda
B-Efc 17.59 B+B^972.05;C (B-B* )= 16576x17.59=291571.84
— (B+B* ) "3*299.95+or 300 meters above Gerenda 300+3680-398^
B-B"=15.91 B+B= 973.73; C (B-B’) =16512x15.91=262705.92
«
■f (B+B") =269.78+or 270 meters above Gerenda-270*3680-30 50m
above S. L.
We found the Kiwias here also though only one actually ventured near the cairn. . We immediately left for the lake. We sent
the Kiwias on ahead.
I decided not to wait for tea as I had a
lot of packing to do and I wanted to develop the pictures I ha d
taken.
I passed the Kiwias on a steep place and I heard one
remark "Mogone" (Kangaroo). I got back to find the Kuamus’ in
camp so everthing was set for the morrow. We paid them for their
carrying up and persuaded them to take us down.
I caught a
Peroryctes in a snare which was picked up by a Kuama boy.
July 13,1933.
The Kiwias got started first and were followed in about half
an hour by the Kuamas.
I picked up the remaining snares that were
not taken by the Kuamas. I left my pipe by one and had to return
for it a short distance. I got to the Kuamus by the Bark Shelter
and the Kiwias wereCffossing the Pot hole when I was entering the
basin of the Marudodoa swamp around which the trail shuts. I took
a wrong turn just after the pot hole when I was enterin g the basin
and found myself descending into the Neon Basin. I tried skirting
the hill side in returning and got my knees all scratched in
going through a patch of timber.
I noticed quite a number of fresh and old pig tracks on the
spur. I caught the Kiwias at the Bark Shelter where they had
stopped to rest.
Shortly before crossing the Ero,Splinter
(Adamson’s dog) flashed a quail which I failed to find again. I
noticed the climb up from the Ero to the camp as I wasa little
tired as I had passed everyone, there being only one Kiwias and
one Kuama with me. I forgot to look at my watch when I arrived
but I guessed I had been in about twenty-five minutes which
would make three hours for the trip.
The rest drifted in for
another hour. After lunch we checked supplies.
July 14,1933.
Adamson and I left at 7.40 and traveled slowly down taking
till about two to get asfar as the Urunu Rest house where we
decided to stop as the boys were traveling so badly.
We found
that there was no food in any of the villages so it seems as
though we will have to give up this side of the valley for a
next camp. There are one or two good sites, one on the first
spur on the Urunu side of Ivulu.

July 15,1933.
iVe left Urunu at seven and got to the river about ten where
Adamson spent one half hair prospecting with no results. Lots of
Titonic iron and one or two particles of mercury. We got to
Ononge shortly before lunch. The afternoon passed in talking over
the food question with Father Dubuy.
July 16,1933.
As it was Sunday, Adamson did not leave so I had the day to
myself writing letters and settling affairs with him. I decided
we would have to go to Tafa where we would be on the road nearer
home. At dusk Adamson's mule boys came over with cheerful news
that all but four (three horses and one mule) of the pack animals
had gone to Mondo.
July 17,1933.
I accompan ied Adamson as far as the saddle before the last of
the Ononge Villages. He had to pack the saddles of the lost animals
so that he couldn’t take any of our specimens out.
I was feeling
off in the afternoon so I did little except sleep.
July 18,1933.
I accompanied Father Dubuy ID his sawmill.
It was nicely
situated at the foot of a high waterfall. I took several pictures
and spent some time prospecting around, also a ^xort nap vhile
Father Dubuy selected some timbers.
The place was unsuitable for
our needs as one would have to climb nearly to Nimode before getting to primary forest.
We returned for lunch and I spent the’
afternoon skinning a Night Jar and in writing.
July 19,1933.
The morning passed in taking a few pictures of Ononge Mission
and in shooting.
The afternoon was spent in skinning and packing.
I forgot to write a label for the "White -eye", a male with great
ly enlarged testes.
The Kiwias arrived with mail and tobacco,
some of which was wet.
July 20,1933.
I left Ononge after breakfast; viz., shortly before nine
o'clock, and got to Urunu at about one. On the way down bird songs
were quite noticeable or else it struck me more so than usual.
Black and white warblers (similar to one skinned at Ononge on
July 16,1933) were particularly noticeable. Brown-swifts
(Colicalia fusciphaga) were common and aggravating as I could not
hit them; the one that I did hit went down in the tall grass so
that it was impossible to find it.
Parrots (sp. ?) were also
quite noticeable especially near the s crub bordering the Vanapa.
I climbed over the hill instead of going through the scrub
on the unfinished part just after the river. ~ And while crossing a
grass plot, I flushed a quail. Unfortunately he flushed behind me
and by the time I turned around it was sitting in the grass. Although I rushed to the spot I failed to flush him back again.
I read the "Times most all afternoon, except for a little
while, around four o'clock, when a few old women brought some cairna
taro and corn. At sunset I went down to the point of the ridge bacK
from Urunu where I smoked a cigarette vhile watching the clouds or
mist drift up the valley. The air was quite clear; that is, there
was no haze and the drifting clouds made an ever changing picture
5f the steeply ridged valley.

The Vanapa Valley here is quite wide, 10 km. or more, (In the
Region of Ononge and Waitapu; thU^ is , from about 20 or 30 km
below to its head in the Waitapu district)
-were,
narrowing down below.
Into this project an immense number of
ridges; which on the Ononge or western side are quite high
knife edges coming down steeply to the river. While the
opposite or Eastern has a number, the greater proportion of
these ridges are longer and have apparently been shaven off into
flat tables so to speak.
On both sides the banks of the river are steep, almost a
precipice, and covered with scraggy trees and shrubs, mostly
secondry. Above this there is a wide area of grass.
Here and
there in the gullies are patches of Pandanus and forest; and
above this the heavy forest. The lower part of the heavy forest
has been heavily cut into and pandanus planted, which fact is
quite noticeable.
I had a sumptuous meal of fresh pork, dry
and while eating I wondered what would be said
hotel proprietor if he dared to serve so tough
During the night it rained and I had fears for

bread and corn
to a New York
an ear of corn.
the morrow.

July 21,1933.
I slightly overslept, consequently I did not get away as
early as I had hoped.
The grass was soaking wet and I was soon
soaked from the belt down.
The first two hours about was tiring
as I was slipping rather badly as a number of nails were missing.
We did not stop till we got to the bark belter where I stopped
to smoke and tried to get two Kiwias to change loads as the one
with the heavy pack was lagging a little. We did not stop again
until we got to the first grass clearing (called Rest Clearing).
At least the carriers didn’t stop though I had to every now and
then to wait for the carriers. At the Rest Clearing I had the
rice taken from the bag and put with the blankets; also they ate
some kaima that they had carried along. We got into camp around
one o’clock.
The weather here was windy and cloudy making it
somewhat cold.
July 22,1933.
The weather was the same as yesterday. I did not go out but
spent the morning cataloguing the negatives developed at Gerenda.
In the afternoon I skinned a PhAlanger that Meow got on the ridge
across the valley.
July 23,1933.
It threatened but never did rain all day.
I set out all (26)
rat traps and two snares. I started behind camp and put the first
three by a tree fern and tussock grass. The next just inside the
forest edge, the rest set in three's up the spur for 110 meters.
The forest, somewhat mossy, was low and thick; that is, although
free from underbrush one must wind ones’ way through.
Another
thing one notices is the difficulty of seeing into the tree tops;
this is apparent by the fact that one hears a bird above you but
that you cannot locate it.
The afternoon passed in writing notes.
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July 24,1935.
I got one rat in the set just inside the woods and then
after visiting traps went up the trail to the point whs re it
descends to cross the Ero. One gets a fine view from here as
one can follow the corkscrew-like windings of both branches of
the Ero. All except the top of the valley is covered with tree
ferns and grass; the tree ferns show up much greener than the
grass.
Meowe brought in a Pseudochirus with a young which though
wounded was still alive and I took a picture of it.
It took
me all afternoon to do the rat and the big marsupial as it was
fat.
Its stomach was full of a very fragrant leaf (green).
July 25,1933.
I got three rats, Cine in the fork of a tree, the fork was
slightly covered with moss and about a short two meters above
the ground, I came straight back and skinned the young of the
Pseudochirus gotten yesterday.

At noon a bunch of Kuamas came in just as it was starting
to rain with kaima.
They were mostly men but there were a few
women.
Matches went like wild-fire though some of the women
wanted salt. Brass took a number of pictures. Most buzzed off
immediately though a number stayed around to get bandaged. I
think they wanted the bandage more than the care of their sores
as we saw one young boy pick the scab off a sore to get it pai nted and bandaged.
The afternoon passed in skinning.
It rained
off and on all afternoon sometimes quite heavily.
July 26,1933.
The morning dawned fine but mist came up very early, about
nine o'clock and it come on to rain alittle before noon and has
been doing so ever since, sometimes very hard.
I caught three
more rats and set out one more snare.
I mixed hypo and made up
the rat from yesterday. After lunch I developed Brass's film
and catalogued the rest of the negatives.
I made up one and
skinned another of the rats.
I also baked aloaf of bread.
July 27,1933.
This morning was worse than yesterday.
It was misty from
the start and came on to rain at about eleven o'clock. I caught
only two rats though one was much blacker than any^far and might
possibly be another species though it was young not" entirely
adult.
I had just finished re-baiting the last trap when I heard
a Melampitta behind me so I retraced my steps but was unable to
find it.
I noticed that there was a lot of dense low trees about
four meters in height which accounts for the difficulty of seeing
birds in the tree tops.
I returned to camp and developed the film I took on the way
down and at Ononge. The afternoon which was rainy was spent in
skinning the rats and in cataloguing the film developed this morning; a good number of which came out good.
July 28,1933.
Although there were a few clouds the morning until about 11,30
was clear when the mist came up.
I made a quick round of my traps
catching only two; one of which (#1438-?) a young animal was caught

in the fork of the tree in the same trap.
I returned to camp
and got Aeto (Brass’s boy) and started up the trail to Kuama
with the intention of going up the Kailep e trail but could not
find the junction.
The trail after crossing the Ero and keeping
to the right at the Gerenda trail junction and crossing in a steep
dip a large branch of the Ero, one continues up a spur beside a
bit of forest on the left /the trail then crosses rolling country
but always upwards till it gains the pass which is flanked with a
high hill on each side.
This I could see from the ridge top where
I left the trail to go to a point of the woods on the right.
I
collected a number of plants for Brass after which I returned and
visited the forest on the opposite side of the trail before returning to camp where I arrived just as the rain started at 12.15.
On the way up I shot a finch from a bunch of about a
dozen that were scattered through the tree ferns.
Just after
crossing the tributary I took apieture of it looking down where
another stream joins and after climbing a little more to a point
where I got a good panorama. I took it in six parts.
The afternoon
was alternately rainy with patches of clear sky.
I skinned two
rats and baked a loaf of bread which came out from the looks of it
1
good.
July 29,1933
The morning was fine so I took a couple of pictures of
the camp from the hill top.
The first three traps in the woods
each held a rat, vhich form the first woodland set, one of which
has held a rat every night.
I caught one other rat.
I then went on a prospecting trip behind the Bark Shelt*
er. The forest here is more open than on the point where the traps
are, and I noticed a pandanus tree. Just before going into the
Bark Shelter one looks down into a deep valley apparently another
branch of the Ero. It is more wooded than the main but the bottom
is
• I spent the whole afternoon skinning the rats.
July 30,1933.
The morning come in rainy and windy with every prospect
for a miserable day.
Rand went with me to look at some birds’
nest that I had seen, all of which proved old. We saw a rainbow
that apparently started in camp. The weather improved though it
has remained blustery.
I caught nothing and as my knee was still
hurting I spent the day aroond camp.
About noon two Kuamas arrive^
with the news that more were coming tomorrow with "nomo" ’’kaima’’.
July 31.1933.
The weather in the early morning was fine but it soon
clouded and about noon it come on to rain.
We heard or rather X
heard the Kuamas’ coming about 8.30 or 8,45 but they did not
arrive until about 10.15.
They brought big loads about 15 or 18
kegs and after a wait for Ingi to interpret-they wanted knives- we
bought what they brought:- four loads for a 30 cm.knife and six
loads for a 40 cm.knife.
It was big pay but it solved our food
problem and let us keep two more Kuama boys in camp.
1
__
caught only one rat in the first forest set the "Old
i*aithful" trap. The afternoon passed mn skinning the one rat and
m dressing my leg and reading.
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August 1,1933.
The weather at no time during the day looked auspicious.
There were clouds hanging about all day though it never did rain.
I picked up all the rat traps which held four rats.
I then
hobbled down and across the river and set all but five in the
woods along the trail to Urunu, before my ankle became too sore.
There weren’t too many signs and the prospects of collecting
mammals doesn't look as good as above.
Meowe shot a Peroryctes, a different species from
Gerenda.
It, o*#1445, had a number of parasites; between the legs
a very small red one, on the ear a number of ticks. These were
put into a vial as was a flea but it jumped out.
Its stomach
contained a number of small roots,a section of large worms and
other animal matter; it was mostly animal matter; the roots probably being only accidental.
in a
with
had
was

Sivi with his dogs, contrary to all expectations brought
great haul; a Dorcopsis, two Phalangers and a Pseudochirus. I
Rands' help got everything skinned but nothing made up. All
fine green vegetable matter in their stomachs, the Dorcopsis*
probably grass.
I photographedthe Dorcopsis.

August 2,1933.
The weather all day has been far from good.
It started
cloudy and remained so except for one or two spurts of sunshine
and at about noon It come on to rain which it did off and on till
sundown.
I did not go out today but stayed in to finish the mammals left over from yesterday. In the morning I developed the fil->rv
finished yesterday and took a picture of a portion of the lower
larger intestines to show the shape and size of the excreta of the
Dorcopsis, Phalanger and Pseudochirus caught yesterday.
Also
finished the Peroryctes which was quite fat. After lunch Sivi
brought in a Zaglossus which accounted for the afternoon.
Augus t 3,1933.
The weather was cloudy all day though it did not rain
until about seven in the evening and it is now eight twenty (8.20)
and it is pouring quite bard.
I developed a film taken by Mr.Brass'
on which there are some good snaps of the Kuamas' bringing kaima.
All the rest of the day was spent on the Zaglossus and then I have
only gotten it a little better than one third cleaned.
Sivi caught
another Phal anger and the traps held one rat. Filspo made a native
instrument that is swung around the head on a fairly long string
attached to a two meter stick.
Aigust 4,1933.
A driving rain all day until after sunset when it cleared and was fine.
I spent the entire day working on the Zaglossus.
At about 3.30 I sent pbye Yito and Filapo to visit the traps and
they brought in a new species of a rat (red wood-mouse £ ), a wood
rat and a young Peroryctes that was killed by a blow on the head
of a swinging rat trap.
I did a quick job of the wood-mouse and finished it
before supper. From the condition of the mammae it was bffeeding or
rather * suckling young, as all four had milk, "fhe mammae were all
abdominal viz.

'We, Rand and myself had a grand time after sapper chasing
an# owl that was whistling, first in the clump of a tree by
camp and then in the woods above camp. Rand got a shot as he
flew over but he missed.
August 5,1933.
A fine morning and a good afternoon, only spoilt by one
or two showers. (I skinned most all d^r finishing about six).
I skinned the Peroryctes gotten yesterday. Rand shot from a
tree a Perameles.
I have not skinned it but
adult it certainly seems another species from that of NiJmode. Shot it about
five meters up a big tree. I got only two of the common wood-rat.
August 6,1933.
A fine day all day.
In the morning I cleaned the slate for
the first time since the Zaglossns came in. Also cleaned myself
for the first time since, I won’t mention when (Ononge I sponged
off in a basin the last real wash was at Ivulu before Mt. A.E. ) .
After lunch I went out up the trail to photograph and took
a long panorama of the Ero basin and then wandered around in the
grassland and lost my temper over swifts that I could not hit. On
the way back a quail surprised me so I did not get anything. I
developed a film that Brass just finished and it was a corker and
shows even here the advisability of immediate development. After
supper I skinned the two rats gotten today.
August 7,1933.
The morning was fine and until midafternoon when it sprinkled
some. About ten JOsBmtxtzx or a little after I started down the Urunu
trail to take some photos. I took several of the Ero just below
the crossing and found to my disgust that I had no more film with
me so I left the camera there and climbed to the wood on the other
side into which I only went a little way as I was wearing sneakers
on account of my ankl$, and could see no%* great reason to get myself
muddy for nothing.
I got back to camp about 11.15 and immediately
developed the film which turned out good.
The afternoon was spent
in skinning the one rat and in writing notes.
August 8,1933.
The morning squally, with the same in the afternoon though,
more windy.
In the evening it was blowing a gale.
I spent most of
the morning straightening up my table and in skinning the two rats.
The female had three pairs of mammae, thus:I spent the afternoon in reading John Mansfield’s collected
poems.
August 9,1933.
The morning dawned rainy and blowed so that no one went out.
We sat around for the greater part and talked over future plans. In
the afternoon it improved and the sun came out so that I ventured
out to the ridge top over looking the Ero Basin to make a map but
was forced back immediately by the rain which stopped as soon as I
reached camp.
It has been doing the same ever since;
rain and shine.

August 10,1933.
It blew a gale all night with driving rain.
We had to get up
at 2.00 a.m. to fix the tent.
The rain let up about 10.00 but the
wind continued high, perhaps not as high as in the night. It is
now raining.
We all spent the. morning in bed reading and writing
letters (wrote one to mother, not finished).
At about five o’clock the sun on Tafa was very pretty as was
the sunset a little after six o’clock. Band ventured out in the
afternoon and visited my traps which held one wood-rat. Brass and
myself spent the afternoon as the morning.
It has been about the
coldest day we have had 9 C maximum.
August 11,1933.
Another stormy day like yesterday though we had a little sunshine about one o’clock. Did the same as yesterday; no one went
out.
August 12,1933.
Spent another day like yesterday, very tiring.
I had to put
my mammals over a fire to get then dry. Nothing else doing except
plenty of rain and wind.
August 13,1933.
The weather was bad but there was less wind.
thing but the expected Kiwias did not arrive.

We packed every-

August 14,1933.
Patiently expecting the Kiwias,or rather impatiently, we
surmised all kinds of accidents.
The weather in the morning was
cloudy though by noon the sun was out and we had a fine afternoon.
August 15,1933.
Mr. Brass left with two Motu Motuan’s, Lapo and Aeto, at about
seven o’clock to find out what was wrong. I went up to the summit
of the hill above the Ero crossing and took some bearings which are
as follows:Mt. Ihfa summit
225 E mag. North
ft
”
” rest house 231
tf
Gamp
249
Murray Pass
60
Waterfalls
70
ff
Mt.Albert Edward
25
(central)
Tt

tf

ft

tt

If

ff

Tt

ft

tf

tt

tt

tt

I then moved to the hill by the camp and took the following:
Mt. Tafa summit
226 E of mag North
ft
ft
”
” rest house231
Tt
tf
ft
Mondo Police sta. 253
ft

Tf

Tf

There is an obvious error in one or the other of these readings
but I did not have time to re-take them.
The Kiwias straggled
in between noon and two O’clock, and at about four thirty the
Urunu’s arrived (chiefly from Ivulu village).
The rest of the
afternoon was occupied in packing and arranging loads. We
celebrated by two nips of O.P. Whiskey.

August 16,1933.
We got away without too much confusion. The weather did not
look so promising with the mist only a little above us. I left at
6.45 and got to the clearing at 7.30 and the bark shelter at 8.35.
It was about 10.30 or 11.00 when I pulled into Ivulu village with
e^t ten of the carriers. I rested about twenty or thirty minutes
and then continued on.
It took me a terribly long time to make it
as I found the going hot and tiring, so it took until about one before I got in.
I was the first, the rest straggled in until after
three o’clock.
August 17,1933.
We got away about 7.50 from Urunu and traveled right along
till we got to the river where we waited for perhaps a half hour
while the Kuamas and most of the Kiwias caught up.
We then started
the climb to Ononge, somewhat slower than before when finally the
Kuamas* stopped to rest we left them and went ahead; that is,
Adamson and myself and arrived about 11.00. Rand and Brass were
behind collecting on the road and got in about one o’clock.
The
afternoon was spent in repacking.

J

-sritr*'

August 18,1933.
I
Adamson and I left with Amama, a^fflilie and three of the mission
horses, as well as twelve of the Kiwias. All prece#ded us as we
did not get away till 8.30 on account of having to wait for breakfast. We soon caught up with the horses, then all went well till
we got to the new garden clearing this side of Nimode where we were
delayed on account of having to cut three fallen trees from across
the road.
Then we had to repack one of the horses two or three
times so we did not get in until two o’clock.
After lunch we went to the saddle and picked a camp site and
put a fly up for the Kiwias. We found Brother Jeandron at Tafa on
his way to Ononge.
August 19,1933.
The day was spent in making camp and in moving our baggage to
the camp site. At about four o’clock we had a heavy hail storm with
the hail about the size of peas.
The Kiwias’ were quite excited,
apparently never having seen one before.
They asked innumerable
questions more than I could understand.
Yesterday one of Brother Jeandron’s mule boys shot a Dorcopsis
which I bought from him.
The mule and horses returned to Ononge in
charge of the boys.
August 20,1933.
Adamson left for Ononge to get the rest of the supplies and I
spent the day around camp arranging supplies and what nots.
August 21,1933.
In the morning I developed a film and Jeandron etal arrived
just as I was finishing washing, having made excellent time, four
and one half hours.
We had Brother Jeandron for lunch and supper.
He certainly enjoys a drink and gets rather talkative, especially
on the subject of the mission, with which he has been for nine years.

August 22,1933.
Spent the day around camp.
with his horses and burros.

Brother Jeandron left for Mando

August 23,1933.
In the morning I put out the traps starting at the edge of the
forest and running up the ridge towards Tafa. The first sets are in
bamboo entangled forest while higher the forest is fairly open.
August 24,1933.
The traps held four rats of two species, all caught in the two
lower sets where the bamboo is thick. After visiting all the traps
I continued on to the summit of Tafa where I found Mr. Brass. I took
numerous bearings starting with Mt. Albert Edward and swinging
through west to the south, west
Mt. Yule.

Mt. Albert Edward, central 42
Mt."B"
6 , Mt.D.
Mt. "E" Albert range 325,
Mt."A"(flat top) 25
Mt. "E"
325,
Mt. Yule
308.

331
Mt. G 355.

I made the top by aneroid on arriving 2732 meters and diortly
before leaving, 2765 meters.
August 25,1933.
I got only two rats again in the same sets of the same two
species. During the afternoon the mule that had gone to the coast
for more rice and a few supplies arrived, bringing more traps and
mail, mostly second class.
August 26,1933.
I set out two steel traps on the trail crossing the track up
the ridge and also twelve more rat traps.
I caught only one rat
in the lowest set. Adamson left for the coast getting away a little
before eight o'clock.
After supper I went out shooting going towards Mondo a little
way beyond the slides.
I shot at a frog otherwise the only thing
seen was a fair sized bird flying overhead or rather it seemed to
glide.
August 27,1933.
A big day in traps, although all of the same species.
I got
six rats, two in the lowest trap and four in the highest trap.
Also
a rat was caught in the upper steel trap, (a long tailed rat, it is
a new genas to the collection).
I spent the entire remainder of the
day skinning, some of which made rather shabby skins as "Christmas"
was rather rough in skinning.

August 28,1933.
A lean day, only one in the lowest trap. I finished setting
out all the new traps.
I visited the upper lake but saw few signs
of mammals.
I developed my Murray Pass- Tafa film and also a film
that had been over-looked and taken by Rand at Suva, Auckland and
Rona Falls, Papua.
August 29,1933.
A still leaner day in traps, nothing at all.
I noticed for
the first time three bower bird dance grounds all close together.
It seems strange that I should have missed them before; they seemed
so fresh, one in the process of making. Near this I heard a strange
bird note, it sounded somewhat crow-like in note. I could only get
a fleeting glimpse of the bird or pair of birds.
It was a bird
about the size of the American Robin and a very fast flyer.
After lunch I went along the road towards Mondo going as far
as the other side of the slides where I got on to a ridge trail
along which I returned.
On the way I saw two native dead falls
apparently set for Bower birds.
Both were similar in construction
having two parallel fences about a meter long and about 30 cm. apart
made of stick stuck in to the ground, the dead fall was made of
three or four sticks lashed together.
I could not make out the
method of setting; the nearest I could make out looked like this
with the near fence
in its distance from the other
and there were in each case a dance ground near by.
Mammal signs
were more numerous than on the Tafa ridge.

August 30,1933.
Last night I went shooting up the road towards
I only went as far as the stream.
On the way out I shot a
Brown-red Frog-mouth.
When I first caught the red gleam of his eye
he was probably eight meters off and I had several breathless moments
when I approached.
I shot him at about thirty-five meters.
I saw
nothing until I returned when on rounding a sharp point a short
distance from where I stopped, I got within 12 c.m. of a Red Frogmouth which as the first was sitting on a stump by the trail. He
very kindly waited while I changed the Tifer 410Ts.
A short way
nearer camp and in what looks to be the same tree as before I saw
and shot, this time with the BB’s a Pseudochirus.
He looked to be
hanging head downwards in a clump of bamboo; both eyes shone glowingly red. I could not find him but in the morning "Christmas" (his
correct name is Capo) found him not 30 c.m. from the trail I had cut
in going up. After finding the Pseudochirus, I visited the traps
which held two rats; a "White-footed mouse in the next to the lowest
and a White-tailed Red-white footed mouse in the next to the top set.
On the way up I shot a Woodcock; he apparently was running about on the open forest floor or else I disturbed him as he moved
twice before I located him. At intervals he would give his flight
song a "que-quo-qow" though this may be reversed in the evening and
morning flights.
In the afternoon I skinned the Pseudochirus. It
had apparently its stomach full of finely chewed leaves.

August 31,1933.
Last night I again went shooting going up the trail to
the Tafa summit as far as where the trail from the "Popus" (A
Catholic Mission that the natives had named) rest house comes
in.
I was chasing a
but was unable to locate it exactly.
I heard it close just as 1 was starting down the trail but it
moved off; then again just as 1 got to the house when I returned
it again moved off.
I then went down the trail a short ways but
saw nothing though I heard twice a rustling in the brush.
I caught five White-footed mice, one in the uppermost set.
The afternoon was spent in skinning and in baking a chocolate cake
as the cook made a failure of the bread.
September 1,1933.
The early morning was grey but by nine or ten o’clock it
cleared and the suit came out, though it did not last as by eleven
the mist came in and there was a heavy shower in the afternoon. I
got a new species of a rat, a "Stiff-haired Rat " in a run passing
under a root of a tree.
September 2,1933.
Only two rats in my traps.
The morning was fine though at
about noon it clouded and by three o’clock it was raining. Returning from my traps I met one of Father Dubuy’s carriers and from
him I understood that he was coming today, Sunday; though at lunch
we figured that he would not come till tomorrow,' but, at about five
a boy arrived saying that he was at the rest house.
I immediately
went around and invited him to supper.
Luckily the rain stopped
before we returned to camp. He had brought us his shooting boy
Martino, to use.
September 3,1933.
Father Dubuy just passed about seven o’clock on his way to
Kahuna to take some photos there for the mission and to get some
iron roofing for his Waitapu church,
ft was a great day for 7/hi tefooted mice; only got six and nothing else.
September 4,1933.
The weather was punk, it began to rain about noon.
I only got
two rats.
I developed a film taken by Mr. Brass, which turned out
fine.
September 5,1933.
As we decided to go to Move , to see what was there I had the
boy pick up all the rat traps which held only one white-footed mouse.
■‘■ tried to find the animal that I shot at last night but failed*
either I did not hit him or he made off through the thick trailing
&
bamboo.
September 6,1933.
V/e got away at about seven o’clock.
I did not at first follow
the main road but went by the old native track along the ridge that
was originally the route to Ononge. My purpose was to visit the
steel traps along that trail. I got in one, just below the first
rest clearing, a Peroryctes.
The trap was in a mossy trail going
down from the mountains.
The altitude of the rest clearing was by
aneroid 2516 meters which corrected to Tafa camp B.P. gives 2490 imters
and the clearing with the old bark shelter 2504 meters, corrected
to 2479 meters.

I came down the trail to the point instead of going along to the
saddle, as I wanted to get some photos of A.E. from the side. The
going was good until we struck the section that runs along the
south side of the ridge where for half an hour the going was all
mud and water and very tiring.
On arriving at the saddle where the road crosses to the north
again I could see the unfinished new road that is going to follow
the north slope as though steeper, it is dryer, shortly I caught
up with R and"and Brass who were trying to drive Father Dubuy’s
horse which was traveling on its own back towards Move, but they
did not succeed for he ran ahead a little way, then turned and
charged past us.
We continued on arriving about eleven o’clock at
Move which is about half way to Mondo from Tafa.
The altitude when
I arrived was 2258 meters, corrected to 2225 meters.
We did not
finish lunch until almost one o’clock after which we all set out.
(Got out eighteen rat traps before being driven in by the rain, which
also drove in the rest).
After this I skinned the Peroryctes ?hich
I had gotten in the morning.
After supper it cleared and the stars came out, so I went
shooting down the road toweards Mondo, going about twenty minutes
walking time. On the way out I saw nothing except spiders of
which there were a great number; counting as many as twelve in one
tree and also bats Of which there was usually one in the light. most
all the time, both coming and going.
Shortly after I started back
I caught the eyes of some animal that shone very large and.bright,
larger than any eyes I had seen so far.
I shot at it and it disappeared. When I was loading I caught the gleam of another at
which I promptly shot at not having moved my position;as the trees
were in a thicket of trailing bamboo I did not look for them but
marked the place. A little grey Phalanger settled across the road
and up the bank I shot it when it gained the brush, unfortunately
blowing a great hole in his side.
Unfortunately I had not noticed
that he was going up a small tree as I could have changed ^.ells.
It illustrated the tenacity of life of the Phalanger, as it was
three or four minutes before he died, even with the sinus venous
severed.
I again before arriving at Move shot another animal which
got his tail wrapped around something and did not come down.
At about four o'clock we experienced an earth tremor; it made
the house creak. Rather a coincident with the fact that Mr. Brass
had only a short time before been telling me about earthquakes in
the Solomon’s; and how the whites slept there with the lights burning all night so that they could find the door in the event of a
quake.
September 7,1933.
I first picked up the eighteen traps that I got out before the
rain drove me in yesterday.
I got one White-tailed red white-footed
mouse and three similar but smaller ones called "Reddish grey mouse”.
After which I went and looked for the two animals that I shot first,
but could only find OIB .
While the boy was looking 1 took some
photos of the Auga Valley and Mondo from the trail.
Returning to
camp I skinned out one of the rats while ’’Christmas” was cutting the
tree down to get the other, which was a Pseudochirus.
When he returned I had him skin the Phalanger
ile I skinned the large
Pseudochirus.
We had an early lunch and returned to the Tafa camp
immediately afterwards.
I followed the same route descending, and caught in the trap
in the main native trail, a young Dorcopsis.
I got caught in the
rain and arrived somewhat dampish.
I took a little over three hours
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to come up.

The rest of the afternoon was spent in skinning.

On leaving Mave the barometer read 2265 meters and
at the saddle, fifty minutes from Mave where there is a bark
shelter 2350 meters and shortly afterwards on arrival at Tafa
camp 2443 meters, which is just 40 meters too high, therefore
one must subtract 40 from above reading.
September 8,1933.
After a hurried round of my steel traps, which held nothing,
I returned to camp and spent the rest of the day making up the
animals skinned yesterday.
September 9,1933.
Again I visited the steel traps vfoich held nothing.
I stopped
at the bower birds dance ground and after cutting one or two trees
tried a photo after which I returned to camp and put out a line of
traps below camp and between here and the lower lake.
After lunch I developed the film I finished this morning. The
bower bird dance pictures were a failure, not enough light. The
weather was fairly good all day with only a short shower in the
middle of the afternoon. Just before supper there was a little
excitement. Everyone was out after a night-bird.
Rand shot it
down but unfortunately it was never found. I shot after two boys
missed a snipe that was flying in the clearing.
September 10,1933.
I spent most of the morning cutting trees to get a photo of
the bower; this time I hope something will show. I saw a hawk with
long narrow wings and noticable tail, circling over the forest. I
got nothing in my traps and was starting out in the afternoon to
clear away another bowerbirds dance ground when Meowe brought in a
Dorcopsis. Unfortunately he blew a hole into its leg and abdomen.
I left "Christmas" to skin it out and went to look at the bower
which I located after taking one wrong turn.
I decided to wait till
the morning before clearing away.
I noticed on the way, one or two
good looking trails of animals.
Also I saw a flock of six nut hatches
just as I was leaving the main road.
September 11,1933.
The morning early was cloudy though about eight o’clock it
cleared, clouding again at eleven or a little before and coming on
to rain at about one o’clock, and stopping at four o’clock. I
visited the traps along the ridge, then continued on to see a couple
of steel traps in the trail noticed yesterday; after which I went
down to the bower birds dance ground and cut one tree and started
on another when the axe-handle broke which cut the work short.
Returning along the road, I noticed horse and burro tracks and
found Brother Jeandron in camp.
We had him stay to lunch. After
lunch I skinned the two rats that "Christmas" brought in, one of
which appears to be different species though it is very young as the
bones were very soft.
It is #1515, Olive grey rat, male, the testes
were not yet descended. We had Brother Jeandron for supper and after
a coufjle of O.P.'s he became very talkative.

September 12,1933.
Two rats were caught in the traps below camp.
The morning as
usual was fine and it remained so until about four when we had a
short shower followed by a mist and clouds. After supper I went a
short way hunting, but the mist was too thick to see anything.
September 13,1933.
We awoke to the pleasant sound of rain but at about seven o'cloe
it stopped; though for the rest of the morning it stayed cloudy
until two, when it cameon to r ain and which it did for the rest
of the day.
I got the name for the war clubs like those I bought
at Urunu which is "Gerisi".
Martino shot a spotted Marsupial Cat below camp T
nameS Tonofide whose stomach contents was only a few feathers.
Father Garreau came in with Brother Jeandron and we had them to
supper.
Father Garreau came up to help Father Bohn, the new Father
who is coming with the Waitapu carriers who are bringing the roofing for the Waitapu church.
September 14,1933.
The weather was similar to yesterday, minus the early morning
shower.
I got back about 10.30 after taking two snaps; first towards Mt. Victoria S
tWe, V"“$eaks beyond;
the sec aid showing the
Waitapu.
ft \M \ Y\ Cy

,

About 11.30 the first of the mission carriers arrived and
stopped to give us the once over.
They were led by a fine built
man with a good load (3sheets of 7 ft. iron). I got about eight
snaps as they stood around looking at us. Martino shot a Perameles;
a female #1523, the stomach contents consisted of invertebrate,
one or two an-he-nnac- and a wing that looked as though it belonged
to a Dipterous insect.
I took several photos with the lieica of the
pouch.
It had three young in its pouch, they were about 5 mm long.
They were not saved as I forgot about them.
We had Father Garreau
for supper.
September 15,1933.
A poor day every which way; the morning cloudy with rain
comming on about 11.00 just after I got in. Father Bohn arrived at
about the same time and we gave him a couple of nips of whisky. He
was somewhat tired and a little fed up with the Waitapu's, calling
them thieves etc., and everything else that he could without actually
swearing.
In the afternoon a good number of their porters brought some
of their yajms around for face paint. We felt rather guilty buying
it, but still it was a very welcome change from rice.
We had both
Fathers to dinner. They more or less suspected what had happened,
though they blamed it on our boys.
One of the steel traps was sprung,
and had. a
h<u ?
vsisfeto greyish white hairi-* Cr.^
September 16,1933.
It rained off and on, most all day through though it let me
visit my traps which held nothing.
One trap was sprung and by it
I found a large brown feather which has Rand puzzled as to what bird
to came from. Only one white-footed mouse was caught and was not
saved. Meowe shot a Perameles, which I was unable to se>. tt was on
the ground not far from camp.
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At dusk both Rand and myself had a try at some night-bird,
that was flying over the forest but both of us missed. Rand
shot two bats new to the collection.
After supper as it was
fine out I went shooting. Just the other side of the two slides
I saw a Dorcopsis, below the trail. I located him by the noise
of his feeding.
He was sitting up using his fore-feet to feed
himself, apparently bamboo shoots.
I shot at him but apparently
missed as I did not find him although I did not look very hard as
the going was exceedinly rough as there were hidden logs as well as
bamboo.
I went on and shot a Pseudochirus from a tree near the
stream. I did not look for him but felt sure from the glow and size
of his eyes that he was a Pseudochirus. I went as far as the point
with the bark shelter; on the way back I heard the same munching
sound near the point but could not locate the Dorcopsis but I heard
him go with a single swish, by the g
there was rustlings in the
bush by the road, probably of some animal making off.
September 17,1933.
I returned in the morning to look for the animals shot last
night.
As I had guessed, we were unable to find the Dorcopsis and
the other was a Pseudochirus (female) with one young in the pouch
which was put in spirits after being photographed with the adult.
I got nothing in the steel ^*aps and only two rats of which the
White-tailed red white-footed mouse was the only one saved.
In the afternoon after finishing skinning, I developed a film
taken by Mr. Brass which came out good. Again at dusk we had a
little excitement during which Rand w
my eye on a night-jar
ne»tf to the collection.
Just previous I shot one but he went down
into the bamboo so I did not try to find it.
September 13,1933.
The morning was paPELy cloudy up until eleven o'clock when it
come on to rain which continued on and off till sundown, when it
was cloudy and misty.
Rand caught in a trap at the junction of the
old and new main trails, a spotted Marsupial cat.
It had in its
stomach, which was full, a foot of a white-footed mouse and several
bird tongues, which seems to point towards a carrion eater.
When I came back from my traps I sent Christmas after the
night-jar which he promptly found.
Somehow or other I managed to
spend the entire afternoon skinning and making up the Movisi.
Shortly before six o'clock I went out shooting; I got a shot at a
snipe but missed.
Shortly afterwards another another sneaked by
behind me.
They seem to have regular rates of flight.
September 19,1933.
A fine morning but no lucks in mammals, only one rat. During
the afternoon we had several sharp showers. In the first part I °
packed some of the rats that were dry.
At about four o'clock I
went out intending to try and get some pigeons for supper but I saw
a large hawk or eagle sailing over the forest, so I went to try and
shoot it but never saw it again, afterwards it disappeared from
sight of the camp. Neither was there any luck at dusk when the
snipe refused to fly over and get shot, though it tried it over the
boys and got wounded.
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September 20,1933.
The weather held good all day. The morning was fine and the
afternoon was without rain though it tried to start about two o’clock.
We were awakened about 5.30 by the howling and barking of a dog in
one of Rands traps set in the main trail.
While he did nore howling
than anything else he certainly did bark a few times.
He was quite
savage snapping at everything in sight; he does not differ externally
at least from the village dogs with which she is undoubtedly crossed.
I finished a film in the morning and developed it in the afternoon
they were only fair.
Father Dubuy rode in from Move at about 10.30
or 11.00 and we had him to lunch and supper. Just before supper I
shamefully missed, twice, the snipe and Rand missed a Lyncornus
papuena.
September 21,1933.
A fine morning and a cloudy early afternoon with heavy rain
coming from the north at 4.00 and lasting til about 7.00. Again no
luck in mammals- one white-footed mouse not saved.
After lunch I
went shooting down the road but saw nothing except a swift worth
shooting. I got up the road but saw nothing.
September 22,1933.
The weather was the same as yesterday. No luck in mammals and
no birds.
In the afternoon I went a short ways up the main trail. I
made a fine shot at a tumbler pigeon, then missed three or four times
at a swift.
September 23,1933.
I picked up all the steel traps and spent the rest of the day
packing specimens and various other things.
September 24,1933.
I did not go out but finished packing specimens.
September 25,1933.
Adamson arrived at about one o’clock having been proceeded hy
Brother Jeandron, so we had quite a gathering for our send off.
September 26,1933.
We got away with more confusion than necessary considering the
number of times we shifted at about 7.45.
We had a i-ather uneventful
trip to Mondo. The three quarters of an hour of unimproved road was
very muddy and tiring and we got caught in a heavy shower about an
hour short but it did not last long, nevertheless, we got wet and a
nip of rum tasted good when we arrived.
September 27,1933.
An easy but aggravating day of four hours, as one could see
Bella Vista from every point which makes it aggravating; also it was
somewhat warmer than we were used to having it. ’We stopped in at the
Mission Station at Fane to pick up mail for the coast.
We spent about
an hour talking about birds and in consuming a couple of cups of coffee
We had rain during the afternoon.

September 28,1933.
An easier day, yet only a short three hours excluding the hour
and one half spent at Mafulu, consuming coffee and mail. Also the
usual gossip.
The afternoon was spent in arranging and checking
supplies.
Ga%la or Range View is three quarters of an hour down the road
from Mafulu, though we are labeling our specimens Mafulu.
September 29-30,1933.
Spent in writing letters and in making camp.
Last night (30)
I went out shooting but did not succeed in bringing anything back.
I shot a small cuscus by camp but was unable to find it.
I shot a
frog by the first brook; it was on the ground and its eyes shone
brightly.
October 1.1933.
A number of natives come, bringing potatoes and fruits (bananas).
I forgot to mention that yesterday several Fuyugies came bringing
bread, fruit and oranges. Also a number of birds and three rats,^
probably house mice, were brought in.
The natives seemed disanpointed
in not getting a big knife for each, for we only gave them handkerchiefs. Crandel having given them a knife for all birds.
I went out
shooting again and got a Petaurus and Mikada who was following me shot
a Phalanger (male); he said there were two, one getting away as he had
only one shell.
The Petaurus was calling from a bushy second growth
tree on a grassy point.
October 2,3.933.
Adamson left for the coast about eight o’clock.
I went hunting
for the corn that the Brother at Mafulu told us about but did not find
it.
I saw few mammal signs, though it was mostly second growth that I
was in.
The afternoon was spent in skinning etc. After supper I went up
the road and shot in a low second growth tree a Phalanger (female),
the same as yesterday’s.
She had a young with her which left her but
I caught it.
I hung her from a hanging vine and put the young, which
was about 20cm.long in the pouch .
While I was up the trail a dog
succeeded in dragging it down and badly mutilating the spine, and I
could not find any trace of the young.
October 3.,1933.
I set a line of rat traps just beyond the first stream going up
hill above the trail.
There were some, but not many signs.
October 4,1933.
No luck in rats though I caught a ground bird in a trap. I put out
most of the remaining traps above the rest.
In the afternoon as far as
the first stream, a little more than half way to the river, the trail
passes through a tall open forest and is fairly level.
There was lots
of fruit on the trail but I saw no signs of being eaten by mammals.
In the afternoon I went out and located the cave that the Mafulu
Brother told us about; I did little more than take a look around. The
main entrance was partly closed by the natives, though I managed to
crawl in and found that it opened into a large chamber.
Afterwards I
explored around for other openings and almost fell into one that was
covered over and into another I went going down a pole in the ground,
then wading up the stream a short distance there were a number of swifts
one of which I caught in my hand.

October 5,1933.
Rand, Brass and myself went back in the morning and did some
more exploring, as per sketches made below:-
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2 and 3
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partly closed by natives, going on to a large chamber,
see below.
Overhanging rock under vhieh was a fire and bamboo pipe
(native) of fairly recent use.
$mnu
Pole closed by native
<— leading to several passages
down.
Hole and cave with stream in which were swifts.
Similar to 6 but no
passage
lead down to fallg^of water.
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Opening #1 was not disturbed after coming back from 6 and 7. We
went a good way into # 2 and 3 both of which open into the same
chamber, #3 dropping precipitously and therefore unusable.
One crawls
for about five meters before coming out onto a ledge down which one
scrambles out gfc a sloping floor of from 20 to 25 meters.
There was a
passage to the N.E. which was not investigated as we followed the
larger or S.E. (about) and it quickly descended to a stream which I
would judge, was running in a direction to subtend an angle of a few
degrees less than ninety.
The passage upstream was too narrow to follow so we waded down stream.
We were soon foreed to leave it as it
came to a pool with no visible opening, undoubtedly going under a rock.

Retreating a step or two we climbed into another passage that went
up slightly. We soon emerged onto a small chamber at the bottom of
which was a pool of water which looked blue with the depth and was
probable quite so, as cave water usually looks much shallower than
what it really is.
We turned back here, though we could have gone on through another passage, as our candle was getting low.
In #6, we went upstream for about twenty meters (as far as we could go).
We found a
number of swifts' nests, some with young, others with eggs and some
just finished. Rand collected several.
In #7, I went down stream
to where the stream went down into falls; I could not see how far as
the cave was too narrow to go any further.
October 6,1933, to October 11,1933.
Busy at various things.
The weather during this time was good;
in the morning and in the afternoon, showery.
The 10th and 11th were
exceptions in that the mornings were cloudy and misty.
On the 7th, I put eight traps down the main trail, the first
three on grassy spur, (which caught one rat on the three successive
nights) and the rest in the woods.
On the 9th, I went out shooting after supper and shot a Fetaurds
from a tree on the grass spur. It was apparently feeding on the fruit
so I brought a specimen in and Brass said that it is the same as he
had collected at Urunur # 4806. P.0. Hides arrived on the 8th and
spent the night with us.
He was quite nice though he would not open
out very much. A number of women visited us bringing a good supply of
spuds, sugar cane, squash, some tomatoes, bananas, cucumbers, bread*,
fruit, so now we are living off the "fat of the land”.
October 12,1933.
A fine day with only a very short sprinkle a minute or so.
I
picked up the traps that were up the hill with the help of Lako as
Christmas has been laid up for the last two or three days with a bad
cold.
As I did not know where to put them out, I left them in.
I found the owl I shot at last night. Some Deva Deva people
came bringing a new Phalanger, some spuds etc.
I bought a lime pot
with a rather pretty carved pistil made of a casuari’s (cassowary)
leg bone.
October 13,1933.
A similar day to yesterday. In ^>ite of the fact that it was
Friday, the 13th, the day passed wi thout incident.
October 14,1933.
We all went down to the river fishing and got about thirty fish
out of
three pools.
We went down the grass ridge; down the main
trail from here.
The trail was fairly good being well used.
'Je had lunch of fresh fish. Also Brass and myself went in swiming to pick up some of the fish. We come up after lunch and all got
caught in the rain, which it did quite hard.

Report of Patrol #1 of 1933-1934 made by S.G. Middleton,
P.0, and O.I.G. Kambisi District to Ononge, Kambisi and Omali
Districts, Wharton Range and top of Mt. Scratchley, Owen Stanley
Range and top of Mt. Victoria, thence via the Koiari Districts
and Port Moresby and Yule Island.
Object:* General patrol of inland districts of Central Division.
It is my fir»% opinion that any energetic person pending
some time near the Wharton Range and Owen Stanley Range and being
frequently within sight of these majestic mountains; Albert Edward,
Scratchley and Victoria, would find the lure and challenge to climb
at least one of them overpoweringly irresistable. Having, with the
assistance of my loyal police and willing carriers accomplished the
ascent of Mt. Albert Edward two months previously, I felt the urge
to accept the challenge of the more difficult and dangerous heights
of Mt. Victoria to be stronger than ever.
The time of my departure from the mountains to go on leave was
fast approaching and I decided that, instead of proceeding to the
East by the usual route down the Mission track, I would go via the
Main Range and Koiari Districts to Port Moresby. The Patrol would
not be without use for, with no Patrol Officer stationed in Port
Moresby, the Koiari Districts are not often visited.
I had planned,
after
leaving Mt. Victoria to follow the Owen Stanley Range on down
to the Gap on the Kokoda track, thence through the Seregina and Efogi
(Koiari) Districts to Port Moresby, but unfortunately, the inclement
weather and dangerous peaks of Mt. Victoria forced me to abandon this
project and we proceeded instead, via Mr.P.O. Smith’s route to the
Kotoi (Koiari) District on the Vanapa River, thence via the Brown
River, thence Gool Gardens to the Metropolis.
The party consisting of myself, Capt. Fane, Puniurari, Emesi,
Borna, Kirevo.
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October 15,1953.
A fine day.
I went down to the Iaku Creek again and shot
another large swift (Homiprocne). At about four o’clock, tm
natives brought in two Dendrologus, an|i old female and a young male,
also a Pseudochirus.
Rand helped skin them. They are said to come
from around the top of the Range above Mafulu.
October 16,1933.
A ’’plus perfect” day, not a sprinkle. Meowe shot a Reddish
long nosed bat from out of a tree in which it was sleeping. It had a
fairly well developed embryo which was put in spirits.
I did not go
out until about nine o’clock as I had to finish making up the
Pseudochirus from yesterday; after which, I went down into the flat
forest a little but saw nothing exciting.
After lunch I went up and explored the large cave to try and
find another entrance, in which I was unsuccessful as one cannot go
very far unless one could remove the water.
The main chamber into
which one comes first has a number of arms and together makes a large
room.
I could just see from one arm where the stream divides it leaves
from a pool the size of which I could not tell as the passage was too
narrow to get into. About six o’clock Mr.Brass called my attention
to some bats; I had counted four at one time and there might have been
more.
October 17,1953.
I made up the bat from yesterday, doing an exceedinly bad job
for some reason.
Then I went down the trail and set out twelve rat
traps.
The morning was fine and quite hot. I saw nothing of interest.
After lunch it clouded and come on to rain at about 3.30 and has
simmered off and on, the rest of the afternoon. A Deva Deva native
brought in a Dactylopsila at which I spent most all afternoon. The
stomach contents were insects and the condition, of the pouch looked
as though it had young.
October 18,1933.
Last night I went shooting down the road but saw nothing, though
I heard a mournful call as though someone were forlornly calling for
help, a hel hel. This morning dawned cloudy though around nine o’clock
it clearmed. I caught one rat in the set on the grass ridge. Contrary
to Tafa, the rats here apparently are attracted to the bait.
I also
had some luck with birds. I shot a Gallicolumba; it flew from the same
place I had seen it for the past four or five days. I looked for a nest
but found none, though Rand says it is of a female breeding.
After lunch it clouded and at about three o'clock it come on to
rain heavier than it has done before.
The road downwards from RangeView (Fugi name Gala) enters the forest at the crest of the ridge by
camp and goes down a little to the stream where our water is obtained,
then along around a point and by another smaller stream then passing
below a grass patch, another stream and comes out onto the large grass
ridge down which we went to the river; then it goes back into the
forest to cross another stream before dimming around the last spur that
is half grass, then back through a small patch of timber and then follov/
along the face of the main range. Along this section there seems to be
mostly second growth with a few large frugivoroui trees; also one large
slide that has come down to the road.
Next it enters a tall forest
easy of access; i.e. it is easy to get about in, as it is level (fairly)
and few vines. The ground cover is leaves with shrubbery
to
a height of 20 or 30 cm.
Through this it descends Tor some distance

when it comes out and descends through a forest containing a lot of
second growth and native planted bananas.
To the Iaku Creek,which
is probably a short hour of steady walking from camp, beycti^ I have
only been a short way as the trail becomes muddy; it is along a
steep hillside with considerable second growth.
October 19,1933.
A grey dull morning with rain all afternoon.
I caught a rat
in the set on the grass spur.
While sitting and talking to Rand
by the large fig__Qf the
? by the slide the Kiwias carriers
arrived, so I went on and finished visiting the remaining traps,
then returned to issue food.
The afternoon was spent in skinning the one rat, writing to
Adamson and in getting ready the Kiwias* kaikai.
October 20,1933.
The Kiwias got away some time after seven o’clock and I went
up and called on the Mission, and ate an omelette and coffee.
This
occupied the entire morning which was cloudy with light showers
around nine o’clock.
The rainy afternoon passed in reading as I had
no luck with the traps.
The trail between here and the Mission passes
through second growth and grass ridges.
October 21,1933.
No luck in mammals.
Went down to the Iaku and shot several birds.
Otherwise nothing else wcrth mentioning.
October 22,1933.
Caught two rats, one new to the collection.
I went only as far
as the end of my trap line and returned. At about eleven o'clock three
Brothers returned from Yule where they had gone
and everyone
continued on to Mafulu for lunch.
A most sumptuous affair accompanied
with rather too much to drink, starting with a rum to stop the fever,
then two kinds of wine (strong) and rum to finish (the mission rum is
reputed to be 90^).
I am afraid that they noticed that I was very
sleepy afterwards, but I could not help yawning.
We sat around all afternoon hoping that the rain would stop, but
at five o’clock we were forced to leave in the rain. On the way we met
the Motu -motus bringing our flash-lights which was quite thoughtful
of them.
October 23,1933.
Returned to the Mission to buy some coffee and got an omelette
besides.
I caught one rat in my traps and Rand caught a young mouse
of some species in the trail.
October 24,1933.
Feeling decidedly off color, probably a touch of the flu or something; took a dose of salts. A native brought in a Phalanger and I
caught two rats on the second grass ridge or spur.
Still off color.
October 25,1933.
Feeling better.
Brother Jeandron passed on his way to Deva Deva
borrowing seventeen cups of rice and telling us that it would pay for
the two pounds of coffee we had borrowed.

October 26,1933

ATTACHED
ALPN &
SHOO UPER

MEHBRftNF
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BOTH
WINGS ARE
/^TTACtfEO
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&ot>Y
ALONGDOR&^LUlN£
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The above is a drawing showing the attachment of the wings
to the body, which was haired all over;I.e;* back as well as
ventral; the fruit bat was brought in by Fuyugi native. By the way
"F U Y U G I” can be spelt "F U-U G E or "F U’U G E" or F”U J U G En
Also brought in by the Futfugians were a Dactylopsila and a Bandicoot.
I caught three rats.
'
Jeandron arrived back from Deva Deva saying that Kea was
high but passable, and that there was no word from Adamson.
October 27,1933.
I did not go out as I had to finish the animals from yesterday.
Adamson arrived about 10.30 and I spent the rest of the day
talking over plans.
I got one rat that was not saved.
October 28,1933.
Again caught only one rat.
Like yesterday there was heavy
rain most all afternoon and night.
Meowe shot a Dorcopsis in the
woods not far from camp and a native brought in a Bandicoot that
had its tail missing, apparently lost during life.
October 29,1933.
Wo luck in mammals and saw few birds. The day as far as
weather goes was great improvement over the last few days. Neverthe-less, I got caught in the rain when I went out to get some
butterflies. Unfortunately, I found that the k
bottle was
a "dud".
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October 30,1933.
Again no mammals though I got three birds and saw numerous
others.
The birds were singing their delight at a fine sunny
morning. At about two o'clock the rain come on though it did not
pour until nearly five o'clock.
October 31.1933.
The morning was dull and overcast, with a light sprinkle at
about 8.30. I got two rats on the grass ridge and the woods were
quiet with lots of leeches. About 3.30, I went up the road as far
as the gardens above the Mission to shoot some parrots that were
supposedly feeding there, but got none.
November 1.1933.
A fine morning with rain coming on at about noon and again
at three o'clock.
I got one rat on the grass ridge and then went
down to the Iaku and shot a Hemiproctne swift.
Although I saw a
number of birds flying across the trail, the woods seemed rather
devoid of all the usual notes.
I saw a red-headed parrot with a
long tail, not as yet in the collection.
November 2,1933.
Again a fine morning and rainy afternoon, similar to yesterday.
Mr. Brass had stopped in to the Mission yesterday and been
informed that Father Saurren would come over to see our pictures,
so I waited for him.
I showed him one or two and also my camera.
After he left, which was a little before ten, I bought a number of
lizzards from some native and then went to the second grass ridge
to try and find some quail, especially the small one.
Rand and Adamson returned, successful from their "sortie" to _
the grass below the Mission with one small and two large quail.
Lawrence brought in a second installment^ on three for a r
Two natives brought in a couple of Pandanus husks and were surprised
when we did not pay them.
The afternoon was spent in skinning etc.
November 3,1933.
A better day than the past week; it did not rain till about
three o'clock when we had only a light short shower. I caught only
one rat and a native brought in a Pseudochirus and an owl for Rand.
A recruit Kiwias policeman came along and after a lot of questioning, we found out that he had lost his rifle and mail bag in Kea;
the bag undoubtedly containing our mail. Unfortunately he did not
tell anyone till I came in and called Adamson's attention to the
fact that his gun was missing so that nothing could be done today
as it looked as though it would rain. He was a very scared Kiwias
and we could do little to enlighten him as the loss of a gun was a
serious offence.
November 4,1933.
A fine morning.
I got nothing in my trap which I visited in
a hurry on the way to the Kea where I spent more than an hour
wading back and forth looking for the missing articles.lt was very
tiring work; also the climb back up was long, tiring and hot. I got
caught in the rain the last ten minutes.
One gets a good idea of
rough country.
While I was gone a native brought in a Dorcopsis.

November 5,1933.
A fine day till about three o’clock when it showered
heavily till just before sundown when the air was clear with a
queer light over the valley.
Meowe and Lako went b&0fe during
the night, evidently not wishing to work on a Sunday and not men
enough to say so.
Anyhow they wont get any pay for“ this week and
will lose their extra tobacco.
I did not go any farther than the end of the trap line as I
was feeling the effects of yesterday, viz. tired.
I stopped with
Brass while he cut a Black Palm and brought home a section of the
trunk to make a stick.
I got nothing in my traps.
November 6,1933.
A fine day, all day. A policeman passed through going to
Mondo at about seven o'clock with a few letters for Adamson only
and we found out from him that there was lots of mail for us
including a tin box in the mail lost by the Recruit policeman.
Anyway there is one consolation now, knowing that it is lost and
not to expect anymore for another fort-night or longer.
Rand, Brass and Adamson left amid some confusion as there
was a bunch of natives with squash to sell, to spend a couple of
days at Bella Vista.
I went about two thirds of the way to Iaki
vtoere the day before yesterday on my way back from the Kea I had
picked up a "Match-box bean” and gathered some more.
On my way
down, I saw and shot a Kingfisher which I think is new to the
collection. When I first saw him he was across a gully and with
the glasses I could just make him out though I was not sure what
he was as I could not see his bill, but from the way he bobbed up
and down I guessed nfchat he was.
Anyway he became furious and flew
over close to me and it was his undoing.
Father Sorin sent his boy over for a lesson in skinning birds,
unfortunately I had not much for him to learn on but he succeeded
in doing a parrot all right; subsequently Father Sorin sent over a
Frogmouth with a request for arsenic and alum.
I caught one rat,
rather a large one for a reddish white-footed mouse, at the edge of
the woods.
November 7,1933.
Another fine day so far, 5.30.
I only went to the end of the
trap line and got in a steel trap, beside the main trail in the woods
a new kind of rat evidently a jumping form.
I had to reset all the
snares that Filapo had set out as they were very poorly put out.
About 10.30, Lako and Capou arrived with a note from Brass,
saying that collecing was so good that they had decided to stay another day and asking for more papers and food which I sent off with
the same boys. About 12.30 just as two aeroplanes passed overhead,
and coming from the direction of Port Moresby,Mikaro shot a bird
resembling somewhat, both vulture and crow and also three Zosterops;
all of the above were apparently eating the same red seeds as also a
Honey-eater. About four o’clock two policemen passed through on
their way to the Kea to look for the missing rifle.
November 8,1933.
It rained most of last night.
This morning it was fine and I
went down a little ways beyond my trap line which held a new kind of
species of a Peroryctes and a new rat in the two steel traps in the
woods by the main trail. These traps are in cuts in the upper bank.

Shortly after lunch a native brought in a Dorcopsis. At
about three or a little afterwards the Kiwias policemen arrived,
having found the rifle but no signs of the mail bag. I had to
take the pin out of the breech-block for him.
November 9,1933.
I went alone to the grass below the Mission to try to get
some quail but had no luck.
I then went a short way up the trail
to meet the rest coming back; but as they did not show up I came
back and waited until about 12.30 before they arrived. I got another long legged rat and Rand brought a number of Marsupials
from Bella Vista, which were brought in by the local people.
November 10 and 11,1933.
Nothing worth noting happened on these days except that on
the 10th we had heavy rain till about nine o’clock after which I
started to go to the Mission to buy some coffee, but met Brother
Jeandron on his way to Deva^e^a for cargo, so I returned as I
had a letter I wanted to mw to Tompson and he was kind enough
to wait until I finished it so that it would do down the next day.
He came by about ten or eleven o’clock and invited us all to coffee
for tomorrow, Sunday morning, as he was going to be all alone.
November 12,1933.
The early part of the morning passed in cutting Adamson’s
hair and in getting mine done also. About nine o’clock he and I
went up to the Mission, the others did not care to go. We got
there at about ten o’clock and had coffee, after which Brother
Jeandron invited us to stay for lunch which we did, and it was
excellent.
The Mission has little to complain as the food is good, they
have good housing and their work is not over strenous. After
lunch we returned as I had two rats to skin and also packing for
tomorrow.
November 13,1933.
Adamson, Brass and myself together with the four Motu-Motu’s
two Kiwias and four or five Kuni's went to the river to fish and
trap for mammals. As soon as we got down and set up camp we tried
a hole by camp, the same as the one we shot
but got
nothing.
We then went down below where we left off the last time
and tried two more holes, but we had little better success getting
only three or four small ones. The trouble was that the river was
too high and too muddy.
We got back to our camp about noon and sent all but two
Kunis back up.
It come on to rain heavy at about two o'clock and
the river rose considerably, turning first reddish, then grey. The
rain stopped at about four thirty and I went out and set up thir tee
traps.
November 14,1933.
'
I visited the traps before breakfast but got nothing, only
two sprung .
The rest of the morning was spent in watching
Adamson prospect.
We went down as far as we went yesterday and
he got in all what would make considerably less than a penny
weight.

I took several pictures and shot a shag but unfortunately
it fell into the river and was lost.
I also shot two Monarehellas
on the way back. After lunch Brass left us returnir^up hill. The
rain held off till about four o’clock when it come on very heavy,
the river rising higher than ever before covering all boulders.
November 15,1933.
Picked up all traps and then waited till about eight o’clock
for the Kuni's to come down which they did at about eight o’clock.
We then had to wait for fifteen or twenty minutes while 1vala cut
down a big tree into the river; a thing he would have, refused to
do if either of us had told him to do it. We had a hot climb up
getting to the road in about
—""hours.
I found one rat in
one of the traps, and the Kuni hunter shot a Dorcopsis, also a
Deva Deva native brought in a Dactylonax.
November 16,1933.
I went with Rand to shoot quail on the flat below the Mission.
Unfortunately we became separated and did not get as many as we
expected to.
I saw three of the large species but missed badly,
while Rand shot two of the small species. Nothing in the traps.
The day was fairly good only a shower in the early afternoon."Spent
the rest of the day cataloguing film and developing, also made a
steamed pudding.
November 17,1933.
I went only a short distance down the road past
the grass ridge but returned to develop a film which
so-so.
The backing of the film seems poor and tears
Kiwias came in at about one o’clock having come from

the traps on
turned out
easily.
The
Matsika.

November 18,1933.
I did not go out but sent ’’Christmas" to pick up the traps
which held two coarse haired rats.
The morning was spent in starting to pack. After lunch a native brought in a Dactyiopsila; the
three occupying the afternoon,
November 19,1933.
. ’>
Finished packing. During the morning, Hides' police^ carriers
together with eleven murderers arrived at about one o’clock occupying a great deal of space and causing a lot of crowding; as it
made more than sixty in camp occupying the same space as our thirty;
had been complaining about the crowding. Hides arrived a little
before four o’clock having stopped at the Mission.
We had a shower
of rain during the afternoon.
.

November 20,1933.
There was some of the confusion of leaving but we got away
about eight o’clock. Hides started with us but left us after about
a half hour going on ahead. We had an uneventful trip down to the
Kea which was successfully crossed.
The carriers crossing was
amusing and I got a picture or two.
The river was up a bit.
We
had a hot slog up to Deva Deva where we found Hides etal. The
prisoners were lined along the wall of the boys house looking out
at us unloading the mules. It was probably the first time any had
seen such animals.

November 21,1933.
Got away at around seven o'clock and had a not too bad two
hour climb up as most was in the shade.
It was punctuated by
numerous mud holes.
The remaining two hours was uneventful; all
the slides were airight.
After lunch the natives brought in quite a number of mammals
of six species which kept Rand, who is going to stay here for a
couple of days, busy. We heard from the V.C. that Hides had been
unable to get food here and had gotten a bag of rice from the
Mission where his carriers had gone bus/Land he had unde the
councillors carry until they got others and he had gone toAbuna
in one day, ten and one half hours.
November 22,1933.
An early start at 6.45. Brass and myself stopped and had a
short talk with Father Iskelman.
We caught the mules, and very
shortly one horse (Angabunga) having gone over the side landing
on a box of birds (b^sfe-box) smashing it slightly.
We crossed
the Iakaruma without incident and climbed in about an hour to the
top of the divide from where we got our last close-up view of the
mountains.
The mules went
went
around in route getting a fine^view of the coastal plain, Yule Is.
and the ocean
We stopped at Fofo-Fofo at Brother John's which we found the
cleanest of any station so far visited.
The remaining journey was
rather muddy.

;0W

muddy. ®n rout'6 we met Father Moyeau he was ridinr a horse having left Kabunu
that morn ng and was hoping to get to Oboabs that afternoon he cefcfeainly would
have to hustle if he did not want to get wet though as far as I know it did not
happen as there was no rain at all at Fiene. He had been riding and his horse p
plunging oadly.
November 23, 1333
Diene to Ikaki was very muddy but afterwards the goinjfe was good as the motor
road was opened up. Brass and muself did not wait for Adamson as we figured it would
be rather hot and it would be better to get in as se n as possible so we started
out shortly after the carriers got awav^ -.ffe took the upper road and met Brother
John shortly before we rejoined th old he was plowing away on foot.
It certainly
shows what bastards the mission is in Cui.u Dray when one sees an
old man (72) plowing
thr ugh the irmdd behind meagre, poor h r es hardly able to walk trying his best
to get transport up the road, while a Father tries to make double stages over
bad roads ±hen when his horse is SB no good to be turn ad over to Brother John
and then turns around and say disgraceful things about the Brother when he does
n t succed. When we
ere about an h ur from Kahuna we met another very Fat Father
walking he looked rather hot and said h wasonly going as far as Fofo-fofo. Shortly
before ariving we found a horse in the r ad tangled up in his bridle which we undid
and let him. g
bask to th mission. The carriers which we had passed at Ikaki
arrived
about fifteen or twenty minutes after us in a grand race with the mules
being all MKB'sdd X
miked up with the mules. We all went for a swim in the Kabunu
river about 2230 and about $XX 3:30 went to the Mission station where we got the
latest gossip.
November 24, 1933,
We did not get away till about nine- as thr e mules could not be found.
I wrode a Packsaddle on Amama which made going easy though just th e same I wa
glad
when Baroka came into view as the saddle wa none too comfortables . We got caught
in a light show ere but no specimens got wet. The afternoon passed in going through
equipment that we had left; I found that Jockroches had eaten amxt some of my clothes
November25, 1333
Morning spent in getting out and
acking stores for Brass and Rand at Kabunu.
Also in repacking into a knockdown box
the birds from the black col'acting box
that was smashed going down tb the lackaroma. The aftern on was stifling hot and
was spent loafing and sleeping. Also the mosquetoes were bad and for some reason
were raising great lumps.
November, 28, 1S33
i'e got the mules away the .first thing in the morning. Shortly after which
adamson noticed in going ov r the boys contracts of service that Iamala and Fatapo
had finished two months almost so that we had to send anoth r boy on a horse with
a note to send them right down. Trie day wore on with nothing much doing. The t o
boys arrived after supper about eight.
November, 27, 1933
The morning dawned grey and threatening. »6 got away around Seven and
went via the swamp pathe which was nearly dry to Bicto where he mosquetoes were
the mosquetoes were fierce especially between Bioto and the Boat landing. When we
got there we found the the moater would not run there being no spark. We took the
magneto out and tried to dry it buy the fire but it was of no avail so eventually
at abut two thirty ve started boaling down the Bioto creek which was in flood, we
made pritty good time till when we got into the Bthel where it was necessiry to
rowe where the pace became exceedingly slow especially af er the tide changed and st
started to run up.
Je get to the village on the point (name
?)
a little
before five and at five I left in a canoes with four poalers , WP made good time
to t s mouth where we put up the sail but found it of no use as theree was no wind
so we had to row
across to Kairuku where I arrived about 8:45, and went directly

Note. December 1, 1953, I forgot to mention that I saw a flock of

what I take

to be the Lesser Frigate-Bird of about 14. They we flying back and forth about fifty
feet above the. water and were traveling in a westerly direction. Another buch of four
obviously fishing as I saw one dive also was moving west.

V-

So steamships store(No 8) run by Mr. Oldham and got some money to pay the boys the
six bob for the canoe, also some tucker for the two Motu-motu boys. They were
so tired that they did not care to c ok any food for themselves so I did not have
them coo any for me satisfying myself with a bottle of tern onaide and some bisquites
feiraisfe Near the mouth bf the river birds both land and sea were quite numberous and
on our way down the the Ethel we had seen a number of herons the nly on to recognise
at all was a large white one ; I also say a large bird flying with its neck streat'phed
out.
November, 28, 1353
I awoke about five thirty to find that Adamson had arrived during the night
and about six he came ashore for breakfast. He had come down the river shortly after
me and had with waited till he got the lend freeze and had got in atr ut one in the
morning. After Breakfast we went aboardmand brought the Magneto ashore and took it
to 61dham to see what he could do. Hd found that the bi*eakerpoints were fould and
just before lunc we put it back and the motor started first pop.
.-'tor lunch we went
down to divitoi in the launch and did some shop ing and Had supper with Tommy Baker
KHxmyxsHpxixxx^isxwifE^ssiiBrRh^xdidxH Alien we go back we found r. Williams , the
government rice supervisor had ccme in .
November, 29, 1933
We got away about eight and everything went fine untill we we about | hour
the othe side of Deleba on the way to Ou-ou when a rag got wound around the magneto
conecting rod and tore the spindle at the entrance to the pump so that we had to
anchor and wate for the Laurabada to some up which was not long and we got back to
Kairuku afout one. Idemounted most of the thing on the way back but could not get
all the spindle out as one piece required a little filling which I did s
o n as
we got one from Oldham. We did nothing in the afternoon Adamson went up to Thompsons'*
for supper so I was left with Mr. Williams.
November33, 1933
The Laurabada (the boat; Laurabada is the Mutuan word for the S. E. wind)
arrived about nine . I did little in the morning except talk with Oldham. In th
afternoon I watched Kairuku play the Laurabada in cricket; Kairuku won. Mr. Thompson
arrang d With Captain Murray for a pas age to Port. I had deciede that it would be
worth while to go In as there was a number f of things to do. Adamson went with
the Tompsons to the Laurabada and Mr. Williams bugged off to the mission and as
the two Motu-motu had left I went ov r to Oldham's and begged a meal.
December, 1, 1933
I was awakened at sunrise by the grating of the dingy on the beach, and
I immediatly rushed into my thing and got off. In spite of my fear" I was not late
as we still had to wate for the mission contingent to arrive which they shortly
did. We immediatly got HHKKxwxKKk under way. We had a pleasant four and a half
hour trip in with little or no rolling. As soon as I got my swag to the td>p Hotel
I went to B. P.'s and ordered the supplies getting them to send them on. the Chief
then I took Adamson's pumg to Leigh to be fixed. Then I went to be Bank and got them
to cable for a quote on the dollar. At lunch got talking to a gentleman at my
table about a special flight aksfscfc along xhisr the mountains . And he introduced me to
a Mr. Williams
so that afterwards I outline what I wanted and he said that he would
write and let me know the costs. The rest of the afternoon was spent in inquiring
about the movement of boats . About five I met Mr. Boileau and he took me up to his
house where I met %*s. and his daughter, and I was persuaded to stay for supper
which was ’©xcelent with dome fresh meat.
December 2, 1933
There was not a terible lot dooing in the morning. I finished making what purchases I had forgotten yesflerday and then went and saw Mr. Worth the R. M. then
about Eleven thirty I went to the Bank and changed the rdst of the Letter of credit
at $41210. I then went to the Public Works club as Mr. Boileau's guest. After lunch
I took a nap which unforturatly ±SE lasted till nearly four probably as the day was
quite hot. I then went down and extracted Rand gun and a few skinning things from
our gear as j an* leaving at daylight tomorrow. I saw iwth the Boileaus tieorge
Arli Arias Alexander Hamilton which was firly good.

■X

December 3, 1933
I had a rather nixkfcx bad nights sleep as i had to sifeeep in the passage
way on the Vauiemaurie. We got Started Shortly before sun rise and I was
awakened and had to get up as I was in the road.
"<e had an univentful
trip as far as Red-scar Head where we had a breakdown which delayed us about
an hour. After passing Red-sear we had fine luck with a trole line
catching
four King fish and a gar about five or six feet long whic had to be shot
he was too strong to pull inboard right off. Vfhen we were oposite Ou Ou creek
the Captain Clay got a n idea that he could land me and Kirbie’s"cargo there without loosing time so I got off and spent the night with him and we had a very pisxn
pleasant evening .
December 4, 1933
Kirbie very kindly lent me a boy to carry my swag. It was a hot 1-. hours
walk to Helena and Another fivtecn minutes to Pocama where I tried to get a
canoe but they tried to hold me up for morerthan the two sticks of “obacco hat Kir
Kirbie told me I should pay so I walked back to Delena and saw Mr. xurner the L.M.S.
m is^ionry, He did not know that there was any set price but gave me a boy to try
and vet one for a sbhilling which he thought was enough when I arrived back there
was a canoe waiting evidently they thought be ter of it. “hen abort half way across
I met Adamson, they might have seen him start and werd afraid that the y would
get nothing,
as he said he would be ar hour or so I went on.
I went to get some
meat from Oldham for lunch and found Pike there as MSSSBR there was no sign of acamson returning I stayed at his invitation for lunch. After lunch Iwent and had a
talk with Miss Cheeseman who wants to go to Mafulu and 'told here that it would
be all right provided she would except an£ place short if there was any hold up and
that Adamson could not, get back before the twentieth. There was tenis in the aftnoon late I played part of a set but was decidedly off my game which at the best is
punk.
December 5, 1333
Miss Cheseman got off about seven in the government whale boat and we got
away about lj hours afterwards with Mr. Thompson who is going to the Mekeo to
pay out the rice money. It was a grand finish as both the whale bout and ourselves
arrived
at Bioto together. There was some confusion in getting away from Bioto as
Miss. Cheeseman insisted upon having things her own way and the natives did not
like it. 7>re did nothing much after arriving at Bor oka having had to go around the sw
swamp.
I had to supply change to pay her carriers ajE&xshgxhxsi:.
December 6, 1933.
Bpent in Packing. It took an abomnable long time to Pack The Pests (Miss
Cheeseman's stuf and as she would let no one else do it and she has no Idea of
balancing loads for mai&EX mules. We broach the Christmas case of beer, which
certainly went well.
December 7, 1933
I got away shortly before eight after the Kiwias and before the mules. Miss
Cheeseman caracteristically refuse to take our advic^ and start in the cool of the
morning
so I left her behind and made a rather quick trip three and a half hours
The rest of the day was spent in talking over plans and in visiting the mission.,
where we rerooled Father Dubuy's iron making up two loads.
December 8, 1933
I returned to Baroka having a very lot trip as ±h± and also there is no water
convienient going this way.
•‘■he afternoon was passed in doing little except get out
ten loads for for ^ome mekeo that wished to carry also some more loads for the Kiwias
tom orrow.
December 9, 1933
I got started a little after eight and arrived about an hour latter. I dranke
and cranked but narry a sputter. Noticed that there was no spark coming through
the spark plug

so I sent one boy back to Baroka for a new one

bpt of no avail, do

about one. or two we started rowing down the river md got into Kiru.-ru
about an hour after sun-down
It was a long hot tiring day and I was glad to
get in and no doubt the boys who were rowing

did also.

December 10, 19 -5,
Loafted around till about eleven when the Laurabada got up and we then sailed
down to Arurie where w unloaded and had lunch. After which I had intended going on
to Sivitoi but the boys did not want to go and as I had a lot of writing to do
I did not press the matter I suppose it was foolish as it gave than a win.XIX
Decemberll, 1933
As I surmised yesterday there was no wind in the morning- so I -made their row
to Sivitoi, Where I bought some fish hooks and supplies and tride to seat the valve
(intake) but find that I will have to grind it in. Just when I was going to start
The Papuan Chief arrived two days ahead of ichedual. As I wanted to send an order into
Port I '.vent on board with Tom Baker. Where I met Mr. & Mrs. Van de Cook who are traveling for the National Geographic Society. When The chief was finished at Sivitoi
I came ashore with Mr. & Mrs. Van de Qook. It had occured to me that I could not
get the launch running in time to get to Bioto today so I got Tom Baker to go in
his dingy and he took us all to Kiruku via Arurie where I picked up my picutres
we did not stop here to look at them as it was necessary to let the boat go to
Bioto as quickly as possible. So we went on to Kirulu as quickly as possible,
where
we went directly to Popinina Mr. Oldhams store but we found that he had gone on
board so we made ourselves at home. Watching him through his telescope. Be came ashore
about four or five. Be had a grand talk and they went on board about six thirty
and Oldham and me had supper together. After which I returned to Arurme overland
to find that the boat had just arrived.
By the way Mr Mackinnon and ikwxsth his
partner were on board on the way to port.
December If, .1933
I straightened
I

out the store house then wrote note" and started a'letter when

I shot a bird Plover) 9 o.n.e it had in its stomach small piecie® f shell and
little unidentify able matter, Mr. Oldham Arrived around eleven and stayed for lunch
and most afternoon when he went I walked over with him returning in time for a bath
which was very welcome as I had not had a fresh watter bath since leafing Boroka.
December 13, 1933
After breakfast which was about six fifteen I left for Sivitoi and spent the
day wording over the launch. It was about an hour walk
I arrived in time to have a
secondd breakfast tough there were lots of variety I tried only a combinati'n
of Banana sago and cocoa-nut milk which was very good. It was a terrible da7g
work I took thenmotor down twice with no success and the sun was un meric full all
day and I consumed gallons of water tea and a Bottly^of Lemon ade went like nothing.
On the way to Sivitoi I say a traa full of nest and "irds that looked like and called like fe starling though they seemed to have too long a tail, also JI saw
a. Bird
twice that in proportions looke like
a guinea hen thoug I think its coldr was two
brown and I think that its head was all feathered though I did not get enough of
a loon k to be surenthough I am sure that we do not have it in the colection as
far as I have seen. It is rather a pritty hours walk to glvitoi.
December 14, 1933
Most of the morning was spent in cataloguing the mammals that Rand Got at
Mataika. .tom Baker came along about nine-thirty and said that he had been unable
to get his launch started and that if he could not get a batte-y inxp at the mission
he would have to go into, port in the dingy and therefore 1 would be unable t^ use it.
ne returned about ten-thirty with no luck so I walked over to Kairuku and signed
Imala on and got some supplier also persuaded Oldham to have a try at the launch
so I sent it round right aBter lunch and went around myself shortly after and we
worked.all afternoon but had no success.
I
absentmindadly took the rong turn in
returning and got rung in for some tennis, though it was compensated by a beer afterwards. It was dark when 1 returned and Ihad to feel my way along after the lantern
wentmout just past the top of the hill and I had no matches to re lisht it

December 15, 1933,
In the morning I returned to Kiruku wh-re Mr, Oldham and myself had a
final try at starting the launch but no success. I spent the afternoon till five
loafing- at 3 Popinina $Mr. Oldhams store) when I went up to Captain' and Mrs.
thompsons wherd after a b er I had a bath, and then a very good supr-er though before
it was over I was nearly asledp. We had a rain from shortly before three tsill
about
seven so that I got a little water to go on with.
December 16, 1933
I was not so ealy a riser this morning as I was tired from last nibx night
exertions. I did not find Mr. Oldham waiting for me at the junction of the roads
as we had agreed so I went on into Kiruku and found him loafing around his store
From which I promptly extracted him. ’e had a rather Hot walk as far as the nests
on the Sivitoi road which we attempted to Photograph, On the way over I shot
two hawks but could only find one he must have crawled into a hole of which ther
were numberous ones. Just as we ware starting back I shot a megapode that was
crosing the trail. We returned to Arurie
where I immediatly skinned the Megapode
and after tea Mr. Oldham left in a canoe for Kairuku. After lunch 1 went over
and arrived in time for a game of cricket I was not much good but I enjoyed it
immensely
December 17, 1933
I finished skinning and making up the birds shot yesterday. And then x did
nothing much. The boy was mistaken as to time and brought my lunch about eleven
or before as I took a short nap afterwards and then went rvr'r to Kiruku where i
was i immediatly asked to lunch so I found that I had all afternoon to wait before
playing tennin with the Thompsons. I played Mr. first and got cleaned up proper
then I had my turn with Mrs. but we were squelched with rain before we finished.
Thompson insisted that I go up and hatfe a beer with him and to wait for the rain to
stop. I left at dusk and promptly got caught in another down poar and had a fine
time groping my way down the hill.
December, 18, 1933
Immediatly after breakfast I walked over to Kairuku ahd got there shortly
before seven and after buying some supplies ofr the road I left in the large u^noe
nd had a rather short
but h t trip to Bioto where I arrived shortly after noon
I immediatly left for Boroka (coreet spelling) and got caught in a dwon poar
just as I arrived at the bridge so I had a wet remaining journey, "e had a bit
of a speee to worm Adamsons new house and celebrate our winding up
the work
here.
December 19, 1933
We draged our wearie way bact to Bioto and after a short delay in getting
the p unt loaded with all our gear which had been coming down to Bioto yesterday
and to-day. We had a long trip to Arure
getting caught in a heavy shower in the
Ethel and just missi ng one as we landed. Coming across the bay we saw some j^ol
Dolphins or Porpoise and tried
a shot with thw rifle at them but no succe.,
December 20, ir3SxitEXKsre
We all were rather late in getting up. we loafed around till after nine
h
then went over and spent the morning visiting Thompson and
Oldham who gave uc
lunch and entertained us most all afternoon we returned about three thirty and
Adamson arrived about
five.
December, 21, 1933
After several futile attemps Adamson got the Launch to run so we went
around to Kairuku and signed on the cook and Filapa also Meao and Naho, we almost
lost the lot as they wavered as at first they said no then changed again. We visited
Oldham then went to Sivitoi and got some Gas and found that there as no news of
torn Baker. The rest of the day was spent in sorting and listing food stuffs.

December, 22, 1953
Last night Mr. Pike from Angabunga Plantation arrived to spend Christinas.
The morning dawne d grey and he avy rain was ^ailing by nine oclock and the
expected Montoro did not arrive until! about elevei when we had a we ride out
also ihs my specimen boxes re'seaved a christening not very welcome. I had decided
that I would have to go to Port to get us in. I went ashore and got the mail
that was sent to Kairuku for all of us. and got a letter from Mother very welcome
as thenLast was two months ago. We left about six. I - ar in a rather a quandry
as to whether to turn in before arriving at P rt anyway I did and was thoughtfully
roused by the Steward with the statment that it was two in the Morning
December, 13, 1933
and that we were in the harbour so we hoped up. Adamson had decided to go i
in also. We had about an hour and as half to wate before the Ronald S. which was
acting as tender left. We were another three quarters of an hour drifting in the
II rbour trying to get the motor started while the Montoro continued her journey
We got to the Top Pup about 4:30 to find
it full up but we get one roor< and I slept
on an abonmible bed in a strange mans rooms
hom I never saw as he was gone when
I awoke about seven thirty. I had a quite a busy morning as I had to see to everything in the morning as I was the only time the stores we e open before we Igxt
are to leave.
December 24, 1933
An exceedingly quite day in which I did little or nothing we with one
exception were the only visitors and everything was very quiet a little drinking in
the evening.
December 25, 1933
Another quiet day I went fishing on the warf during the afternoon with I r.
Ashton, and there was a little life at dinner and afterwards with a resitation and
some singing
December 2S, 1333
We had an abominable dreary rough trip to Yule Island it rained and
we had a head wind so that we did not get in till about eight in the evening having
started at a lit le after seven. We found
the r st in bvigh spirit especially Pike
who insisted on every one staying up and tr ing to extract any one so there
was some fun with flying tables and the like,
w
kfisir
D'cemberR?, 1933
After loading we went to Sivitoi where we met Tom 3ak~r somewhat the worse
for a spree and we removed the broken manifold of Adamson's launch and then after
landing and taking on some nail we started about ten for Port where we arrived about
nine in the evening after a sm oth univentfull passage.
December, 38, 1933
IVas spent in packing and in getting ready for Daru and in Seeing farious
officials
December, 29, 1933
*
,
Was spent like yesterday. It was very hot and- stuffy all days1 There was mo
movies in the evening wnich was SEBH± SO-SO afterwhich we had a bit of a party
at the Boileau's.
xxKEmbKryxDecember 30-31, 1933
Inthe morning I went down to B. p.»s and sorted out the cartridges for Daru
The afternoon was spent in loafing and in writing notes etc. Yesterday I packed
in the morning an d did nothing much in the afternoon.

Friday, January 5, 1934.

rHE PAPUAN COURIER
Messrs. Arch bold, Hand and Brass, of
the Arch bold Scientific Expedition, returned to Port front the Mekeo district a
week or two ago and left again on the
“Papuan Chief" this work for Darn.
The expedition will spend a month or
two collecting in tiie western division
before returning to Port.

January, 1, 1934
I went down to 3. P's and got out a pair of shoes anu a tie for this
evening the first thing in the morning. After which I went down and Watched the
cricket whic h was a good match. The afternoon was also spent in witching the
-i-sh of the match which wqs rather close an d exciting. The diner was ruite
lively and of course some celebrating aftErwhiEh after, ards, rian, impreseci his
size on a good number though there was no forse used.
January, 2, 1934
A fery busy day and terribly hot also everyone heads were a little
dense from last nights party, I had a long sesion with the bank and then finish^
packing and some last minute orders that had not been done previously. ».ad a
haro time keeping sober, .fitch meet me on the road from returning theucoat thai
i.lr. Boileau lent me for last night and insisted that I come h me with him and
have a spot as a send off and wnich ended in three though we did have an inter e
interesting talk as he has aparently been around the world a bit. After upper
the 1 art.* started to liven up again thish Time with Mr, Dupane and Capt. '■'lay
Goodyear, but I got away after a iis liqueur on the excuse of having to take
our baggage down to be boat. As there was another party starting there i came
bacx.to the botom pub where I got in the tail end of another though it only
entailed two drinks then I went to bed on the boat but was dragedrout at midnight
by the rest coming down with Goodyear and Boileau they stayed till two or fter
making woope when boileau returnied and we all went to bed.
Januafy 3, 1935
f>e got away about thxEE six and had annuniventful pleasant trip to Kisu
where we arrived just before lunch and whe e we soped to take on some cargo also
the wive of Mr..Teaser who had come from port on hxi his way to Angabunga Plantation
v,e
arived at Kairuku about 5;30 and was met by adamson in the launch. He 1ft towing
the Chief's sk /.hale boat for Arure where we loaded our cargo when Se came around
unfortunatly she would not wate for the necessary second load and consequently
Band, Brass, Adamson and boys got wet on their way to Sivitoi where they joined
us
Adamson spent the night on board.
January 4, 1934
Left Sivitoi aboutxmidnigkfcxx dawn and called at It’oru in the middle of fe
thb morning, then there were calls at Quiva and Vilala and we aHEhxxxxd anchored
off Kerama point fo>r the night.
January 5, 1934
From Keama to Orocilia
January 6
Dubled up with a pain the the abdomen all night a dose of salts removed
most but was not feeling right all day. we went to Kikori which is about t..<_nty
miles up the river of the same name.
The river was pritty but at the sms ame
time one was iropr ssed by the monotony of the seanery. The residence is buu.lt
on on of the few hill to be seen BHxtkEx along the banks and it has been Hearn sed
and very prittyly laid out. Mr. Downs joined us just before we got to the arf
he has a store and is p tting up-a saw—mill. Be anchored out in the river #rfor
the night. After supper I played bridge with the Captain and the Enginer rd the
Purser. I lost heavily,
xxxK0uixxRztxxet> axay > iiii
January 7, 1934
rte could not get away till ten as the tide was lows. We go t out cf he river
with ontly touching once but when we cot out we went hard on the bar but suceded
m getting off with ut much dificulty. there was nothing to sea the rest fthe day.
I was feeling a little better. IA'e had another feir bridge game at which I again
came out the xs wrong side.
January' 8, 1934
Bramble cay was in sight op the port horizon at sunrise and a little .! later
we could see one of the Thursday
About ten Parama Island was on th
lother sea birds were seen also several sbhools of fishes.

/of

71 e arived ±H off Earu just after lunch and I went ashore with Mr. ueech whv introduced'me to Dr. Vernon after a short talk with the Doctor I went to see the R. M.
Mr. Woodward to get a k®sKE house but he had none so I had to return to the
Boctor who had a part of one to offer. I went back on board f r a few minutes toe
see if all the cargo was on shore , then returned and the rest ox the afternoon
was spent in superntending the carrying of the cargo from the warf ton the house
I returnBd to Dr. Vernon after I was finished and found all the rest having a
spot. Aft-an which we all returned on board the Papuan Shief for supper and the ft
night
January, 9, 1954
7<e went ashore about nine and the morning was spent in seeing the R. M, and
th4 remainder of the day
spent in repacking.
January 10-11, 1954
Spent in repacking and in making arangements for a boat to look a+ one or two
of the suggested sights the weather was mostly hot and sultry with heavy showers.
January 1?, 1954
The morning dawned grey and heavy rain came on almost imirediatly and continued
till about eleven. ->e had intended getiny away at six but did not till around eleven
The trip to tbn Mouth pf the Binatury wasnunifentfull in the maine'Rand shot on^ or
two gulls or terns. The river though somewhat pritty was rather uninteresting, we c
could only go about an hour UP on the account
f the nar^owne-s caused by the overhanging of trees. After returning to the mouth we went ashore at the village theses
and walked inland through swampy grass country to anothe inland village which was
very well kept and fairly large,, fte took a circutious rout back through the swamp
^e found that the swampy grass contained lots of Macropus whic *as suite common.
We returned on board for supper after which Rand & Brass returned
the village o n
the river to sleep while I remained on board.
January 13, 1934
We gpt away about seven for Daru where we arrived just before lunch. After
lunch we started up the Oriomo River getting as Far as Dr. Vernon's second (upper)
landing when dark set in.
January 14, 1934
Arrived at Auroi about about ten thirty and iir-ediatly set out fop Dogua which*
we found to be an exceedingly long six miles inland about the first three, quarters or
possibly a little more ohe passes through 1 eight forest then
Tee Tree savgnah which
nearer Bogua becomes stunted then shortiy or rather almost at Dogua one enters roiling'
grass country with occasional pend anus and swamp or stream fringed with forest.
:
<e spent oyer an hour there and returned to get caught a bout Five miles from ”ruroi
in a very Heavy thunder shower which floded the road, we got covered ,'fitft leaches
Jpon ariving w§ returned down stream for a couple of hpurs before darkness-set in.
January 15, 1934
7>'e started on down stream abrfht six stoping to walk between the. Dr. Vernon's
two landings the path war, through forest and was full of Leaches and raoseuetoes.
Ve arrived in Daru about 11:30 and I went immediatly to see I' r. Woodward the R. M.
and we began loading into the Vailala after lunch which occupied most of the afternoon of Rand And Brass while I was occupied with Dr. Vernon.
January IS, 1934
We got away about nine and arrived at Wuroi about one after a most pleasant trip
■r. Woodward;who has been about twenty years in the searvice or more entertained
ano fed us most sumptiously on the way up. we were occupied most of the afternoon with
the discharging of the cargo. We had the R.M. for supper. We sent our boys out for
vallibies and they got five coming in in the rain at dark. After supper we salted
ohe hind quarter and tails down for Mr. Woodward.

"t

January 17, 1954
Mr. Woodward returned to Earu a little after eight. The day was spent in
getting the camp in shape, getting work houses built an'1 in aranping stores. The
weather was hot and close till it came on to rain heavily in the afternoon.
January 18, 1934.
Breakfast was a little late so I did mot pet out till about eight "hen I ,,rent
out to prospect for the best trap line leaving Christmas to finish the three
Macropus that the hunting boys shot yesterday. The blow-flies are very bad he.re
as well as the leeches "which are a constant nuisance to say the least while one is
in the bush. About ten a took Christmas and went out and set ieghteen or twenty trap
By this time it had warmed up and it was very tirying and the Schuler traps were
a little troublesome to set. There were not very many marnaal seign- and most of
what there were, were Kangaro.
I saw only one
species of small bird of which 1 got two specimens besides this there were Parrots
of several species and a large huney-eater and a number of i>augbdnr- J-<Mfc?asse~.
birds seemed scarce except for the Parrots. The afternoon early was occupies with
taking my gun apart which had become rusty in side and then in buying some
bananas and ods and end. Onemf the caretakers brought over a young Kangaro that
he had taken from the pouch of one he shot yesterday and which he ate. ".'e had a
heavy shower between three and five but it has now cleared some -"hat th ugh it
is
still cloudy. Rand went down the river sore distance and hunted a forest that he
says is d/ferent from the on* here and got a number of birds but they are the same
as the Kabunu, at least the same species, which is some what surprising, he also b
brou^it in some nuts that had been chewed by rats or rather mice as the teeth marks
are rather small.
January 19, 1934
I caught one rat
in a trap by a stump and in closly croped grars with. no
siegns of runs. I finished setting out the rest of the traps and got back by nine
thirty. The morning started clocudy but veryrtsoon the S®HS sun came out and it was
quite hot till about three when we had a heavy showe- and it cooled things ofr a
little. In the afte-noon I read and wrote a few lettersnt®.
The rain let up soma
time after four and at sunset the. sky was clear and itrwas sofcewhat cooler.
January 20, 1934
I went out shooting last night and had pritty good luck. I had not gonerrore
that a hundred yards when i shot at the first night hawk but I ccul not f£nd it
til1 this morning also I though that it was a mammal as its eys shone r ather
whitesh though very bright and also I saw both eyes I was just entering a pa^ch
of Forest when I caught the gleam of a nieght hawk coming towards me he then swung
around to my right and when he started to cross the trail behind nine I shot t^'ice
which only had the effect of turning him towards me and alight ing on a"dead branch
above the" side of the trail from which I shot his with a thirds but again I did
not find that out till this morning.
I then shot one in the trail on the around
Just the far side of
a forgst patch I spoted two pairs of dull grey eyes aftersome deliberation as to what it was I shot at one but baged both Eaganies. One was
boviously a joun<r and the other at the time I also though was young but to day I
think it might be a different species from the big one as tba back is almost black
After that I did not get anything more on the outward journey but saw two more
Neight-jars that were in the trail but flew to quick to get
ashot About half
way back from the furthest trap I shot a Petaurus out of a large tree in the 3a
savanah and a little closer I shot another nieght jar off a fillen 'limb and another
from a limb of a traee not far from camp both tthe last I found
though I had a
little difficulty with the last cutting my finger badly in the long mass. Both on
the way out and in I was constantly hers hearing maganies going off on bothtsides
and I saw a number of old and many more young. This morning I rent out to Porwa
to get some supplies and shower also the buggy. I just got thee when it came on to
rain very heavy. On the way out 1 saw four wallibies though none were secured and
two of the Kiwias saw a casuary. Just before arriving I shot at a large dark brown
hawk w-pth i rather pointed wing. The rain let up a^ter about an hour and we started

bick rsigh afterwards. We pulled the buggy on which 1 had put the Vegetables Hhat
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only two kingfishers. I saw two walibies and heard thre or four other making off.
During the'
af
tem on I skined the rat and went for a short trip down the river looking for
a casuary that the boys heard.
January 22, 1934
Another hot day at the start but around eleven re got a heavy shower
which cooaed things off q, little. 1 got nothing in the traps. Ifte^which
I wandered
ip the road a bit hunting birds. I saw one quial which when I flushed him the second
aime having walked over the top of hiiji in the tall grass, put a bush on me, I then
shot with one shot two Pomatorhinus and at the same place a grass warbler; the firfet
named is new' to the colection. On the way back I shot a parrot. Before lunch I devej.dped a film that was taken at aabuna, Baroka and Yule Island,
and afterlunch I c nty
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January 23, 1934
I got nothing in my traps. It was another hot day with a little bain in
the late evening. Rand got a casuary the leg of which we had for supper and it was
quite good. After supper the sky was clear and I went down the river a short way in
the canoe and saw four neight-hawks, bagging only dne of them; I also heard but
could, not locate what I take was a Cussus a very gutteral scolding.
January 24, 1234
I caught a new species of rodent similar to the red-brown species from
the mountains it was a 9 with two very minute undive lured embrios in the right horn.
The morning at breakfast tine looked bad but it cleared up and was good and hot,
I shot a king-fisher and then returned to camp about ten ax
January 25, 134
I had no luck again with my traps . As usual I took a walk around up
the road then a circle to the right. I was shooting very badly I mxsse'd a rolls-- *
twoce that I should of had and also a parrot flying by though I succeded on nr gecond attempt. >hen I I0 tx the road, at the op of the red hill and went do,,rn into
'the gully I stirred up a lafgd bunch of mixed species of parrots wb±Eh and white
cockatoos which kept circling round setting up a derible din so that I shot one of
the cockatoos; 1 was returning to the road wfex through tall grass when i soared u
up two Kangaros close together and the third on to make off fell when I took a pot
shot at he mooving grass it was a o with a large young in its pouch. I got back
to camp about ten and spent tne rest of the morning re ading the same old bond over
again, after lunch 1 catalogued the Rous and then took some pictures for brass end
developed the film to find that they did not turn out goot as aparently the film
was sticking so that on picture was superimposed on the next. A native brought in
an egg of a megapode which I blew as rand does not want if for a specimen a~ he
does not have the parent bird, . -Ve had a tfery heavy rain most of the afternoon
but which has stopped now, 7z ;00
January 26, 1934
i le had rain a
'
6°od part of the night and the morning dawnedddull with rain
coming on a little after 7:30 just a^ter I started to visit traps and continue
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than any that I have colected here though not as larre as the two Tafa species. Rand
was fueling and sufferin'? all day with gastric fever. The weather in the afternoon
was good though cloudy. The Kiwias with bits of rat on a string and a fish spear
iffahaged to'catch three crey fish ‘they were quite large for a crey fish, about 17 cm.
body length they had a pair of long slender claws with pinchers on the end, we had
them for supper and they were quite good.
January, ?7, 1334
The morning was cloudy but very steamy and as everything was? wet the leeches
were a pest. I got two rat of the same species in the gras" of the savanah. I hunted
around in the clumps .of tall grass after finishing looking at the traps for Kangaroos
but only nay two disipearing in the grass neither ofering a chance for a shot. Mr.
Brass shot a hawk as it flew up from a Kangaroo that it had killed, how it did this
is a mistery for there was no mark on skin or skeleton save for one missing eye ball
which left an empty bluddy socket though the bone surounding and inside the soekt
apear undamaged} it was aparently just killed as it was still warm, the hawk is
Bird No.
In the afternoon it rain leightly for a short time reigbt
a'’ter lunch, I was ocup&ed most vSi of the .afternoon in skinning the two rats.
January, 23, 1934
1 had the best luck yet with my traps, I got four rats all ofrrdiferent specfJter.’ Twb webe in the forest point by the arm of a stream dry except, when it rains
and the other two were in the tall grass at the top of the first red ridge in the
savanah. after finishing visiting the traps I • ■ont looking for Kangaroos which I saw
a good number, more than fifty I would guess. I did not succeed in getting near enorh
for a good shot though I tried six or seven tires at better than sixty yards, The
day was fine and sunny
a little hot though I must br becoming used to it as I do
not notice it so much, lleaoa shot a Brown Macropus at which and the four rat ocupied
till four in the Afternoon. It locks as though we are going to get a heavy thunder
hower pritty soon as the sky it
pritty dark(6:40).
I wa reight in my
guess of the rain as it is pourigg now 5:55. The road to Bogwa it first reight by c
camp passes through a small bit of savanah, most tall grass
and tall trees; this
is divided from the nest savanah by a narrow bit of rain forest. This second savanh
considerable larger than the first c ntains similar country to the first except that
in a number of places the grass is eaten short by wallibies.
It then goes through
a longer bit of forest much larger probably two or thremhundred meters. This is
the last bit of f rest on actuall passes through though one passes small p itches
Here the oad rises to a red clay ridge which is about a- short Km. from camp. After A1
dsxEBKdznjt starting to descend on gets into country where smaller savanah tress
not ten meters heigh are mixed with the tall trees about ly Km. out one passes a
patch of grass country with not trees the greater portion of this lies on the rsiwh
right as oneprogresses.
after passing a small marsh one passes through again
a savanah with short and tall trees and herd the grass it very short as I found her°
the sqrss wallibies to be exceedingly nur.berous as well an n the spurs descending
to the creek below this especially on the right, th s is as far as I have hunted so
far.
January, ?9, 1934.
It bained off and on all night and was doing it till shortly after seven
J took the rifle only to-day and went a long way out into the savanah after wallibies
I counted twenty that I actually saw and the^e were probable? as many more that saw
ne for i heard numberous thumpings without seeing any animal. I was shooting terribly
I misses some inexcusible shots. I eventually got a largec? that I wounded in the h
iind“ leg. He went on
and I thought I had missed him when Christmas called my attention to a fallible 1 could just make him out behind a low tr-e and could not get
a shot so I moved to one side when he moved of** and I was just going to ghost when
■"hristmas rushed in and caught him by the tail; he having seen the criple leg
L got two rats in the same set a.s the two
in the savanah yesterday. The weathdr
was cloudy all morning with a shower just as I arrived back at camp 11:00. It cle
cleared up and the sun came out in the afternoon and it was suite hot in the house
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January, 30, 1934
A (jreat improvement in the weather, the whole day was fine and sunny th
though rather hot. A'ith the improvement in weather came a improvement in the trapping luck I got six rats of five different species, unfortunatly one was eaten and
spoiled. After I had finished the trap line I went on up the road to the top of the
second ridge or at least very close to the top. I branched off to the right a"t-r
a sun bird I flushed a quail which I preceded to blow to pieces on the third rise
the First time I pulled the aux by mistake and the second he flushed from Christmas.
I then took a short circle around the side of the hill and flushed in about two minutes walk twelve wallibies that I counted and there might hatfe been more as there
were two big bunches that went every which way. I watche d one fore about five minutes across a gully about 150 meters off he was aparently trying to make ire out.
I shot a savanah butcher-bird on the way back, he fie w up far ^rom the ground.
Shortly after I returned to the road I noticed a large hawk circling to the left o'”
the roak and I suceded in squ aking him up or at least in getting him to come by
at a little better than 40 meters and I shot him with 4s.
By the first marsh on the
way back two more quil flushed in behind me they went diferent directions and I
was unafle to flush the one I marked down partly as I was distracted by a hawk flying over out of range, it was a small species of hawk than the one I shot. I saw
a pair of the same species but did not get ne ar enough for a shot, one was aparenlt,
chasring the other,
borne native trough in some more bananas and some bumpkins.
The afternoon was spent
in skinning the rat a!w the Black Macropus that Meaoa. shot.
January, 31, 1934
(1 scortcher of a day. There were practically no cloudy to damp the ardour
of the sun which at noon broiled down from directly overhead; Mr. Bras ■ recorded
99 F.
at two forty-five and I noticed that it was a 'little above" 33 'C. it four
and now it is 30f- J.
at five. It is now clouding up and it looks as though we may
get a thundershower.
I went out Maganie hunting going up to the second ridge then
tuning to the right
and then following the road a little way in the savanah . I losi
count but I saw a great many more than previously but I c- uld not shoot straight
for some reason. 1 missed four easy siting shots as well aw a Casuary at not rqr- t
than sixty meters, so eventually I gave up in disgust and got home a little before
ten. I got three rats one M which I did not save as i'tnwas badly damage by ants.
Mosquetoes for some reason are somewaht troubles some in the house, it is the first
time here that I have noticed more than one or two off and on, t ugh there ar° eno
enough to make the use of a net advisable.
February, 1, 1934
It was very hot last night till a thunder shower came along and cooled the
house off and it has been hot again to-day, 34 C. at noon in the house.
I got three
rats in my traps after which I went over again the ground covered yesterday. I saw
fewer wallibies though I sueceded in shooting one; I only took the shot gun, I was
chiefly looking for
birds of tdiichml saw rather few. A bunch of three Promotoranus
temporalis which when I shot and wounded one came and irxBdxfcBx^xrxyxkijc' H^fxrxxx
danced excitedly around him , climbing up and down the tree trunk and flyin. too him
eventually they flew off. I shot a Aicrotilotis and one of a pair of Centropus, besides these I saw a large bird whose wing top and back were gull vrey and a sharply
marked white head and tail, its underparts I did not see as he went away from me t
through the tr-ssc, also I saw three species of brownish hawks one largest with a d
distinctly wedge-shaped tail, a number of another slightly smaller and with a more
square tail and I think two of a smaller again with a longer in proportion,tail
several kingfishers and larger honey-eaters where he ard about completes the list.
The after noon was occupied as usural in skining Meaoa brought in a Black Macropus
and Mr. Brass caught in a trap set to keep rats from eating his specimen^ a rat op
a species that I haven't, yet eolseted. I took a number of ohotoes of the young birds
that, the natives have brought in during the last few days. They brought in a large
supply of Bananas and pinaples and some pumpkins also a few paw-paws. It hasent
cooled yet and is very close or muggy. We will probably get a big rain with all th
, this hot weather.

February, 2, L934
Another hot day with no rain to cool things off. I did not go very far
in the morning as I was feeling a little tired and I tought I would make an
easy morning and go out after supper. I got fourrrat in my traps and one or two
traps sprung and draged to the end of the string. The afternoon turned out to
be a busy one as M eaoa shot four wallibies which kept the boy busy and I had to
do all the rats and as one was slipping badly it too1-' longer than usural. After
supper I started about 8:00 and shot the first wallibie a brown not 50 meters from
camp then next was a black in the first bit of woods; I then shot two more c,,s of the
brown species in the next bit of Savanah. I saw the first night-diawk just past the
last forest patch but I did not get him as he flew before I was ready, I then missed
one in the trail and then shot two beside the trail which comprised the shooting fof
the outward journey which was just short of the first marsh in the savanah. I saw s
several more maganies on the way out and back and everyone stoped ot look at the
light I missed one as I took a shot as he moved off it was a small one and might
be a diferent species but I think that it is only the young ofl the Brown. I shot
a Frog-mouth from a limb over the trail just before the last (second) forest, I did
not succeed in getting his eyes to shine.
February, 3, 1934
It rianed some during the night and it was sprinkling during breakfast, but
it soon cleared up and was hot again like yesterday. Though it sprinkled around
two,just enough to ru make us rusji specimens inside. Itwas a busy day with eight
Maganies and two rats. I did not take Christmas into the field but left him to
skin the four maganies from las night, I did not go* very far as I was stiii feeling
a bit tired from last nights exertions.
February 4, 1934
A cloudy morning with clearing around noon and ^ine in the afternoon.
I got only two rats. I lost one trap aparently somtething got into it and either
walked or was caried off after bighting the string in two there was no sign of a
strugle and the string was not puiled tight. After visiting the traps I went out a
and took a moderatly long walk around gaitH going some distande on to the left of t
the road after passing the first swamp But did not see anything of particualr interest. Rand mentioned seeing several places where he thought wallibies were dustinr
them selves, I had noticed these khixgx in fact there is one around every shady
tree or palm but I had assumed that the'y are merely or primarily resting places.
Mr. Brass shot an unusually large Black wallibie and rand said that he saw one of
the same species in the savanah though not far from the forest perhaps 50 meters.
February 5, 1934
Very little luck in traps I fot one rat in the long grass, of the small]: patch
of savanah near camp. This in fact was the only mammal secured to-day. I went
a long
waynout following the road a short distance in to the left I saw very few birds and
only one Macropus at a distrance. A number of natives came from a number of vil1 nc*es
one bringing part of a sking of Phalanger maculatus very similar to the form w- found
at Bona Falls.
February 6, 1934
v.
Mr. Brass last night rssste reported seeing a iK-ee that bad Cuscus marks anr’ t
that it mieht contain one, so I sent Christmas out to visit traps and with Lnho and
a Kiwias went out and cut it down bht found that it only contained a couple o^ bats.
The bats or bat I am not sure that there were two or not was about the size of Myotis
and entirely bluish black in color (possibly SOOTY-black) it looked to have whitish
spots on the ears; it flew out of the top of the tree when the tree fell and I saw
it flying about the clearing several time and finally it lit hanging from a p and anus
leaf but it was in line with Mr. Hand who was shooting a little distance off so I
fcf tried to sneak up> and knock it down and got to about six feet when it flew of-'’ i
into the forest. I wated for the the bat to return some little time and eventually
went out to the road where I sent the two boys back. I had not gone far when I met
in he had three rats all of the same species all aparently caught
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in "the savanah, one in the bit by camp one in the next (steel trap) and one in thd
big savanah. I decided after going a little ways that 1 would take the canoe and go
and take a look at the Lagoon below camp but found on returning to camp that ITr.
Brass had taken it so I took Christmas and went out and took a lo-k at the woods
on the left of the1 raod by the sec oft d bit of forest I went some distance in it but
did not see a single bird. It was a rather thick forest with lots of underbrush consisting of low pandanus and other bushes which made progress noisy but not dificult
as there was few or no ^ines. Some more natives came in bringing in food in spite of
the fact that we had told theirs that we did not want any more they also brought in
two young wallibies one of which I saved a
it it obviously the you? of Lacropus
Dark. They also brought in three fancy arrows of which I bought two, they aparently
have diferent arrows for diferent purposes for birds they use a an arowrtiped with
a cylinder of hard wood, for wallibies and similar game one with a slender tie of
hard iblafek wood sometimes this is jbarbed, for pig one tiped with a leaf shaped
one of bambo quite a deadly looking weapond, for Homo sapiens the fancily cafved o
ones, the actual tip is a slender sharply pointed piece of Macropus tibula, there?
is a barb not very big of white bone as the tip is blackened below this is the
fancy carving usually following the designs on the hr,use poles these arrows are ver
(last mentioned) are very fragile and would break off after they struck a man or an
arvthing so they could not be fired twice, none are poisoned and I do not think tha
any tribe in N. G, poisons their arrows. The afternoon was smerit in the usual way
I took one or two picture of a pandanus for Mr. Brass and one of the two young '• acr—
opus. It rained a go&d deal during last night and the forest was ciuite v/et Tho
though the day till six was fine
had a sharp shower 5 Last inc about fifteen
minutes.
February, 7 1934
•‘•he rain came on again Last night in earnest and we had a lot at a guess
several inches, The morning was dull and grey while about noon the cloudy broke
up and the sun came out but there were nuroberous small showers . I got only two
rats in my traps and had a lot sprung probably by the rain and a number were un^er
wafer, I went out But the road a long way to the top of the third hill or ridge.
On the way out I followed behind Rand a short distance to the -swamp wherp h° went o
ob to the right a short distance I saw a hawk in a tree but he got away when I
tried to make a double with another that was flying over I got one of the three,
A smaller hawk came up and lit in a tree while I was examining the one I got but
he made good his excape when
I tried to get out brom behind another tree. I then w
went out to the second ridge and took the usual circut to the right after Macroous
but did not see one till I got onto the big ridge where in wandering around the
flat top I saw a great number I could not count them all as at time they were going
every which way, I got one or two running shots but I found that for some reason
I was shooting over and behind them and I did not get a chance at another a^ter finding out my error after hunting out this ridge I returned to the road and went out
some distance to the top of the third ridge along which I went to the left of the
road following what I judge was a part wallibies and part native track at least it
is aparently used by both but I did not see anything. xhe savanah which is in reality
a sparsely wooded roaling plane is very pritty especially on a dayhLike this as it
is not to hot walking and the grass is green with numb°rs o11 small puddles and
ponds about ten mete s across, bn the way back the boy said he saw a Casuary,.on the
lept of the road. So I took a short circle that way but did1 not see any sign of him,
though I did find a tree with a hole ir: it and a few scratch marks on the side that
might hold a Cuscus any way I intend going tomorrow an^ find out. On the way back I
shot at but missed a hawk in a tree besid the one that I sw a similar hawk in on the
way out, I was distracted by a white Cockatoo flying out at the minute I shot. Thene
was no variation in the afternoon except a discution of plans to leave Papua I th‘nk
we will go by the Van Rees.

Note (l). for "do it" Substitute "bring it hack with their"
(?) I did not go out till the rain had stopped. On the way.ou*
at the top of the first hill I saw a land crab it was pinkish with a
black splotch on the middle of the back and with two -oinchers one .
a little more developed than the other, he did not make any efort to
run away.
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February, 9, 1934
A dull g-pey moning with rian coining on about eleven and continuing ^or m
mo"Eft of the afternoDnaw. I took two Kiwias with me and they were terrible never
paying the leant attention to what I was dooing. I got two rats again ir the
traps a d after ards went on out the road going down the lone ridge on the right
of the second ridge I got close up onto two which I bagged. After return'nr to
the road I went out to the tree seen yesterday I eventually cut it down but did
not find anything except some guana that looked as th -ugh it came frrr a small tote
bat. On the way back by the big flat this side o^ the swamp I heard on my left
wbxfadbc the alarm notes of the quail as they rise and looking in, the direction
saw a small sharp winged' hawk about the side or the American spar-ow hawk or xcxx"
possible a little bit larger, I followed him some distance but eventually lost him.
The afternoon passed in skining and in writing Dr. Vernon for the boat. Some nil
natives came bringing more bananas which I -refused to buy but I did buy none more
arrows.
6brU

It*poured cats and dogs during the night and it did not stor ramiur ti ll
about nine so that I had to go out in the tain; the rest of the day has be. n
ul^.
I got only one rat in my traps and I only "ent out to the swamp. On the-way putoa^er
the **irst hill I saw a number of »allib es they seem to be le s wearie
.
weather or possibly it is that they are more active. On the way SacT
shot °n
that hadnhis head sticking ofer a clump of tall grass, m doing so another
lightened S tie shot ran ove/the top of the one I shot. Un^ortunatly he was not a big
one ae I have enogh of half grown ones which seem more numberous and easier to get
close' to the big <? seem the harddst to get uu to. It is amusing to see them when
scared so tearing thorugh bushes and anything that is in their oath, somehow they
mis the big trees. They afternoon went in skining the rat and Rue an. m packing
supplies for Dogwa
February, mlO, 1934
It started out as though it was going to be a grey day but it cleared around,
nine and the sun came out. It stayed out till about two when we had a shower o*'’ ra
rain not very heavy and it did no last long. I went out and hunted down the second •
ridge -after having loaded and started the Kiwais with supplies for Dogwa. I got one
Lar -e hawk and two Manicodias and a Happy-falily bird, also drawing a couole od mi
misses at sitting wallibies. The rest of the day was spent in going over specimens
which especially the large are n t drying too well, four or five of the wallibie
skins have slipped around- the feet and taiT/ Also cl packed and sorted trade and KB
caper (writing). «c had some casuarry for supper which as it was an old bird was
toughfer than the previous ones; it must have weighed around a hundred pounds and it
certainly caused some excitement in camp as there was plenty of chop on it.
February, 11, 1934
A terrible steamy hot day with no rain. I got one rat andt then tonly went a
very short distance as it was so hot and Christmas was suffering with a sore I
shot a pair of grass warblers but dost the £? and I saw a quail. I sent the Kiwias
so Dogwa with another load and somehow they left the wagon there .sotthat it will am
make Band and Brass laf e in starting tomorrow. The afternoon went in making up the
one rat and in writing letters and in a., little packing
February 19, 1934
A thunder shower very obligingly came up about seven and did rot stop till
almost ten. The rest of the day was fine. I got up a littlebero^e six and started
the Kiwias off to Dogwa for the wagon which they had led behind as I had not
expresely told them to do itQ) I met them a little beyond the end of my trap line
about ten forty l 't loaded them up and they started back with a very heavy load
shortly after one. I did not get anything in my tfaps. About three I went with
Christmas down the river and inspected the lagoon there was not much to see. I
saw a number of swifts flying quite heigh too bbich to shoot. This morni n~ a litle
beyond tny traps I saw ^our hawks of the comon species sitting on dead t^ees I did
not bother to shoot any as we have enough. The boat has not arrived yet (f:3n)
and it looks as though it will not come to-day.

February, 13, 1934
It came or to rsinabout ninef our in the morning and continued as a light
r'fin 'till' abort eleven when it stopped but remained cloudy 'the r45t *of the day
The' Vari Vari arrived a little before eleven bringing Dr. V-rnon. There -as little
mail one letter 'ro® Ninald and two packages Ghri°tmas presents ^rom t'other and
hiss Gilbert, bothH very welcome. The h-iwias came in about the same time that the b
boat arrive'3. e got taldmg so that we did not ret lunch till one and started loading about two leaving about half past. I rent Christmas of43 ahead as he had to pick
up traps which had nothing inthem, we passed him just as heirwas picking u- the last
pe were talking most of the way so that I saw few birds though I* did see a black
passu -try though no t as large as the one brought in by 1 caoa a few day aror. 3e stm*
arrived at Pogwa about four to find that I had two Petaurus waiting -"’or me and shut
shortly after more arrived alive so that I put thvr in a bok and kept them alive,
d. i»er inns?k diner we had a game of poker at ^h ch 1 had my usual luck, i, s, winning
a little at the first and then loosing to everybody, the Dr*, was ^the grand
winnier, the game lasted till eleven.
F^bruarv, 14, 1934
N

al
-l day th ugh the morning early was slightly cloudy though it clear and
was j-ine an < warm. -- ,ra? busy at camp skinging the ms.mmals. brougb in ysster—
ray <v • in changing the stove as the one in piece was rusted out. A.- groat many ra+«
came in aftern, lunch and I was more than busy till sir and then I did n t finish.
Ip they pour in thiis way we ou&ht to cfe a fine sesries o* a number of th'nvs at
Least. D„. Vernon left about ten thirty
February, 15, 1934
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Another day at the skinning table. I kept at it pritty steadily even so I only
bjpltocht the number made up to twenty no very feaod, Ihere was a heavy rain during the
nicht and there were numborous clouds in the morning and a few odd shows-s in the
i»ernoon, v -ry light. Awaiting attention an e a large pile of rats and '•boat
ywenty five : at IUTUS and a z-s^lossus a young one: the last two specie0 are alive
February, 16,ml934
A f ne d
*
ay with a nice breaze allmday so that it kept the house nice and cool
n the morning I - inished up the rats most of which I only saved th« skulls, I
took the -aglossus out and took a couple of pictures but I do not think that they
'dil amount to much as he refused to behave, afterwards I took him aUt into thyard and tried-to see-his flrofesed ability to did but he refused to Drc'brm C '
aoul1. only scratch a little than walk about a"1! his movement were delit-ata slow
And with little aparent reason mostly walking in circles. The view prom the no-ch
Of the house is very fine
especially towards th° South wher« one overlooks a v
valley .at the hotome of -"hich is a pond wov re'’ with water-indies. The country
tromd is open grass land with scatered pandanus in the falleys bordering the stream
banks are line of trees and bits of forest an-d also here and the-e ard patches -yr
eocoanuts. It is a great treat to be able to sleep unde a couple o** hlahket°
J1rieT*e are very few mosouetoes, one could almost say none.
February, nL7, 1934
Not? good a day as yesterday, it was cloudy all day and only occasional
|rurts of sunshine with several spits oh rain. I spent the entire daV °kinni® ‘
•I skinned.mostly Petaurus. their method of tray-ling on the level -hen in a hurry
is a so — jes oh leaps, they are very cuick and active and have exceedingly sharp"
claws also teeth that "an make you sit up and take notice especially the
jpwer,.incisors wguch are lone and sharp,
a Native Brecht in a Dactylopriln
rc
U
which 1 i^mediatly skinned doing it in ab ut twent- minut T° the
L Ti
”1Ce' there
°A is
in
Petaurus
an oil gland oyere the clavicle in the .ventral
fins
i was examining the hill oposite to th. crouth it is not as i -aid y c it e Hay ■L-Ln-•
or at least gave the impfesion of th? open country being covered solely with
,Pandanus but th re are numerous low treas mixed trith the pgpdaams.
*
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February 13, 1934
It rained a good deal during the irrht and most ail day while the r°at
dull. In the. irorningl shinned the' animals brought in yest«rJay eveni c and
r'WOhrt'fed on cleaning the animals up to'day hut just before lunch a native Crourht
in a la nr;''’bunch, by my count a hundred and ninety eight of which I *nved
^xc
r
ent 3
whichwebe already dead an'1 some started to slip so I threw them away
there was* considerable variation in the ~olor so I made up six to show the di ■‘'fe'nb
colors which i«* apar.-nfcly entirely individual having no eonection -ith sex or ape
as one pun find all variations in each sew anr'1Traxx age.
Februafy, 19, 1934
I hot fine dAy. I finished at noon all the specimens on had
and wap counting
on soending the afterno n ••ritinr note. In the morning I shot a small hawk ’hen first
seen h° war sitting on the clothes line so that I could not shoot him there but
he very obligingly sfcwfc lit in a tree not far distant from which Inshot him.
After lunch we notice a number of eagles in a tall tree On the ridge onosite so
Rand and myself went over and had a fry but they moved off before wo arrived,
1 went on down the ridge but saw nothing. R»nd shot a magpie and then returned
to camp while I went back to the top or the hill and sat down to see if the eagles
would ent come back but they dident. On the way to the top of the hill a small hawk
flew out of a pandanus and then vent a little • ■•r>yr and lit in another but I wasnanr
unable to locate him I did not see an£ eagles again at calose ranee 1 counted about
twenty large birds f prey a long way off and another ridge to the west circling
around tw or three sailing very hieph so heirh that they look like speck", in this
respect they rimind one of the American Turkey-vulture, 'Vhen I arrived back I found
A Dactylopsila and a number of rats witing for me which occupied the rest of the
afternoon.
#
February 20, 1934
In the morning i skinney a few o* th - rats that were left over from yesterday
but most of then* were past saving. -A E tetylopsila was brought in and the” seems
to be some variation in them both* in color and the length of the fourth finder in
proportion to the rest. I had a bad stomach ake last night and am not feeling so
spry this morning. The natives call the Bandicoot 2019 "Rewi" or Sewei and
Dactylopsila Zingi, the Z pronounced as in the German 2 0** Zoo.
A Bandicoot 9 2028
was brought in with a pouch containing five small your,’ whic were put in spirit and
all given #2029. The Pouch of the 9 extended up to the ribs
that is 120 mm. from
the upper opening and 165 mm to the Cloaka and it extended the width of the abdomen
viz. 70 mm there ire 4 pairs of mammae situated close together just under the upper •
opening but not seen unless the pouch is opened ..the pouch
is sparsely hiared inside
up to the upper mammae, the length of the mammae row is 80 mm. the circumference op
the omening streatched would be about 1^0 mm.
February 21, 1934
A scortching hot day, at least it felt so though the tern pe^ature was not abnormibly ehigh in the house 90 F. in the house. A fairly slack day. I was occupied
most of it with the Zaglossus that came in yesterday which is aparently adult. I so
somehow forgot to sex it in skining it out. I am calling it Zaglossus though I am
pritty sure that it is the Australian form and therefore should be cabled Tachyaglossus. Just at dark a couple of na ives brought in two species or Phalanger and
ajaew Species of rat and several others things that we had already.
F bruary, 22, 1934
e’e had a very severe thunder storm with lots of lightening and thunder, the"
leightening was particularly vivid,, it must haf bs.en sometime in the early hours
of the morning. The morning was spent in skinning the two specimens of the ne” rat
and in having the Phalangers skinned out, while the afternoon went in doing another
Phalanger maculatus which has a very tender skin and is somewhat fat consequentl?,’’
it has to be clipped with a scisofs. The weather itself was cloudy intthe morning
With" improvement as it got hotter though it sprinkled around eleven "ith the ^un out
which ma t me rush my specimens inside.

"1
F ebruary? 23, 1934
iffter measuring and 'starting Christmas to Skinn the Phalange that cam® in last
night, I set out for Wuroi having first started the Kiwias ahead with the wagon and
a few things that we do not need during the last week here. I had just caught the Ki
Kiwi as when I saw a Large hawk or eagle flush from a dead tree over the road right i
in front of them and I saw another bird that reminded me of a grouse that ran acrost
the road about half way He ran through a small bit o^ forest I did not ret a chance
to shoot and I could not find any xi£h sign o^ him on the other sid<=
the for® t in
the grass, I a rived in Wuroi considerably ahead and consequently missed the rain on
the outward journey. I found that a rat simialar to the one called Large Grizzled
Rat had gotten into a trap that I had forgotten to soring set beside the rice bags
He was prittv old and was not saved though not I am sorry that I did not save the
skull. I came back very shortly after the Kiwias arrived and I got the wagon reloaded
There was nothing of incident on the way back except that I got thourillv soaked,
I got here about one to find that the k cook had eaten my lunch so that I h0^ to
wste till he cooked some more. I was very shortly busy skinning three Phalanger
that were brought in half alove I took one or two of the lot together and several
op the one that was most nearly alvie I think that: I ®ill Bs have one or two good one^
especially of the one up the dearl Pandanus. The Phalanger'’ are horibly geeasv and
.gather dificult to do as the skin is tender,
i^bruary, 24, 1934 -Psbn™
* very rixney day, it started some time before sun UP and continued without a
stop till almost ten and then it riined off and on till almqst. sun. down. m
the day was spent pritty much as usual skinning
February, P.5, 1934- March 2, 1934
u ’ . .\wan ^9pt Pritty busy skinning most all tie time. A number -f new +hin<* ~ebrought xn and especially a lot of dificult thing. Brass *eft "for Turox on Sb 4 P
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plans are at present
somewhat uncertain,
March, 4, 1934
’W6 were up at grey dawn and we^e started down the river very shortly after
six. A e did not wate for breakfast but had it on board we had an uni ventful trio
down the river to Dr. Vernon's place where we arived shortly before noon. <*e went
ashore and had. lunch with Dr. Vernon who had come up to plant chillies, ^bout two
we started down the river having found that Luff would not take u to ?ort so that
we will have to get the Chief, 'e made good time going down as we now ha^ the tide 4
with us and which on the lower part of the river runns rathe1" swiftly ^our or five
knots, "g got to ! aru about four thirty shortly before it came on to rain,
March, 5, 1934
A hot muggy day spent doing nothing much except discuss matters with Dr.
Vernon and Mr. Beach, chiefly as to how was the best way to get a Durong. I arrived
at Mr. Maidmans In time for a beer part just at sundown, present there ver V-V M
Woodward Capt.P-enalds .
March o, 1934
The morning was spent in trying to procure two boys to go Pugorcr dishing.
In the early part of the afternoon I wrote a letter home which went b v Aramia to
Thursday Island about three two boys were found and I immeditely packed and went
aboard the Vari Vari. he had an univentful thougv not to pleasant trim till after d
dark as it was raining off and on. after dark some time the painter of the dingy
that we wdre towing broke and we had, to immediatlv retrace our route and wit*1 the

help of th bip flashlight which I had brought with the me on the chance of it being
of use. »’e were rasradbig sailing with the wind abaem i. e.
brorr the 3out East vh®n
after a while I became uneasy and felt that we were retting too n°ar the re°p which I
could not see as there wwswri was no moon and the sky overcast, unon sugestinr that -'P
anchor I was asured by the native captain that there • a" no fear a® when there was no I
wind we would be at the reef l Anyway we anchored in about ten fathom0- of water about
ten o'clock and after waiting a while decided that it was too rainey to try for famong
that night so I turned in having to sleep beside the engine ssuirmed in between leaks
was not to conclusive to sleep but I managed to get a few winks.
March 3, 1934
I was up nshortly before sunrise and I saw a porpoise traveling south along a 1
line of floating kelp (or some grass like seawead) I took a shot at it with the 44 hut
shot heigh. Very shortly after sunrise we started cruising slowly with the motor folowing the reef south and visiting the kelp patches the H trpooner took his plase at the
end of the bowsprit with the harpoon, which is considerable different that the usual
one. This is made of two pieces of wood the forward or botom piece is about twBorfchirx
one third the entire lehgth of the harpoon and is made of heavy hard wood an--3 is
shaped somewhat like a bumb-bell with an elongated handle, iv-fefc® in the thick end
is a hole or sbcket to reseve the iron itself which is made from a file sharponed and
barbed the whole iron being onlyiix 115 mm. long with the rope atached in the middle
the other end of the hard wood pies is perm.ently wired into a long piece' of Bamboo,
the whole harpoon is 3690 mm and weigh perhaps
kilos, ”'e had not been going to lo
long whm he he jumped overboard but missed the turtly in jumping overboard he aims at
giving the wieght of his body to the thrust the harpoon home. Be continue1 in a 'ondeeply direction till about ten oclock during this time number® of small tern were- seen
in one and twos fishing as were two or three larger terns, About t-wi we altered our
course, to th® 'Vest and at the same time saw seven dark birds, ”ith a flight similar
to that of the boobies, flying up wind in the direction of Bistow island i i.s.
N.E.
previously two more were seen tha t belong to th® same species. Shortly after I shot
at one of three porposies traveling in an easterly direction but again shot ehiph and
about 10:15 a D ugong brok water about 50 m, off the Starboard bow, the Dugonm is called by the locals "MOMQRA". Avout a sis couple of minute previously two petrel0 had p
passed astern. THe weather early this morning was overcast with a fair breeze
the
S. E. to E. but this gradually droped till it became around noon dead crime as fx
the sky cleared up though all ■'day there were clouds here and then in the sky.
about 10:30 we aproached a reef very close to the sertfq.ee on which were mvmbeyous
birds of diferent species so I took the din ay hut I only succeded in gettinfe two
specimens of a larger tern, but saw a number
dark herronc, I missed a flock o** gu
gulls, When I left the Vari Vari 1 though that the reef was dip/' but -hen I got close
j found the what I had though was sand was floating kelp and that the water was kneep
deep) on the average and covered with shortly cropped kelp with small patche o'* bare
dead coral-. There were numb rs of fish and Imala whom ml had sent around to try and
scare the birds acrost to me °uceded in spearing one before he broke hi- spear. In the
mean time the Vari Vari had passed around th° southern end or rather through a passage
and was cruiseing up the Ssadtkgi western side when she was abreast I signaled with my
hat and then * rowed out to here when she anchored, I was almost to the boat when I s
saw a Msffibex Brown N oddy come and light on® the water just the other side of the boat
{hen rise and fly through the riglng
and he pased close enough to me so that. I could
havd knocked him down with a short stick I shot him and afterwards skinned him and it
was a 9 "A" O.N.E. iris Brown, '.'e then returned to the eastern side of the reef, oar-in
On the way the fishing boat that we had seen in the distance in the morning. Vo .anchored about abrest the souther tip of Bistow Island
about two and everybody proceeded
as it was now very hot and I could not sifl on the deck in the sun as it wa® to hot th
that it burned clear through my trousers in about two seconds, to make up for 1ost si
sleep. About four o'clock I shot a small species of tern that was resting on a pi~-c®
of Bloating wood. Just at sundown
a turtle was seen to pass close to the boat and at
Dusk a dugong going in the direction of the big reef, They acordinr to +hr- boys spend
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Climbing Mount
Albert Edward
Fine Achievement of American
Expedition in Papua

T

HE members of the American Natural
History Museum (New York) expedition to Papua recently arrived at
Daru in the Western Division, where they
remained for two or three months colleetinK birds, mammals, and plants. A special
survey of the life habits of Papuan anima.ls and birds was made, a field in which
very little research had been done.
The
expedition had already done similar work
in other parts of Papua, and crowned
their achievements by an ascent of Mount
Albert Edward, where some weeks were
spent in investigations.
The leader, Mr.
R. Archbold, of New York, had with him
Mr. A. L. Rand, Ph.D. (Cornell), as Ornithologist; and Mr. L. J. Brass, Queensland botanist on loan from the Arnold
Arboretum, who had already made collections in Papua, the
Solomons and
Northern Australia.
The party arrived in Papua last February and at' once started their work at
Rona on the Astrolabe Range, behind
Port Moresby.
But it was the ascent of
Mount Albert Edward (13,100 feet), the
second highest peak-in Papua, that engaged their attention most of the time.
Although breaking no new ground as far
as exploration goes, they were the first
well equipped party in this field, and the
publication of their results should make
a notable addition to the records of
Papuan fauna and flora.
Captain C. A. W. Monckton, of the New
Guinea Service, was the first to ascend
this tremendous peak, and no less than
six other parties have followed him, as
the summit is occasionally' included in
the routine patrols of Papuan Government officials.
Yule Island was selected as the starting point (of the Archbold expedition),
and here the expedition was joined by
Mr.
C.
J.
Adamson,
an
experienced
mountain traveller in Papua, who was
placed in charge of transport.
With a
large number of carriers and a team of
mules, the mountain road, made and
maintained by the Sacred Heart Mission,
was followed as far as Ononge, the most
distant station of the mission, 100 miles
from Yule Island.
From here on the
mules could go no further, and carriers
were depended upon for the transport of
food and scientific gear.
After establishing bases en route and
recruiting fresh carriers from the mountain villages, the Wharton Range -was
crossed by Murray Pass, and the ascent
o£ the higher mountains begun.
From
Murray Pass, the route followed the wide
grassy range west by the track taken
by Mr. Middleton, a patrol officer, on his
ascent-of Mt. Albert Edward a few weeks
previously. This led to a plateau which
covers an area of about fifty' square miles
and is well grassed.
Carriers for the
ascent of the mountain Itself were obtained from Kuarna, on the head waters
of the Chirima, said to be the highest
village in Papua.
Tents were pitched amid thick mist
and
chilling rain.
Everyone felt the
cold, and mountain sickness became a
common experience until the party became acclimatised.
The vegetation of the plateau proved
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very interesting, the grass land being
thickly dotted
with
low timber and
stunted tree ferns. On the trunks of the
latter, beautiful red and pink rhodendrons were found growing as epiphytes,
and numerous orchids, some of which
may be new varieties, were discovered.
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A further move was made to Mr. Middleton’s top camp where a month was
spent collecting the Alpine flora and in vestigating the bird and animal life. This
camp, at an altitude of 12,250 feet, was
in an ideal spot on the edge of a mountain lake, sheltered by low forest.
The
central and
south-east peaks, on the
slopes of which heavy frost lie on the
grass every day till noon, were both
ascended.
From the summit both the
south and north-east coasts were visible,

M
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44
and the whole tail of Papua, with its
mighty ranges arranged like the backbone of some prehistoric animal, lie before
them.
,
...
The return to the coast was made with-

out any serious difficulties, and the expedition left for further work in the Western Division where hill climbing certainly did not figure in the programme.
Great assistance was afforded by the
Fathers of the Sacred Heart Mission, the
name of Father Dubuy, who had previously
ascended Mt.
Albert
Edward,
being especially mentioned.
The party did not include a geologist.
but the actual mountain is considered to
he formed of schists. No traces of gold
were found, and so far as could be discovered, there was nothing to indicate
its presence.
Though not very' distant
from the border, as the crow flies, the
range is separated frum the goldfields of
the Mandated Territory by a deep valley.
It is, however, from the slopes of Albert
Edward that the Mambare and Yodda
Rivers rise, and in the past large yields
of the precious metal have been won
from those rivers. No one can yet say
that Albert Edward may not yield it too.
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Papua has reason to he grateful to the
members of this expedition for their arduous work in the mountains.
The discovery of scientific facts concerning the
interior of the country has lagged behind
exploration and pacification, and much
that is interesting and possibly of economic value may be brought to light.
T.H.V.
JUSl
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379 GEORGE STREET

the day at sea and come to the reef at night, but local Europeans and myself'are of t
the opinion that it is chiefly the condition of the tide that governs their action,
though they are probably easier to aproach at nigh. The two fisherman with ne of the
drew to row left shortly before nine and I turned in on deck. They returned shortly
before moon rise (midnight?) with a very large <* Bugonjg which took all hand and +he
cook to get him. aboard and if it had been much heavier we would have had to rir some
sort of a tackle. after a rest and smoke they went out again
but Had no success.
" arch 1, 1924
They got back about four or a little before and we left irranediatly *or ©aru, As
soon as it was light I measurd the ©upon? which measured as follows:- T otal length
ueasurd along the back as there was no room to move him about much f.650? the spreat
of tail 900, forearm 455 measrued from the tip to the point where the arm loins
the Body, forearm greatest width 910; circiropherence around under armpit- 1655
circumpherence around
way between penus and armpit (creates circumpherence) 1945
circumpherence at base of tail 540; Distance from tail, of anus 930 of penus exit
1550. I estimated that it probably weighted between 1,000 and 1500 pounds. Te rot
to Daru just before seven and I immediatly went ashore and boro wed a block and tackle
And then started to get the Du-ronr onto the warf where he arived after a little difi
difficulty in hauling him up about 8:00 or a little after By noon I had the skinn removed and most the skeleton cleaned up , as it showed sirn that it might slip I salted -•
It right away leaving it to be cleaned up afterward It was not very -"at. I left again j
about tvro for the reef. Leaving the Kiwi as to finish the skin and put up a fly to cover it. I had got oHugh in one shower at seven just after l°avin ■ and rot c "urht in
Another shortly after leaving and I proceeded to shower off and on the rest o° the
day also there were one or two durinr the night, but that did •'•not hinder the ^ishing
much, -e arrived at the reef shortly before sundown and they went out again about Q:^0
And were gone till about two or three when they returned sayinr that they had se ~n none
Atall.
March 9, 1934,
I hung on to hoping that the weather would improve which in the early hour" had c
pome on to rain and blow the wind having shifted to the N.T7.
a bout eight I sa - a
lone frigate-bird and all moraine I saw ternsfishinm and shot one. About ten I rave un
hope that he weather and returned to Taru, when we had been underway about a hour the
weather improved and th« sun cane out making it suite hot when about half way to the
sland #e ran up onto a large flock of terns 5Pnor more, possibly two bunches aether
broked up into two when they flew, I shot two which rand thinks bilonr to two species,
we got into Barji about one and the rest of the -afternoon went in dooinr ods and end':,
larch in, 1934
The morning went in getting matters aranged with Dr. Vernon and in writing notes
and the afternoon ha s rone similarly with interruptions to see that the boys are doing,
there jobs.
March, 11-1°, 1954
Th ese days werd spent in getting thing togethe r and peckirr. On the eleventh
we all went to tee to the Leyden's and to the Woodwards for supper which wa? ruite
enjoyable as we had brings a game of poker a‘'ter wards at which I wone back some of
my previous looses/. The night of the twelvth we went to the Maidmens which was a
rather talkitive evening as Ittr is a ciaanpi n.
March, 15, 1934
-pent in last minute racking and in waiting for the Papuan Chie* whic did not
arrive. In the evening we had a rum party with all the male inhabitant" of th® i
island present and Mrs Maidmenn and Mrs. Woodward, it started more or less impromptu
most coming to say rood buy but ending in most staying to supper which was
a join?
a fair the ’Voodwards, Maidmenns end ourselves contributed ^ood, the party lasted tillh
till about one and snme stay ng Ion per
March 14, 1954
A day in which everyone was trying to forget last night. The Chie^ came in about
three and I went aboard with the board;nr party an'’ aranged with fir Beach nd b Capt.
Anderson about loading, it was decided to load to morrow moraine as the weather locked
threatening.

\
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PAPUAN NEWS
From

T

Our Own Correspondent

PORT MORESBY, January 19.

HE Port Mor.seby Golf Club held Us annual dinner on December 15. when the
various eups won during the season were
presented by the president. The Gore Cup
was won by Mr. C. N. Perry, the Guttndge
and Fitch Cups both fell to the prowess ol
Mr. Roy Field, while the Club Championship trophy went to Mr. E. B. Bignold.
The nine-hole course is improving very
rapidly, and has been in good playing condition during the whole ot the season. The
grass greens promise to be a great success,
■ ind already are a vast improvement on the
stonv surfaces which were responsible for
so much poetic fervour two years ago.
INSECT COLLECTOR
Miss L. E. Cheeseman, who for the last
eisht months has been malting a collection
of insects in the eastern parts of Papua tor
the British Museum, has completed her
work at that end of the Territory, and went
west toy the “Papuan Chief” on December
■' to investigate the extensive coastal flats
in the Gulf and Western Divisions.

EXPLORER LEAVES PAPUA
Mr J W Vandereook returned from his
trip 'through the Purari Delta early m
December, and left for the Solomon Islands
via Ilabaul.
Mr. Vandereook. who was
accompanied by his wife, secured a laige
number of unique photographs and expressed his satisfaction at having examined
what he declares to be a unique district.
After seeing most of the delta systems ot
the world, Mr. Vandereook declares that
there is nothing: that can be compared v> itn
the Purari Delta in extent, in interest, or
in the vast number of its navigable watei
ways.
. .
He hopes to return to Papua after visiting the Solomons.
NATIVE VILLAGE DESTROYED
The native village of Aluguni, near Hula,
some sixty miles south-east of Port
by, was completely destroyed by flie.
loss of life is reported, but many rare old
carved timbers were destroyed, ot a kind
that is not produced in modern times.
ON MT. ALBERT EDWARD
Messrs. R. Archboid (mammalogist), A.
L Rand (ornithologist) and L. J. Brass
(botanist) have returned from theif thre
weeks’ sojourn on the summit ol Mount
Albert Edward and have ghne west to
search for new specimens in the mainland
round the region of the Fly Riven New
specimens were found by each ofth„eA
scientists on Mount Albert Edward, and
the party were delighted by the climate
and surroundings.
At an elevation of over 13,000 ft. thej
experienced frost practically every night,
and found the scenery unique in its variety
and beauty.

/% >■-

March, 15, 1934
A Dull srey morning with rain closd at hand, "e started loading just safe
the rain started and just succeded in gat tine staff n board be for the heavy rain
came so that the boxes only cot a little damp. ”:e got away from Dq.ru about ten
and parsed Bramble cay about tea time the Gaptian very kindly- slowed do"*n so that
we could take a good look at all the birds that were on the bench and fishing.
• arch, 16, 1934
The mountains of the main range were clear when I wot up shortly before sir
thirty and we were entering Tort Romley about breakf st time
arriving it the
lelta -Sawmills about ten where we spent the rest of the day loading lunfcer
t all had tea with Mrs Mackinnon also a sundowner. We have had bridge both last
night and tonight at which I have been very lucky holding evcelent card* for some
reason I did nnot piny too well to night and went down once or twice but then soar
lid the oposition so it evened it off more o’- less.
I* arch 17, 1934
•<e left about nine oclock and got to th - entrance about feJwfpw eleven to 'ind
-inite a s ,rell wheih stuck with us all day. »'e a ived and anchored o'Vf’ Orokriblo about
three an-’ s~ent thermight as we did not finsh loading copra till after dark. Lots o°
canoes ’ ith Beetle nut came of-0 trading. This is the gpupply center for the coast
il hough it is grwon some i n the Kekeo and undoubtedly elsewhere. I took a number of
ahotoes of the canoes comming out and one or two of the head dresg. I din-1 no+
ashore on s.count of the haevy swell and for the sand reason the evening bridge was
Dosponed.
torch 18, 1934
Only go as far as Xokipi, Ag these notes were not writer till after leaving
Port Moresby I am al little doubt full of the places fisited this day.
torch, 19, 1934
jidn not get into Sivitoi till about three'and as I heard that Mr Adamson was
at Kairuku, I walked overland wi th the Doctor Vernon as we both felt the need for a
little exercise. I found that Mr. Adams n had Le^t the - r'-vious day '’or Baroka. I
'as invited up to the R. M.'s for diner for supper which wa* som- what embarasig
as I had planned to go on board the Chief -her che came around but which she never
lid being held up at Sivitoi, so I was forced to apear with «o shirt and no shoes.
March, 20, 1934
The Chief came around the first thing In the mornin^ and As I had decided to
go t> Baroka tor-see Adamson I went on board
and only jus t had time to feet together
the most necesary things. I spent the morning with Mr. Oldham and left shortly a'‘ter
two on th® Mission launch for Aropokina, where Ye arrived aboil 5:15 ana I aimmedintly
set out for Baroka where I arrived very wet shortly af ar dark, too -p’ind that
Adamson was away at Mr. Williams The government Rice Manager, I got LSti Adamson’s
boss boy to get me some supper and I wrot a not To Adamson to re tun her or to Yule
if he could not gat here in time., whi ch I gave t L0ti to send the first thin" in
the morning, T he mosnuetoes were as bad as ever,
March °1 1 9j54nt
Spent in waiting for the mesangor to return. The mosquetoes were unusually troublesome and a out n oan as the mission launch was retunring to Yule at Two I was a
little disconcerted as to V.’heat to do but decided to wait and get - a caroe , tomorrow
at Bioto. Adamson showed up about two Men? proc ed aba t a 1 hr. by the me sender,
we spent the afternoon talking and tun red in early as the mosquetoes were fierce.
March, 22, 1934.
Adamson and I lef't for bioto about nine or al little after and waded through the
swamp which was almost waste doeprain water. Me cot to Bioto at ten And had an univentfull,
trip to fFule --where e arived about noon In time to have lunch *ith Mr. Oldham
Aft r lunch we-went to Sivitoi for Fule an# ods and ends returning to Kairuku in time
to change into white close (borrowed) to have a vrry amusing supper with the ft, 17..
M r. fall. The amusement war suplied at the misfortune of Mr. Hall '"ho in opening
la bottle of home brew had the contents blow out ha and hit the ceiling and go evorywheres.
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DARI! NOTES
(From Our Own Correspondent)

■ /

The Archbold Expedition returned
from the Oriomo District well satisfied
with the results obtained. Since they
have been in Duru they have added a
splendid lot of specimens obtained on
the island itself. They leave by the
outgohig “Chief.”

Thursday, March 29, 1934.
Members ol tlio Archbold scientific
expedition, Messrs. D. Achbold, A. L.
Rand and L. J. Brass, who have spent
thirteen months making a collection of
flora and fauna of the Territory, returnee from the west during the past week
and left for Sydney by the “Van Rees”
to-day.
We understand the results ot
their collections in Papua have been
most satisfactory and it is not unlikely
that Mr. Archbold will bring, another expedition to the Territory in the course of
a year or so. Amongst other places visited here was Mt. Albert Edward, where
tlio party camped for a month at an
altitude of nearly 13,000 ieet.
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tMarch °3, 1954
'
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j.about seven but had a very pleasant trip into port
We _d=id not lesfe
Arrived in about rine',ari'd an half hours later. «e had a slight sea and a rind on the
not -trong enough to help us along very much-.
aft„§r cmater though 'it
March 2A, 1934
March The morning passed in doing odds and ends of thing’ ■ while in the afternoon
1 vent out with Adamson to Seamour's place at the twelve mil~ and got caught in the
rain and consiquently got very cOld coming back as the top of the Fr’eirer's c-r leaked
like a sive.
March 25, 1934
!e went out to Fisherman Island for the day I shot two species of chore in
birds, and saw several Centropus, who here inhabit the open grass covered ground •■-hih
:.s covered with old raised coral very difficult to walk through and also dangerous.
i?e returned around three,
M arch 26, 1934 - M afjch 28, 1934
These days were spent in packing, sorting gear and in seeing for-, 6hampion. and
other officials in preporation to leaving. On the Afternoo of the ^Sth the ’"hite lhadcg|
arrived with Mr. Carr and five others including one Lady. I had them to supper and
'afterwards we went on board. Shenis a very fine ship-for the cruise that thev are
taking being very roomy and stable, but one card already see that they are beginning
i.o get on each others nerves and I would not be surprise to hear that they split
before reaching. Marseilles.
March 29, 1934,
The Van Rees arrived about eleven thirty and we immediatly rot our luggage
on board and then went back for a final lunch in Papua and sailed about two. The
officers are fery nice all speaking English and the ship is clean the cabins comfortable and the food good at least in comparison with the Top Pub.
March 30, 1954
I was not fealing too well I think that it was probalbly due in part to having
drunk too much on the 28th and possibly the etfdct tf the slight pitch that the ship
kept up all day. Me got into Samarai just after sundown, 6:15 and the harbour was
very pritty in the moon light.
March 31, L954
The night was very warm especially toward« morning when I woke at p rey dawn w
• >erspiring heavily,. I did not get ashore until about nine as the other did not waits
:'or me and consequently I had to waits till the boat came back which was not ^or som,Q
time. The Island is very prittly laid out and the government must have spent a lot
of work planting out all the flowers and crotons, which I guess was probably done
with prisoners. I took a number of pictures and returned on board just before.leaving
at ten. At noon our run was 16 miles
leaving 419 to labaul, Fostion; 10
Latitude, Longitude 150 53''. Ve have b-en irand sailing through a rather reef studed
chanel between islands that are entirely wsEstei forested.i
c

April, 1, 1954
Feeling vary, bad all day with an atack o** dyorea.
The weather wap good and
there was only a slight sea.
April 2, 1"34
Again still feeling roten ”rd did n t dp much moving around ge arrived
nine at Rabaul and remained at anchor the whole day. The vies- from the ship was V«=T
fine", though it rag ■ little hot. as there i?ac
. Most of the rfl m
|
ocupied in retrieving the anchor that was lost when the chane broke when the whip cm
can
n it or arrival. A hard botosi was hot1- responsible md i heir in retrivine.
it.
Aoril 3, 1934
j
We went alongside the warf suit® early about seven. I wa ; feelii
but too |
weak to go ashore. We sailed at noon-with gtghfcvmBTrpas six new pas angers just
billing all available cabins.

Sydney Morning Herald
April, 18, 1934

Sydney Telegraph
April 18, 1934

RARE PAPUAN
SPECIMENS

SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION.

n Good Results in New Guinea.

COLLECTED BY SCIENTISTS
AT 12,500FT.

Mr. Richard Archbold, mammalogist of the
American Museum of Natural History, New
York, and leader of a natural history expedition to New Guinea, and two companions, Dr.
A. L. Rand, a Canadian ornithologist, and Mr.
L. J. Brass, of Brisbane, arrived in Svdney last
night by the Van Rees.
Mr. Archbold said the expedition set out
to collect mammals, birds, and plants, and
had been very successful. The members of the
expedition did their work on Mount Albert
Edward, which was 15 days’ journey from
Port Moresby, and had an altitude of about
13,000 feet. At a height of 12,500 feet, where
the expedition camped for a month the ground
was flat for an area of about 30 miles long
and 12 miles wide.
There were beautiful
lakes and natural parklands. Another month
wrns spent at 0000 feet.
About three-fourths
of the plants gathered were new to botany.

An. expedition expected to prove of
great value to scientists has just been
completed by Mr. Richard Archbold,
of the American Museum of Natural
History, who arrived last night from
Papua by the steamer Van Rees.
With Mr. A. R. Rand, a Canadian,
and Mr. L. J. Brass, of Brisbane, he
climbed to the summit of Mt. Albert
Edward, in Papua, directly behind
Port Moresby, and camped at 12.500
feet, to collect specimens of mammals, birds, and plants.
A couple of thousand rare specimens were collected, and sent to New
York for classification.

^iJBuCCetCn
APRIL

25, 1934.

Fly River”: The members of the
Archbold Expedition organised by the
American Museum of Natural History,
New York, recently arrived from Papua.
The leader, Richard Arch bold, is a
mammalogist who has spent the last few
years chasing four-footed specimens in
many parts of the globe, notably Madagascar. The team is completed by A. L.
Rand, a Canadian ornithologist, whose
six-foot-six figure would make most
Cornstalks feel small, and L. J. Brass, a
Queensland botanist, who previously collected in the Solomons. The party will
be long remembered in Papua for its
ascent of Mount Albert Edward.
Its
painstaking work has added to the knowledge of Papuan fauna and flora.
1

Loril 4. 1334
It Noon our position wagJfeiig 15^-43 " S Lit. 7
7" S.
run n3S distance
to Port Vila 1096 miles to Port "Vila. ’.Bout the mettle of the afternoon
gar off the port side a very large bunch of porposies they were quartering
‘towarda a la* re I land that'was in the idstnace. They were epnrently traveling as-tl#
they only broke water and I could not get a glimpse of their heads so hav« no idea
as to what species they belong.
f April. 5-15, 1934
,,
,
»
For most o** this time I •-.■as not feeling too good a- I had an attack o
diarrhoea. Die Arrived after supper on the 3th And sailed again at six on
the afternoon of the 9th. I did not go ashore till after lunch and id not f*rr - +
eeiinw a little botti
very interesting. This was port Vila. I
■lid
not
go ashore till the ti ?lvth wher I
Noumea on the Vorniilg of the 11th but
r
the crio *,'oT't "rrich
;ar and motored "irouxrc going first in fcht ['ornim zz
0+ ft " m c
r, vo rl
oman do a fine •lev. of the mountains and the town. The id an' i • mountainous an'
pritty. I returned to the boat for lunch and then in the afternoon wfcent out
to n other hill in the al terno n the vi-'-w was not so good thwnrh I enjoyed the
jai i
h so far.
drive, as thr count"/ is dlferent to any that I have
• Y) r on
Friday
the
thirteenth
though
nothin?
car
o:
jrni!
eight on the
the un lucky day.
April 15 - 22, .934
• f Y n *]_0 o -S’ ^
I war bet ter by the time tha t we arrived in Sydney though ne
. _j_ rp'|'jp<prc
01y
thought it - irs to go to a boctor, but he has found nothin?
”orv,
!
oi». Vernon is right when he said that it was
i_r j
I sw not us°d to'
i at
st the fact
: act that 1

t

^

jfehe rich food that, wss served on board, X have been suite busy with on thin" an' arij
r. Brass left for Brisbane -and home the night before 1 a-t (twentieth;,
m other.
and and myself went over to see the . oo and spent an enjoyable afternoon J
7 esterdav
j on F
ilk through th - Botanic
very nice
bile this morning I took

April, 23, 1934
I forgot to mention yesterday that while walking along the water froat in
the garden I saw a Pied Cormorant as pell as several species of land birds one
very obvious one Rand said from my discription was A Pewe I tried a photo of it
but as I did not have the telephoto lens it will probably not look like anything.
I several good pictures if they turn out. This morning was spent in shooing while
I did not buy very much what I did certainly burn money and time only three shops.
April 24 1934 - May 8, 1934
I succeded in catching a bad cold in ay Sidney and consequently was feeling
rotten when I got a£ on the x boat on May 2nd and had to go to bed on board as
I also came down with Malaria but It lasted only one day and I am now better and
practically rid of the cold. We hade had an univentfull and fairly smoth voyage
the between Auckland and Sydney we had a slight sea which gave the boat a slow pitch
The last day before Suva and today I have seen no birds. About two thirty or rather
nearer three we stopped off Niuafou or Tin Can Island to drop mail and aloso pick
some up. The island is volcanic and is covered with cocoanuts and the shores are ve
very inhospitable for ;adinng nowwheres is there a place for safe landing of small
boat as the surf breaks onto the volcanie shores continually.
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NEGATIVE NQ»

XVI (l6)

(JU-

n >J

fi \•'£* O.f.
6

LOCALITY
N. Y., Havana,
Cristobal

u C-

lr *-

^

!
PICTURE
'
NO.
SUBJECT
36
Birds circling above S.
Lurline
Atlantic Ocean
34
28, 29 Birds Feeding in wake of Lurline
26
Gull
23,18 Phaleops
15 house of Pailiment Havana
13, 14 Havana Harbour
5, 10, 11 Frigate-birds Cristobal Harbour'

o
XVII(17)

,

Panama Canal
California

t

0
XVIII (18)

California <■
. Honolulu^
Pago-Pago

I°\ , XIX (19)

XX (20)

Suva, Fiji

New Zeland
Auckland
Rotorua
Australia
Sydney

17, 18 Miraflores Bam & Locks from Lurline in
Lake
13-16 repairs on Miraflores locks
7-12 coast as seen about eight morning after
leaving Balboa ( 160 mile from Balboa)
1-6,40-47-Gulls Sanfrancisco Harbour
40, 41 Fire-boat displaying San Francisco
39 Harbour
38 San Francisco from Lurline at dock
36, 37 S. S„ Lurline at Dxock
334, 35, view from Airoplane shortly before
arrival at Los Angeles.

1
39 Barrons
42, 43 Honolulu Island early morning
44, 45 Garden on way to Pali
46* 47, 1, View from the Pali
3, 4,
~§JL.
.
7-12 Harbouf of Pago-Pago
13, 14, 16 S. -k, Lurline At Pago-Pago
17 Entrance to Harbour
18-23 Native dances, Pago-Pago
24-S5 Pago*pago harbour
29, 30, ??
^
31-35, Native village
36, 37
38 Indian quarter
40, 41 making Kava Kava before dances
42, 43, 44, 47 war-club dance
I, 2 Fijian Policeman
5, serving Kava Kava
7, Lucille & Emily Parsons
9-11 women's dance
12-15 spear dance
47, 2, 3, Model native village & maori dancers
6, Maori women
7, House, model maori village
II, geyser in action
13, terrace,hotsprings
15, 16, 17, ^iews of thermal area
18, 19 hot-spring employed for cooking
20, guide Bangi
21-23, view of Auckland from Museum, with
war memorial
25 Lucille & Emily Parsons

<3&
-1

-,

XX (20) cont’d

XXI (21)

26 Mrs. Parsons & Major Wagermann
27 Lucille Parsons
28 entrance to Sydney Harbour
29 Sydney Harbour with Sydney bridge
30-32 Wentworth house grounds
3$ animal Zoo Sydney

Australia
■Sydney'
Papua
Port Moresby
Hanuabada

■ “ r
XXII (22)

Papua
Rona Falla
^ort Moresby

{/

.
o

XXIII (23)

Australia
Sydney

!/'

8, 9 view from Panorama House
10, 11 magpie-crows near Panorama House
-19 Lady Cunningham Park
’"'-'"50 Ihtrance to Hanabada
/\
/
21 Hanuabada house
P1 22 Port Moresby from Hanuabada
ju
23 Houses bnilt otfer water Hanuabada
p
"24, 25, Port from Three mile hill
26, 27 Hotel Papua or Top Hotel
P.
28, Ela beach Port Moresby
p 29-31 Native canoe off Ela beach^ 32, 33 Native women, Hanuabada
34-35 cricket match
4
37-40 native canoe race
43-44 Nona Falls taken from grass slop below
Miss. Grimshaw' old house on point 50mm. len
45- 46 ditto but 135 mm. lens
47 looking down Loloki valey from grass slope
above Government jfest house.
1, looking across valey from same place as 47
2
ditto
3-5 looking down on government rest house from:
hill in back
7 jpider in web on porch of rest house
8 trail just before entering first rain forest
on,S©ger$ trail
11-12 trial in forest
15 Swamp on road to Port Moresby, 15 mi. mark
16 Lakatoie at port Moresby (large canoe)
17 Native canoe
19-21 golf course Port M0resby
22 small bird in tree Port Moresby
25 Hanuabada women carrying
24-26 Savanah hill below Rona on Port Moresby ro
27-28 view down valley from same hill as 24-26
29-30 same as 24-26
31 ’ view of hill above camp from same place as
24-26
43-44 Wallibies, Zoo
45 Sydney Bridge
46- 47 Koala bears in trees Koala Park
3-7 Mrs. parsons Lucille & emilly Parson with
Koalas
13-14 lizard
16 lake

X (r>

"

Papua
Rona Falls
Port Moresby

XXV

18-20 Watergall along
Road
22-84 stream hiden under boulders,
25-27 Phalanger, Mam. Cat. No. 1517
28-31 Rona rest House loading fJf5r Port
(L /
32
Savanah country en route to Port
33-36 Swamp at 15 mi, post.
37
Savanah behind Port Moresby
41, 43-45, Port Moresby from launch en route
to slips
42
Island
at
entrance to harbour seen form
l"A
inside

Papua
Port Moresby
Yule Island
Bioto

XXVI (26)

Papua
Baroka

37 women under tree Port Moresby
38 Loading Steamships grading Co' boat ”H & S".
39 Coast en route to Yule island
40
ditto
41 Patrol officers house Yule Island
42- 43 Cocoanut trees
45 view of harbour
46-4?-1 loatfding canoe with last of gear
2-7 canoe being towed in river below village
8-13 river above vilage "Ethel river)
14-23 Bioto Creek with native canoes and Nepa
palms
25 natives of Bioto Village
30-35 views of Main range from Adamsons Camp
with Bioto Aroi swamp
36-37 Young Pittas Bird Cat. No. A*"2
38 Camp North side
39-40 Sunrise on misty morning
42 Cocoanut trees in swamp near trap Sets
19-21
43- 45 treachea of Bird of paradise Bird Cat.

i/

47

Native shaving
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LXVIII.

Papua
Mafulu
Kubuna

9-11 Bed of Auga below Gala
6-8 Myrmecordia Bot No, 5496 on a river Bank tree
3- 5
"
"
detached from tree held
by Laho
1-2 Tam garden ^ence on re growth' froest elopes
44-47 Qrchid Bot No, 5400 y
40-42^ New clearing in rain forest Kubuna, in foregrownd
ornamented tree stump
37-39 Lawyer-cane suspension-bridge over Delava River
If hr. east of Kubuna, Rand, crossing
~ hous, j v._,
4- V Top of Cistic'l^HK paim Bot No 5599
8-11 top of Palm Bot No. 5,600 ^

^•aken by,

o
LXIX.

Papua
Kubuna

12-16

Iruiting Panicles and section of trunk Palm
Bot. No. 5600
17-19 Detached panicle of Palm No 5600
20- 22 Detached Flowering Panicle of Palm no 5599
25-27 New Mis-ion rice plantation Kubuna
32-33 Mission native getting out logs for saw-mill
Kubuna
34-37 Detached fruiting panicle of Palm Bot No. 5625
38 Dromicia caught by native

Taken by,
L. J. Bra
'ass

Papua
Kubuna

6-8 Kuni dancer setting out for feast at Cros-ing
,
drum & fdst fram for feather head dres°
9
Kuni women decorated for dance, carrying loads
food
10 Kuni women
11 Ditto
12 Ditto
13 Ditto
14 Kuni men carrying Head-dress frames
15 Ditto
16-19 Palm Bot. No. 5672 J
21- 23 Brothers George & Paul with prison labourers
on Mission truck
24-96 Detached flowering top of Palm Bot no 5665
27-98 Brother George & prison labourers
29-31 George making concreet bridee over Efaiva creek
34-36 Split sect’on upper trunk of £ycas Bot No. 5643^
showing leaves & fruiting scales

Taken by, L. J, Brass.

Papua
Yule-I: ;land
Bioto
Baroka

13 Savanah and sea coast Yul e Island
^>‘14 Starling nests in tree Yule Island
^ 15 Savanah and Sea-coast Yule inland
\\

g

V
"

-"*19 Boy dresed up in Bioto Village
■ 2-23 “omen bringing bananas—-Baroka
24 View up Ethel river
25 Cricket Kairuku, Yule Island
27-23 Sailing canoe in harbour Yule Island
!9-,-'l Yule Island from harbour
32-34 Native's quarters Baroka

3 C

*9?
o
LXXII

Papua
5-7 Yokea natives in canoe coming along side
Gulf Division
the Papuan Chief, Gulf Division
Mokea
8-10 Orokolo Dubu? 9-10 same
OrokoTo
2 Goaribari canoes alongside Papuan Chief
Kikiori
D&lt a-Div isi en-J?1’
Kikiori _^--^'^\l3 Kikiori "tation from Papuan Chief
Western Di.vision‘%'4. Canoe coming out to meet the Chie*" Kildtnii HiOriomo River
IS,Kiwias (?) sailing canoe just vest of Daru
'uroi-BsSfa 16^OrioTre—niv.pn bank on way to uroi
17 looking up OiPtwnu 4(1 ^|yr '"'for mast h*ad o^
Varii- Vari ‘
8 Looking down onto the deck of Vari Pari from
yard arm of mast.
19-20 Vails la at wnrf -uroi Oriomo River
J A „v
21 Savanah
7° Looking along W'uroi-Pogwa. road in Savanah near
■
swamp.
23-25 Local native women leaving with baskets after
selling bananas.

V

ILXXIII (75) Papua
Western Division
Oriomo River
Wuroi

9-11 Fruiting branch of Pandanus Dot. No. 5791''’
12- 13 Eetached top of Palm Pot No, 5790k
14-15 Orchid Bot No. 5781
16-]7 Detached fruiting branch
Pandanus
Bot no 5847
18 Syncarp of Pandanus Bot no 584 7
21-"9 Women laying out food Wuroi
a3_94 Young Megapode Bird Ho * $/$
25-35 young Kingfisher Bird
34-36 Large Green parott .
37_39 Small green P-ar&tts ^

LXXIV (74) Papua
Western Division
Oriomo ■ River
Wuroi
Dogwa

»? \ M

0

far

,XXV (75) Papua
Central Division
Bar ok a.
Bioto
A

*

Taken by
L. J. Brass

No.

£> ft ;j

43 Fenced native garden
45-4.6 Native village
47 Natives in above village
I- 3 Mekeo ’by temites nest
in Savanah
4_5 'Mekeo* in Dogwa-Wuroi road in Savanah
7-10 Two yound Macropus on on left is Majmn. No
1771 Macropus (dark)
that on the right
the young op Macropus (Bro»n)
II- 13 Fruiting branch of frand anus Bot Not IF
14-15 Detached syncarp of Pandanus Bot No. o'dfs.
19-20 Zagglossus Mamr. No. 1858
13- 14 Soung Casuary at Bioto vilage
15 Garden and trail near Bioto
16-13 Cro °sing big swamp on Bioto Baraka
19—73 Mekeo carriers preparing load to leave Baroka

I
LXXVI (78) Papua
15 No 1 bore side of Dogwa Creek open era?" slope
large shallow spamp below & large ar®a
^estprn Division
Oriomo. River
sink hoi"
in backgrounds
If Small cluing of trees on open ridve .amended by a ‘ea|
Dogwa
of tall arriss ;V SSSureura 5859 ^Dt. No,
favorite cover for Nacropus
23 Open prase slope Anthistiria 5927; scatter®'’ trees
1
lert •f'orarroun' Banksia 5724,/
25 Tipical open ridge country (on ridge oposite camp)
26 Gavery forest formation alon®- a "•reek on open
ridge country
27 Fan Palm 5950 with fern 5.983 epiphytic on trunk
29-32' Phalanper maculatus o 2Q44 in dead pandanus
put there for photo
Taken by,
33 Phalanver maculatus (rrom left to right) o 2044
15-28 L, J. Brass
°043, 9 2.04? ad.
79-° KRichard Archbold
34-36 Vinw Sout from Dvgwa overlooking valley
37-41 Panorama from porch of r ogva. house swinging
from, left to right
43_44 Dogwa ^rom hill down which one enters.
45 View to the North-west from above hill
46 Similar to 45 but with Pan Palm in foreground
1
47, 1 same as 43-^4
2
Edge
of favanah ———
......
-■
■■ — —■ — -■"*■ - »»■- "
■ -*- •; '
■*. "
—f
1

T

T

l
LXXV1I (77) Papua
" 3-5 Boys loading wagon main hoyse Dogac
- Western division 7-8 Boys leaving main house
Oriorao River
9.-10 Si.-'ilar to above but showing more'o'* station
Dogwa
'K
11-12 Vari Vari ariving at Wuroi
Nuroi
: *013—14
Sago palm with tall mangroves on, either
ptg,
Daru
f
side on bank of Oriome River ^ .
K
a’rPior reef
""'X5-15 Harpooner on bowsprit of VarJprVard with
sailing canoe in distance*, Durons hunting
17 Sailing canoe ’arrior rs£f
y t18 Sailing canoe arriving Daru

{>

0

Photographs taken by L. J. Brass on half plates
Rona Falls, Central Division

March 17, 1954
Eucalyptus alba, savanah

Southern slope of upper Luloki River below Rona, Showing savanah u. gully
rain forest
Baroka, Central Division
April,
, 1934
Eucalyptus alba, savanah running onto forest fringing swamp
Si sum Rot. No, 577 f f Phragmites Dot No. 3777/' Swamp
Close up of Sisum Hot No. 3778 /
b. Vegatation i n forest gully
T[
Diene, Ononse Road, Central Division
Dilava River Valley & distant mountains- about source of river
FBeycinitia Sot. No. 5850 *
’’Inf. Detached”.
Face of rain forest from camp showing tall albizzins in foreground.
Pien° Pest house with fewest in background.
Red fruited Void Dot. No. 3959yin camp clearing
save as #11.
Close up or Rochid -Sot. No. 59-60/
rterrier of rain forest
, Forest and trc!" ferns on steep slope on ridge, carp clearing.
-f'
r
Gairinda, Kt. Albert-Edward , - ■ -1
June 25, 1955 - July ifo, 19 '
Cythia
Rot.
No.
4285
in a forest glade, (pith common hassock grass Bet No, '2 "9^
16
-f
arboressent shrub Bot No. 4217f center background Birr -Botr, wo 4221 '
targe trees of ENeyMXial Dacrydiurr Dot. NO. 4284/overtopping smaller trees $ fg
forest; Cythia 4285/
Forest g-l-ade-Rowing damage caused by a- fire entering fro- open erase lands
Bacrydi um(4284 ■< background, tree ferns & Momoto Bot. No. 4242
—f- 19 interrior & floor of high mountain forest. Taken in rock railed "depression
Trees / -round covered with mo:~s,
1 nterrior view of high mountain forest taken frog a position overlooking No. 19
Elsophila Dot. Do. 4'10 ■
Narrow glade in high mountain forest. Dacrydiurr, Rutneese Bot No. 4P.17 &
Cythia Dot. No. 4285.
23. Evulim Bluff, Ft. .Albert-Tdward. (3813 m.?)
24. Forest and tussock grass slopes about -Oarinda Camp (5680 m)
25 View- over high mountain forest near Garinda camp (3680 m.) Dacrydium, V oroto,
etc.
Murray Pass, Vartan Range, (alt. 2842 m)
July 14, 1953 - August 14, 193?
- 20 View of Ft. Tafa from near our camp, at Totoresi (2840 m.$); Foreground examnleas
of Cyathaas Bot no.’ 4595 & 4596^amiriongst tussock gras- Bot. ?I; . 4624 &
scattered small shrubs. Below- edge of forest extending down into AV.napa
valley.
.
<J 27. Forest fringe shrubs and--small- trees. Rutaceae Bot. No.^4602 (white- flo-i--ring
r
small tree), & : yrtus Bot. No. 4515/ Cythia Bot. no, 4596, Blechnum, B ot. lb
J
4590, Gahnia Bot No.''4552, & Gleichenia Bot, No. 4635-/
23. goreet interrior, showing thickly mossed- 'round
tree trunks, & scant under-t
growth of climbing b-mbo & tree fern Bot, No. 4551.
29. Forest interrior showing undergrowth in a well lighted place. Climbing
ban1 boo, Tree-fern Dot. No, 4551 & young Dyrtaceous trees. Moss covered
steins of large climbing Rubus Bot. No. 4712/
Interrior of open type of forest containing large trees of Dacrydium Rot. No.
4 4683, & No. 4576/ Thin undergrowth o^ climbing Bamboo, Tree fern Bot, No.
'4551, i lent Dot No. 4604-i Tree beeri nr large mo'-- cushions, 4 stout climbing
s .ems 0f komoto Bot No. 4750.^

.

H .

.

Photographs taken toy L. J. Brass.

-ft 31.

33.
-f“ 34.

55

-f» 36.

-f- 37.

-f- 33.
“f— 39.

T

4

°*

-f- 41«
\
42.
43 r
-f-<- 44, -

-f- 45.

46.
~f- 47.

+ 48.

-f-49.

hurray Pass, barton Range, (alt. 2840 in.).
•July 14, 1913 - August 14,ml933
haitapu hunting shelter in forest near our camp. Tangle of Bamboo; large
Rubiaceous tree Mot. No, 47051 Shelter covered with bark of Libocedrus
Bot. No. 4679/
ffit. Tafa, Central Division,
August, 1933 - September
Native hunting shelter clearing in ridge crest forest. Old shelter thatched
roughly with leaves of large forest Pand&nus. Open burnt over around
covered Brachen Bot. No. 4134/ in which are scattered a few plants of
Bot. No. 5082; dnese fringe growth young J.'yrtus Bot No. 4-364, Phyllocladus
etc. in which climbs large GleicheniaBot. No. 4960-/
Dancing ground of Bower-bird (Amblyornis inornatus) in ridge crest forest.
Nearby a dead-fall made by a native to trap the bird".
View of 'barton Range, t, Scratchley, Yt. Vicroria; eastern sour of "t. Tafa
& valley of Vanapa River. Taken from saddle on divide between. Vanapa &
uuga waters, North of It. Tafa camp, at altitude about 2400 m.
Pace of valley forest from road N. of camp Road clearing undergrowth of Bamboo
Bot. No, 5106 <sr youn trees in Fore ground; Tree- ferns Bot No. 4971 &
Pandanus sp.; examples of Marasanga Bot. No.5081.
Ridge crest forest interior. Trees close together. Nyrtaceae, Phyllocladus,
& small Podacarpus. Trees & ground mossed and carrying Hymenophyllum Bot.
No. 5()33| undergrowth of plant Bot. No. 5025, & Iiut.ac.oae Bot. No. 40/-6
Ridge forest in terrier; more open type. Large I-'yrtus 4054, supporting thick
stems of Momoto 4033. Undergrowth of plant Bot. No. 5025 & small "ertaceous
trees principally.
Horizontal view of above. Climbing bamboo Bot No. 5106{ Rutaceous shrubs.
Camp at t. Tafa (2400 m.). Background summit of t’t. Tafa 2725 m.
Outer view of ridge forest. Trees mostly lyrtacae. Foreground leaves of young
forest Pandanus center top:- epiphetic pink Rhododendrum Bot No. 4855 &
a small example ’ of i'omoto Bot. No. 4038; left and right Rutaceaeous small
trees
Dense undergrowth o' Bamboo Bot. No. 510Sv'in valley slope forest. Tree fern
Bot. No. 4971' & Alpinia Bot. No. 5083
Pond at upper end of landslip debris pile near camp. Foreground or Bot No.
4883; large tree fern Bot No. 4963 conspicious in re growth on slip face,
ridge crest for st interior, showing mossy ground i*. tree trunks, & undergrowth
of young trees & plant Bot. No. 5025.‘
an open gully in valley forest, GAEARA sitting at base op a tree. Ground coveraq
of Monocotyledeus small bushes & a seedling tree. Young Pandanus & a little clxr
climbing Bamboo Bot. No. 5106. Tree thinly mossed.
Interior of valley bo tom forest. Substare of saplings & climbing Ramb^o Bet.
• No. 5106 between scattered thinly mossed tbees. Scant growth o' Elatestemmas
& small seedling trees on leaf strewn ground
Dense growth of climbing and rambling Bamboo Bot. No. 5106^cm an old
Young Pandanus & tree ferns
Road through tall Sam a forest at alt. -7350 m. Tama Bot. No.5057 (Castanorsis ?)
A.
Rand standing beside a Tama tree 21* 6" circumference. 4* from ground.
mall substare. trees mostly Podacarpus Bot. No. 5107 & young Phyllocladus
Bot. No. 4035. Low, scattered undergrowth plants Bot. Nos. 5075 & 5087
[
Llecladus Sot
hyllecladus
Sot. No. 4035 on rid re'of a,native rest clearing in Tama forest
ill
rtlPo
alt.
2350
m.

Photographs taken by L. J. Bras?, half plates
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Mafulu, Central BiisiOn.
October 1933
J
F orast of Quercus Bot. No. 5176. Epiphytic Alpheniuir nidus (?) & amona^t
the plentiful undergrovth a specimen of small Palm Bot. Not.5199k
Interior of Limestone forest above oak forest area at plus or minus 131° m.
Oak forest on steep mountain slope0 showinr open character, & almost
mossless condition of tree trunks.
Typical mountain stream at about 1°50 rr. falling precipitiously through oak
forest over bed of rocks. Banks and stream-bed rock thickly covered with
ferns, Elatostemma spp. & Impatiens Bot. No. 5335 A Salmon-pink flowers)
Tree-climbing-Kangaroo, Dendrolagus Mamm No. 1551, brought in by Leva ueva
natives.
Kubuna, Central Diyision
December, 1933
A clump of Palm Bot. No. 5615 an riverbank rain forest,
fturoi, Oriomo River, western Division
February, 1934
/
Low type of teatree forest (rdd flowered Melaleuca Bot. No. 5695^ on damp,
grey soil rid res. 3L'm,
Tall type of savanah forest with a patch of light'rian forest in background,
Oriomo River looking upstream from Wuroi wharf. Clump of young Sago Palm in
left foreground.
Riverbank rain forest at edge of V<uroi clearing.

Bot. No is Mr L, J. Brass's Botanical field number.

